
SUMMER VACATION 
COURSES VS
Group summer camps abroad, with accompanying staff, 
in colleges or with host families, from ages 9 - 18.
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The courses, the schools and the teachers 

Master Studio pays particular attention to the preparation of language programs 
and courses offered to its students by its course providers. Therefore, all students 
must take an initial placement test, which not only determines their language 
level but helps the course staff to place them into classes which match their 
needs. To further improve student achievement class sizes are a maximum of 16 
students per class. The teaching methodology uses all the latest materials and 
techniques, which helps to produce excellent results in language acquisition. All 
courses consist of 20 lessons per week. However, for specific details regarding 
course programmes please refer to the course brochure. At the end of every 
course, each student receives a certificate of attendance. The study centres which 
we choose to use are all run by the country’s best-known language schools. The 
majority of these are accredited and recognised by the UK’s national accrediting 
bodies, like the British Council, Eaquals, Quality English, ACELS, Feltom, 
Fle, Accet etc. All course teachers are highly qualified and have many years of 
experience in teaching the target languages to speakers of other languages. 
They are also selected based on their interpersonal skills and willingness to work 
with children and young people to help them develop their communication 
skills. These requisites are essential for a successful course.

The method

It is not always easy to maintain young students’ interest for three hours or more 
a day, especially if they have just finished their school year at home.

So, the main aim of the lessons is to teach and practice the language in the 
most natural way possible. 

Teachers actively encourage student participation to create a stimulating 
environment and increase confidence in their language skills.

All educational materials are carefully chosen and are used in classes 
to provide teachers with useful resources that arouse student interest and 
encourage involvement. These include a wide range of multimedia such as 
audio and video, authentic materials like newspapers, magazines, excerpts 
from textbooks as well as the input for communicative tasks. The teachers’ 
contribution is also highly important in achieving successful outcomes in the 
lessons and a fundamental aspect of the study holiday. Therefore, all teaching 
staff are carefully selected and experienced in the latest teaching techniques.

An unforgettable summer
with friends, while studying
and having fun
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A unique 
experience, 
wherever 
you go!

Assistance in Italy and abroad

Our friendly staff in our representative offices in Italy are always available to 
offer you expert advice and information when helping you choose your study 
centre. We also offer all the necessary support to guarantee the success of your 
stay. A few days before your departure, we will send you and the members 
of your group all the essential information regarding the trip. At airports and 
stations, there will always be a member of staff available who will take care of 
any formalities and be on hand to intervene in any unforeseen emergencies.

Overseas, Master Studies Worldwide Ltd employs a trained staff of 
professionals, all of whom, contribute to making the presence of our students 
abroad a highly secure one. All the groups are led by Italian escorts some of 
who are also language teachers. They are all chosen for their personal qualities 
and their dedication to spending time with and helping young people achieve 
their goals. They are also on hand to assist with any problems that may occur.
They have the role of monitoring and supervising the groups from the moment 
of departure until they return to Italy. To help them with this challenging task 
they are joined by our local partners. The staff of our schools consists of the 
College Director, the Director of Studies, the Director of the recreational 
program, activity leaders and the highly qualified teaching staff.
Together they implement a dense network of supervision that can handle both 
everyday problems as well as any unforeseen events. Finally, all participants 
benefit from emergency health care abroad and are covered by accident 
insurance.

In college

We recommend the college experience for students who want to enjoy an 
international atmosphere and integrate with students of other nationalities. 
Students can have fun while taking advantage, where available, of the 
excellent sports and recreational equipment. We have various types of 
facilities: from city campuses, characterized by their advantageous location 
within the city, to colleges and schools with lovely green campuses and 
parkland. Accommodation is either in single or shared bedrooms, some with 
en-suite bathrooms and others with shared bathroom facilities. Depending 
on age and gender, rooms can be arranged on different floors or hallways or 
even in different buildings. Full board is provided with all three main meals 
(breakfast, lunch and dinner) taken in the self-service college canteen. At 
weekends and during excursions packed lunches are provided. When in the 
accommodation the students are supervised at all times of the day and 
night. The Group Leaders and college staff also live in with the students 
to establish a rapport based on friendship and trust. This not only puts the 
students at ease but also the families ensuring a safe and pleasant stay.

Host families

Staying in a host family means living the daily experience from a ‘full 
immersion’ perspective and really experiencing the habits and traditions of 
the foreign country.  Students staying with host families have the option to 
share their room with another student either Italian or foreign of the same 
gender, depending on availability. The service offered is full board because 
by having the opportunity to have breakfast and dinner together with the 
host family allows the students to get the chance to experience the host 
country’s culture at first hand.  Lunch can either be a hot meal eaten in the 
college canteen or a packed lunch. However, for specific details please refer 
to your chosen centre’s page in the brochure. Host families have to undergo 
a series of checks before they can host students. These checks are carried 
out by our local contacts in collaboration with the local authorities. Not all 
of the host accommodation is within walking distance of the colleges, but 
all are located in areas served by public transport.
Students who choose to have this experience must abide by the rules 
dictated by the host family. The educational and recreational activities 
during the day are carried out with the group, while the evenings are at the 
discretion of the family and the chosen centre.
A unique experience, wherever you go!
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Sports and free time activities

Precisely because it is a study holiday, leisure and fun also play a vital role 
during the day. So, after classes, an intense program of recreational 
sports and activities starts. This is an essential part of the course 
because it helps to contribute to the success of the stay. The majority 
of our study centres are equipped with excellent sports equipment. 
Therefore, students have the opportunity to practice a wide range of 
different sports, such as football, basketball, swimming, volleyball, etc. 
The subscription fee covers all the activities unless otherwise stated. 
All activities take place under the guidance and control of the Activity 
Leaders to ensure safety and minimise the risk of injury. 

Programs vary from centre to centre so check the brochure to see 
what each centre offers. Activities can include barbecues, outdoor 
games, discos, theatrical performances, tournaments, debates, visits 
to museums, city walks, language films in the cinema or on video, 
international parties and much more. Students get to choose from a 
wide range of activities that they will surely find engaging and fun. 

During the stay, there are both full and half-day trips some made using 
private coaches and some using public transport. However, rest assured 
because while travelling Italian and native speakers escort and assist 
the students making sure that everyone arrives safe and sound. The 
selected destinations are always chosen for their cultural, historical and 
tourist interest. Each centre has a specific program, indicated in the 
“Free Time” section. 

Discover the world in flight

Our study programs include travel with scheduled flights on national 
and other well-known airlines. The quoted prices refer to departures 
from Milan / Rome, as specified on the centre page. It is also possible to 
depart from all the other Italian airports, but this attracts an additional 
supplement (see page 98 for details). Trips by train or bus are also possible 
since the group quotation links directly to the number of participants so 
please request the final cost directly from our offices. 
All transfers abroad, from the airport or railway station, are by bus and 
included in the subscription fee. On the day of departure from Italy, our 
representatives at the airport will take care of all the formalities. However, 
we do stress that anyone participating in our study programs must respect 
the timings stated in the travel plans which are sent a few days before 
departure.

Studying, free time & sport activities
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TRINITY
In almost all centres in the UK and Ireland, our students have the 
opportunity to take a “Trinity College London” certificate. 
The exam consists of an interview with an examiner, aimed at determining 
the student’s ability to demonstrate their English speaking and listening 
skills on a subject of their choice. 

The exams are at various levels and range from Elementary to Advanced. 
In those centres highlighted by the exam logo G

ES
TIONE DIRETTA

IN

CLUSO NEL PREZ
Z

O

ESAME TRINIT
Y , the price of the 

package includes the cost of the examination. For those without the logo, 
there is an additional cost. To register for this option simply highlight the 
appropriate field when filling out the online registration form.

Two important 
exams  
to certify 
your English

Learning and working program - PCTO

TIE 
The Test of Interactive English (TIE) can be taken in Ireland and is 
run by the Advisory Council for English Language Schools (ACELS), which 
operates under the jurisdiction of the Department of Education and 
Science. The exam is recognised by the Department of Education in 
Ireland as well as by the Ministry of Education, University and 
Research (MIUR) in Italy. The TIE, therefore, qualifies for academic 
credits just like the Cambridge and Trinity exams. The exam is divided into 
two sections: an oral part and a written part and is suitable for students 
of all levels of English proficiency. Trinity / TIE exam sessions run 
depending on the availability of the external examiners. This means that 
examinations could be taken any day during the stay. Each centre’s 
course director is responsible for communicating all examination dates 
and times. 
Please note, however, that Trinity/TIE exam sessions only run 
with a minimum number of students. Confirmation or cancellation 
of the exam will be communicated directly on site by the school, allowing 
for exceptions. 
If it is not possible to take the exam, Master Studies Worldwide 
will reimburse the dues already paid in September.
Those wishing to cancel booked exams may only do so if the 
request arrives before 10/05/2020. After that date, no refunds 
are possible. For both, Trinity and TIE exams the expiry date 
for the booking is strictly a minimum of 30 days before the 
departure date. 
Exam fees: Trinity: € 130.00. TIE: € 100.00.

Pathways to transferable skills and orientation
The Budget Act passed by Parliament in December 2018 redefined the 
characteristics of the Learning and Working program (Alternanza Scuola 
Lavoro) as required by Law 107/2015 (“Buona Scuola”). Pathways to 
transferable skills and orientation (ex ASL)  involve not only students from 
technical and professional institutions, but also high school students. Based on 
the new measure: (Ministerial memorandum no. 3380 of 18 February 2019)
-  Pathways of work-based training are now referred to as: “Pathways to 

transferable skills and orientation” (PCTO);
-  the number of hours to be carried out has been reduced in the last three years
• At least 150 hours for Technical Institutes (from the previous 400 hours expected);
•  At least 90 hours in High schools (rom the previous 200 hours expected).
The hours allocated for PCTO (ex ASL) can be carried out during a 

period of study abroad. 
The clarification regarding the MIUR memorandum of 18/03/2017 open 
the door to the recognition of the school program abroad as a PCTO 
activity, while the final decision on the matter remains up to the individual 
school. 
In order for our students education to be realized in the most profitable and 
stimulating way possible, Master Studies Worldwide Ltd has developed the 
right educational strategy to facilitate their entry into the world of work. 
With the support of our recognised and renowned partners in both Ireland 
and the UK, Master Studies Worldwide has planned projects aimed at these 
objectives, offering its students the opportunity to combine an experience 
abroad with this new study route in centres carrying the following logo 

All students participating in PCTO programs will receive a certificate to present to the school upon re-entry attesting 
to the total number of hours that they have completed. Master Studies Worldwide recommends that you check with 
your school before departure for any necessary documentation needed for the final recognition of the experience.
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University of Bath
Bath

THE COLLEGE
The University of Bath covers an extensive and 
panoramic area about a mile from the historic 
city centre. The campus has modern classrooms, 
a large canteen, a bank, a library, a student shop 
and several meeting places.

The Language course
The course includes 20 lessons per week of 45 
minutes in standard classes of max 15 students, 
with lessons alternating between the morning and 
the afternoon. Trinity exams are included in the 
package. However, please tick the corresponding 
box on the registration form indicating, if possible, 
the level of examination required.

Accommodation
The accommodation is in apartments consisting of 
6 to 10 single rooms with private facilities and a 
large equipped kitchen that also serves as a meeting 
room. Kitchen use is at the discretion of the centre 
management and when granted may only be used 
by the group leaders. Towels are provided by the 
centre. On arrival, students must pay a security 
deposit required by the school of £ 30/€ 40. The 
deposit will be returned at the time of departure 
unless the college needs to deduct payment for 
reasons stated in the school regulations.

Sports Equipment
Facilities include covered tennis courts, a 
multipurpose gym, football pitches, basketball and 
outdoor volleyball courts and rooms equipped for 
dance and drama.

Bath is a quiet city on the River Avon, 
rich in architectural gems and home to 
the famous and well-preserved Roman 
baths. It is also one of the 3 British cities 
considered by UNESCO to be worthy of 
being classed as a world heritage site. 

MASTER PROGRAMME
2 CERTIFICATES (recognition BC, Trinity)

FREE TIME
3 full day excursions: Cardiff includes a 
visit to the castle; London with a travel 
card and pizza party upon return to the 
college (late return); Stratford upon Avon 
including Shakespeare’s birthplace.
1 half day trip to Stonehenge and a visit 
to the Roman Baths. 
Local transport included for day trips.

AFTERNOON AND EVENING 
ACTIVITIES
This programme may change for 
organisational reasons.

London Stay*
From this centre, you can arrange a 2-night 
stay in London as part of your 15-day stay 
(12 + 2). The choice of this option, however, 
involves the loss of an all-day trip and a 
day of lessons and includes a supplement 
of € 250 or you can add the stay onto the 
14 nights (14+2) at a cost of € 330. During 
the London Stay students stay in 3-star 
central hotels, in triple or quadruple rooms, 
with single rooms for escorts; Also included 
in the cost are a lunch voucher; vouchers 
for each of the two dinners; and a daily 
travel card for a single full day.
* The tour does not include guides or 
activity leaders.

THEATRE AND YOGA WORKSHOPS
This centre organises two theatre workshops 
and two yoga sessions delivered by 
professionals. The workshops last for 90 
minutes each, at the end of which students 
receive a certificate of attendance. 

A.S.L. “ENTERPRISE ENGLISH” 
is for students aged 16 and over and with a 
minimum language level of B1 (CEF)
The course includes 3 hours of ‘Enterprise 
English’ per week and consists of a 
combination of lessons, presentations and 
role-plays based on the world of work. Topics 
include:
• techniques on how to deal with a job 

interview abroad;
• how to write a CV and covering letter;
• personal presentation, how to best 

approach the workplace;
• communication methods in the world of 

work.
Those attending “Enterprise English” receive 
an additional certificate of attendance and 
summarizes the topics covered during that 
course. This document certifies the hours 
completed by the student towards the PCTO 
program (see page 7 for details).

ENGLAND

COLLEGE ages 11 - 17
Maximum age limit must be strictly 
adhered to
COURSE START   3 / 17 / 31 JULY
DATES      
15 Days 14 Nights

WI-FI in most areas
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University of Bath
In order to get 
a quotation 
about this centre 
please contact:

london@masterstudiesltd.com
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Benenden School
Benenden
Benenden is a pretty rural village in Kent, 
South East of London, also known as the 
Garden of England for its enchanting 
landscape. The nearest town is Tonbridge 
Wells, located about 30 minutes away. 
London, Brighton and Canterbury are 
easily accessible. 

FREE TIME
3 Full day excursions: 
Travel to London by train with a walking 
tour and the British Museum (late return), 
Brighton including admission to the 
Sea Life Centre, Canterbury including 
admission to the Cathedral.
1 Half day trip:  
Royal Tunbridge Wells.

AFTERNOON AND EVENING 
ACTIVITIES
Evening activities include an integration 
programme with English students from 
the Kent School of Music. There are two 
shuttles per week (into Ashford and 
Tenterden) for accompanying teachers and 
escorts.
This programme may change for 
organisational reasons.

ENGLAND

COLLEGE ages 9 - 15
COURSE   6 / 20 JULY
START DATES      
15 Days 14 Nights

WI-FI in most areas

THE COLLEGE
The school was founded in 1923 and is one of 
the most renowned boarding schools in England. 
Nestled in the green English countryside and 
surrounded by 240 acres of manicured lawns and 
gardens, it has a large and bright canteen where 
all meals are taken, classes are supplied with 
modern equipment and a large theatre used for 
some of the extracurricular activities.

The Language course
The course includes 20 lessons per week of 45 
minutes in standard classes of max 16 students,  
with lessons alternating between the morning 
and the afternoon. Teacher Training Courses 
are free for group escorts.

Accommodation
Accommodation is in ‘houses’ in single rooms 
each equipped with a sink. The bathrooms are 
on the same floor and have a ratio of 1:3 / 1:4 
students maximum per bathroom. Each building 
has a comfortable common room furnished with 
sofas, armchairs and TVs. There is also a kitchen, 
which can be used at the discretion of the centre 
management but only for the group leaders. Towels 
are not provided by the centre. On arrival, students 
must pay a security deposit required by the school 
of £ 20/€ 30. The deposit will be returned at the 
time of departure unless the college needs to 
deduct payment for reasons stated in the school 
regulations.

Sports Equipment
The college offers a multipurpose gym, outdoor 
playing fields and an indoor pool.

Benenden School
In order to get 
a quotation 
about this centre 
please contact:

london@masterstudiesltd.com
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Talbot Campus
Bournemouth

THE COLLEGE
The campus is about a 15-minute public transport 
ride from Bournemouth city centre. A large 
modern building which houses classrooms, the 
canteen along with some common areas.

The Language course
The course includes 20 lessons per week of 45 
minutes in standard classes of max 16 students, 
with lessons alternating between the morning 
and the afternoon.

Accommodation
Accommodation is in shared houses of 4 to 
7 students in single rooms. There are shared 
bathrooms, one bathroom for every three 
students. Each house has a kitchen, which can be 
used at the discretion of the centre management 
but only for the group leaders. Males and females 
live in separate accommodation blocks.
On arrival, students must pay a security deposit 
required by the school of € 50. The deposit will 
be returned at the time of departure unless the 
college needs to deduct payment for reasons 
stated in the school regulations.

Sports Equipment
This facility has a sports centre with a large 
multipurpose gym.

Located on the south coast of the British 
mainland, Bournemouth is  famous for its 
long white beaches, blue sea and numerous 
parks. The town has an international vibe 
and party atmosphere thanks to the many 
pubs, shops, restaurants and trendy clubs 
where you can spend many unforgettable 
evenings. The wonderful English countryside 
characterises the beauty of the surrounding 
area by offering picturesque landscapes and 
access to many castles. Bournemouth is well 
connected to London which is less than two 
hours away by train.

FREE TIME
2 full day trips: 
Bath with a visit to the Roman Baths, 
Salisbury with a visit to Stonehenge;
1 half day trips: 
Lulworth Cove & Durdle Door;
2 local trips: 
Bournemouth walking tour then Laser 
Quest, Splashdown Waterpark

Bus pass included.
 

AFTERNOON AND EVENING 
ACTIVITIES
This programme may change for 
organisational reasons.

ENGLAND

COLLEGE ages 12 - 17
COURSE           30 JUNE
START DATES   14 / 28 JULY
15 Days 14 Nights

WI-FI in most areas

Talbot Campus
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University of Sussex-Falmer Campus
Brighton
Also known as London by the sea, Brighton 
is probably one of the most important 
and well-known cities on the south coast 
of England. Every year lots of British and 
foreign tourists choose to visit Brighton 
for its vibrant culture and its characteristic 
narrow streets called ‘lanes’ and the fact 
that it is only an hour away by train from 
London.

FREE TIME
Full day trips:
1st session: Canterbury walking tour and 
Canterbury Tales, London - Westminster walking 
tour and the National Gallery.
2nd session: London - Westminster walking tour 
and the National Gallery, Canterbury walking tour 
and Canterbury Tales.
3rd session: London - Westminster walking tour 
and the National Gallery, Windsor includes 
entrance to the castle. 
Half day trips:
1st session: Chichester Cathedral, Brighton 
Museum & Art Gallery, Arundel Castle, Brighton 

with the Sea Life centre.
2nd session: Hever Castle, Brighton & Sea Life, 
Chichester Cathedral, Brighton Museum & Art 
Gallery.
3rd session: Arundel Castle, Brighton Pier & the Lanes, 
Hever Castle, Brighton with the Sea Life centre.
The visits are at the discretion of the visiting 
school.

AFTERNOON AND EVENING 
ACTIVITIES
This programme may change for organisational 
reasons.

ENGLAND

COLLEGE ages 11 - 17
COURSE START   5 / 19 / 26  JULY
DATES
15 Giorni 14 Notti

WI-FI in most areas

THE COLLEGE
The modern university is less than a 15-minute 
train ride from Brighton city centre, with the 
train station just a short walk from the campus.  
Lesson are held in classrooms fully supplied with 
multimedia equipment, while meals are in the large 
college canteen that enjoys fabulous views over the 
surrounding countryside. It has an ATM and a large 
relaxation room.

The Language course
The course includes 20 lessons per week of 45 
minutes in standard classes of max 15 students, 
with lessons alternating between the morning 
and the afternoon.

Accommodation
The Sussex Falmer Campus offers flats consisting 
of 6 or 7 single rooms with en-suite bathrooms in 
modern buildings, located about a 5-minute walk 
from the classrooms and the canteen. Each flat has 
a kitchen and sofas. The use of the kitchen is not 
allowed for safety reasons, but you can use the 
fridges for cold drinks or snacks. On arrival, students 
must pay a security deposit required by the school. 
The deposit will be returned at the time of departure 
unless the college needs to deduct payment for 
reasons stated in the school regulations.

Sports Equipment
The college has a multipurpose gym, outdoor 
sports pitches and tennis courts.

Falmer Campus
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Clifton College
Bristol

THE COLLEGE
Clifton College is a beautiful and classic English 
boarding school, famous students include the 
the first husband of mystery writer Dame Agatha 
Christie and actors John Cleese and Trevor 
Howard. It is located in the middle of Clifton 
Village, a residential area that offers trendy shops, 
bars, supermarkets and cafes.
Bristol city centre is only a 30-minute walk away 
or 15-minutes by public transport.
The college has large, bright classrooms with 
interactive whiteboards and sophisticated 
learning technology. The ancient ‘crypt’ beneath 
the chapel is now a common room and café, 
where students can interact and socialize. The 
canteen, characterized by its large windows, 
is conveniently located next to the activities 
meeting point. The college also has an infirmary 
available to students three days a week (Monday, 
Wednesday, Friday).

The Language course
The course includes 20 lessons per week of 45 
minutes in standard classes of max 15 students. 
(15 hours per week).

Accommodation
Accommodation is in double rooms for students and 
single or double rooms for accompanying teachers. 
The ratio of bathrooms to students is 1:6. The 
accommodation also features a beautiful lounge 
with a TV and DVD player. It is advisable to bring 
towels.  On arrival, students must pay a security 
deposit required by the school of £ 20/€ 30. The 
deposit will be returned at the time of departure 
unless the college needs to deduct payment for 
reasons stated in the school regulations.

Sports Equipment
Three covered sports fields are provided for football, 
basketball and badminton, large outdoor spaces for 
tennis, volleyball, rugby and a large heated pool.

The city of Bristol is located at the mouth 
of the River Avon and is home to the  
University of Bristol. It lies in the middle 
of an area of considerable tourist and 
gastronomic interest, given the proximity 
to Cheddar, where the cheese of the same 
name is produced. 

FREE TIME
2 full day trips 
to London and Oxford, both with a late 
return.
2 half day trips
to Bath and Cardiff.
1 local visit
Discover Bristol.

AFTERNOON AND EVENING 
ACTIVITIES
This programme may change for 
organisational reasons.

ENGLAND

COLLEGE ages 8 - 15
COURSE START   7 / 21 JULY
DATES      
15 Days 14 Nights

WI-FI in most areas

Clifton College
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In order to get 
a quotation 
about this centre 
please contact:

london@masterstudiesltd.com



Cats College
Cambridge
A stunning city on the River Cam and 
home to England’s most prestigious 
University, Cambridge is a rare example 
of when tradition and modernity come 
together in perfect harmony.

FREE TIME
2 full day trips:
London and a Thames river cruise, 
Warwick and admission to the castle.
2 half day trips:
Ely walking tour and visit to the Cathedral. 
Bury St. Edmunds walking tour.

AFTERNOON AND EVENING 
ACTIVITIES
This programme may change for 
organisational reasons.

ENGLAND

COLLEGE ages 12 - 17
COURSE STARTING   5 / 19 JULY
DATES     
15 Days 14 Nights

WI-FI in most areas

Cats College
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THE COLLEGE
The college is about a 20 to 30-minute walk from the 
city centre. The newly built building houses modern 
classrooms with audio-visual media and interactive 
whiteboards, a large and bright canteen, a laundry 
room, computer classrooms and several communal 
areas where students can relax.

The Language course
The course includes 20 lessons per week of 45 
minutes in standard classes of max 15 students, 
with lessons alternating between the morning 
and the afternoon.

Accommodation
Students stay in single rooms with en-suite 
bathrooms. The college does not provide towels.
On arrival, students must pay a security deposit 
required by the school of £ 20/€ 30. The deposit 
will be returned at the time of departure unless 
the college needs to deduct payment for reasons 
stated in the school regulations.

Sports Equipment
Sports activities will be organised at one of 
the local parks and a sports centre located in 
Cambridge.

In order to get 
a quotation 
about this centre 
please contact:

london@masterstudiesltd.com



Stafford House International
Canterbury

THE COLLEGE
Classes are held in a modern building only a 
10-minute walk from the accommodation block.

The Language course
The course includes 20 lessons per week of 45 
minutes in standard classes of max 15 students, 
with lessons alternating between the morning 
and the afternoon.

Accommodation
ON CAMPUS: A modern building only a 10-minute 
walk from the accommodation block is the location 
for the lessons. The accommodation block is newly 
constructed and only a 15-minute walk from the 
centre of Canterbury. It has double rooms with 
private bathrooms, a common room and a TV room. 
Meals are served in one of the two school canteens.
The college does not provide towels. On arrival, 
students must pay a security deposit required 
by the school of £ 20/€ 30. The deposit will be 
returned at the time of departure unless the 
college needs to deduct payment for reasons 
stated in the school regulations.

HOST FAMILY:  Host family accommodation 
is in double or triple rooms shared by students 
of the same sex. It offers full board with lunch 
and dinner in the school canteen from Monday 
to Friday. Other meals, including packed lunches 
for full-day excursions, are provided by the host 
family.

Sports Equipment
Sports activities are organised at the local sports 
fields, swimming pool and gym.

Canterbury is a charming town in the 
county of Kent and only a 55-minute 
train ride or 90-minute car journey away 
from London.
It is immersed in the picturesque greenery 
of the English countryside and famous for 
its gothic cathedral and being the seat of 
the University of Kent.

FREE TIME
2 full day trips: 
Londra, Brighton oR Cambridge  
(admission to attractions not included).
2 half day trips: 
Leeds Castle, Dover Castle  
or Chatham Dockyard.
Local trips: 
Canterbury Tales and Canterbury Cathedral.

AFTERNOON AND EVENING 
ACTIVITIES
This programme may change for 
organisational reasons.

ENGLAND

COLLEGE / HOST FAMILY ages 12 - 17
COURSE START      5 / 19 / 26 JULY
DATES       
15 Days 14 Nights

WI-FI in most areas

Stafford House
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In order to get 
a quotation 
about this centre 
please contact:

london@masterstudiesltd.com



University of Kent
Canterbury

ENGLAND

COLLEGE ages 11 - 17
COURSE START   5 / 19 / 26 JULY
DATES     
15 Days 14 Nights

WI-FI in most areas

THE COLLEGE
The college is part of the University of Kent and is 
on a beautiful campus surrounded by greenery and 
equipped with every comfort. It takes 30 minutes on 
foot to reach the city centre. There is also a regular 
public transport service available. The college has 
excellent facilities that include: a theatre, a disco, a 
bank, a supermarket, a bar and a TV room. Meals are 
taken in the large and modern refectory.

The Language course
The course includes 20 lessons per week of 45 
minutes in standard classes of max 16 students, 
with lessons alternating between the morning 
and the afternoo.

Accommodation
Students stay in apartments consisting of single 
rooms with private bathrooms. Each apartment 
has a kitchen, the use of which is not allowed 
for safety reasons but can be used as a common 
area for residents of that corridor, provided that 
the quiet times that the school will communicate 
upon arrival are respected. Towels not provided 
by the centre. On arrival, students must pay a se-
curity deposit of £30 required by the school. The 
deposit will be returned at the time of departure 
unless the college needs to deduct payment for 
reasons stated in the school regulations.

Sports Equipment
Tennis courts, two large gyms, playing fields, the 
use of which is allowed only when stated in the 
activity program.

FREE TIME
Full day trips:
1st session: London - Westminster walking 
tour and the National Gallery, Brighton - 
walking tour and visit to the Sea Life centre.
2nd session: London - Westminster walking 
tour and the National Gallery, Brighton - 

walking tour and visit to the Sea Life centre.
3rd session: London - Westminster walking tour 
and the National Gallery, Cambridge - Kings 
College and walking tour.
Half day trips:
1st session: Rochester Cathedral, Broadstairs 
and Dickens house, Canterbury Cathedral, visit 
to Chatham Dockyards, and 2 walking tours in 
Canterbury.
2nd session: visit to Dover Castle, Whitstable, 
Canterbury Cathedral, Broadstairs and Dickens 
house, 2 walking tours in Canterbury.
3rd session: Canterbury Cathedral, visit to 
Chatham Dockyards, Dover Castle, Whitstable, 
2 walking tours in Canterbury.

AFTERNOON AND EVENING 
ACTIVITIES
This programme may change for organisational 
reasons.

University of Kent
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In order to get 
a quotation 
about this centre 
please contact:

london@masterstudiesltd.com



Cheltenham College
Cheltenham 

THE COLLEGE
Cheltenham College is a prestigious boarding 
school strategically located just a short walk from 
the city centre. Nestled in a large park, it features 
a theatre, a dance hall, a computer room and a 
magnificent Harry Potter-style canteen.

The Language course
The course includes 20 lessons per week of 45 
minutes in standard classes of max 15 students, 
with lessons alternating between the morning 
and the afternoon.

Accommodation
Accommodation is provided in ‘houses’ located on 
the opposite side of the road in front of the school. 
There are single, double rooms and some 4 and 
8-bed dorms. Shared bathrooms with a ratio of 1 
bathroom to 6 students, males and females are 
housed separately. The college provides a weekly 
laundry service. On arrival, students must pay a 
security deposit required by the school of £ 50/€ 50. 
The deposit will be returned at the time of departure 
unless the college needs to deduct payment for 
reasons stated in the school regulations.

Sports Equipment
The college has outdoor sports fields for football, 
rugby, cricket, volleyball, basketball and tennis 
and a heated indoor pool.

Cheltenham is a large and famous spa 
town, located in the county of Glouce-
stershire in the south-west of England. 
It stands on the River Chelt and is well 
known for its Regency architecture where 
tradition and modernity complement each 
other. Today the city has a vibrant culture 
and lots of bars and cafés.

ENGLAND

COLLEGE ages 10 - 15
COURSE START   1 / 15  JULY
DATES      
15 Days 14 Nights

WI-FI in most areas

FREE TIME
1st SESSION
3 Full day excursions:
Bath with admission to the Roman Baths, 
London and a Thames river cruise, Oxford 
walking tour.
4 Half day excursions:
Gloucester with admission to the Cathedral, 
Cotswold Wildlife Park and 2 visits to 
Cheltenham including a walking tour.
2nd SESSION
3 Full day excursions:
London and a visit to the National Gallery, 
Windsor with admission to the castle, 
Warwick Castle.
2 Half day excursions:
Stratford-upon-Avon and Shakespeare’s 
birthplace, Gloucester and Gloucester 
Cathedral and 2 visits to Cheltenham 
including a walking tour.
 
AFTERNOON AND EVENING 
ACTIVITIES
This programme may change for 
organisational reasons.
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Cheltenham College
In order to get 
a quotation 
about this centre 
please contact:

london@masterstudiesltd.com



University of Chester
Chester
Chester, located in the county of Cheshire, 
is an important historical, cultural and 
tourist centre in the north-west of England. 
Founded by the Romans, the pretty town 
offers one of the best-preserved city 
walls in the UK, an impressive town hall, 
a Victorian-era clock located on the East 
Gate, numerous quaint venues and shops.

ENGLAND

COLLEGE/HOST FAMILY ages 11 - 17
COURSE START   7 / 21 JULY
DATES                 5 AUGUST
15 Days 14 Nights

WI-FI in most areas

THE COLLEGE
The University of Chester is just a 15-minute walk 
from the town centre or a 5-minute bus ride which 
stops right outside the college entrance. The campus 
offers modern, equipped classrooms, a spacious 
canteen with comfy sofas, and several coffee tables 
located on a pretty veranda, a launderette, cash 
machine, and computer room.

The Language course
The course includes 15 lessons per week of 60 
minutes in standard classes of max 16 students, 
with lessons alternating between the morning 
and the afternoon.

Accommodation
COLLEGE: Accommodation is provided in single 
rooms with en-suite bathrooms and with towels 
provided by the centre. On arrival, students must 
pay a security deposit required by the school of 
£25/ €25. The deposit will be returned at the 
time of departure unless the college needs to 
deduct payment for reasons stated in the school 
regulations.

HOST FAMILY: Double room with full board 
(includes hot meals in college).

Sports Equipment
Outdoor sports fields, swimming pool and a large 
gym. 

FREE TIME
2 full day excursions: Liverpool and 
admission to the Beatles Story Museum, 
Manchester and admission to Manchester 
City Stadium;
2 half day excursions: Conwy Castle, 
Llangollen and a trip to the Great Orme 
Tramway;
2 local trips: Admission to Chester 
Cathedral, the Roman tour and admission 
to the Cheshire Military Museum. 

AFTERNOON AND EVENING 
ACTIVITIES

This programme may change for 
organisational reasons.

ENGLISH PLUS Included in the price
Choices regarding the following options must 
be received by our offices no later than 15 May. 
Students not indicating a preference will take 
part in the standard program. Courses start 
with a minimum number of 10 participants.
Dance: 3 dance lessons per week each 
lasting 3 hours.
Drama: 3 Theatre lessons per week each 
lasting 3 hours.
Football: 3 Football lessons per week 
each lasting 3 hours.
Intensive English: 6 extra English lessons 
each lasting 3 hours.

PATHWAYS TO TRANSFERABLE 
SKILLS AND ORIENTATION 
PROGRAM PCTO (ex Alternanza 
Scuola Lavoro)
Included in the price
The PCTO course includes an 18-hour 
English business programme designed 
to provide students with a detailed 
picture of the business sector with case 
studies, role-playing and business skills 
development. On three afternoons a 
week, workshops run to develop skills 
such as CV writing, applying for a job 
and interview techniques lessons. There 
is also a company visit. At the end of the 
stay, PCTO hours are certified along with 
language proficiency (see page 7 for 
details).

ENGLISH + MEDIA
Included in the package for students 
between 14 and 17 years old. 
The course combines the learning of the 
English language with an experience in 
the real world using a creative approach. 
Classes will focus on journalism, mass 
media and advertisement. 3 lessons per 
week of 3 hours each.   
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University of Chester
In order to get 
a quotation 
about this centre 
please contact:

london@masterstudiesltd.com



Chichester College
Chichester 
The historic town of Chichester is famous 
for its beautiful 11th-century cathedral 
and for being one of the best-preserved 
Georgian towns in the UK. Surrounded 
by beautiful countryside, it boasts a large 
number of museums, art galleries and 
other visitor attractions.

THE COLLEGE
The campus is compact and is only a 10-minute 
walk from the town centre and train station. 
Students can take advantage of a large and bright 
canteen, modern well-equipped classrooms and 
common rooms furnished with sofas and TVs.

The Language course
The course includes 20 lessons per week of 45 
minutes in standard classes of max 16 students, 
with lessons alternating between the morning 
and the afternoon.

Accommodation
ON CAMPUS: Single rooms with private 
bathrooms grouped into 6-room apartments with 
a kitchen that serves as a common area. The use 
of the kitchen is at the discretion of the centre 
management and in cases where it is allowed 
can only be used by group leaders. Towels are not 
provided. On arrival, students must pay a security 
deposit required by the school of £ 20/€ 30. The 
deposit will be returned at the time of departure 
unless the college needs to deduct payment for 
reasons stated in the school regulations.

HOST FAMILY: In double/triple rooms shared 
with same-sex students. Full board with lunch 
and dinner at the school cafeteria from Monday 
to Friday. Other meals are provided by the family, 
including packed lunch for full-day excursions.

Sports Equipment
Outdoor playing fields.

ENGLAND

COLLEGE ages 10 - 17

HOST FAMILY ages 13 - 17
COURSE START   30 JUNE
DATES                 14 JULY
15 Days 14 Nights

WI-FI in most areas

FREE TIME
2 full day trips: 
London walking tour and a Thames river 
cruise, Oxford with a visit to Christ Church 
College
2 half day trips: Portsmouth Walking Tour; 
Brighton Walking Tour includes a visit to 
the famous Pier. 
Local trips:  Fishbourne Roman Palace 
and Chichester and admission to the 
Cathedral.
 
AFTERNOON AND EVENING 
ACTIVITIES
This programme may change for 
organisational reasons.
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Chichester College
In order to get 
a quotation 
about this centre 
please contact:

london@masterstudiesltd.com



Chichester University
Chichester

THE COLLEGE
The campus, built-in 1839, covers a large area with 
a mixture of historical buildings and newly built 
modern facilities. It is only a 10-minute walk from 
the town centre. Students  can take full advantage 
of the spacious canteen, modern, well-equipped 
classrooms and common rooms to relax in.

The Language course
The course includes 15 lessons per week of 60 
minutes in standard classes of max 16 students, 
with lessons alternating between the morning 
and the afternoon.

Accommodation
ENSUITE: single rooms with private bathrooms. 

STANDARD: single and double rooms with shared 
bathrooms i.e. 1 bathroom to every 4 students.  
Towels are supplied by the centre. On arrival, students 
must pay a security deposit required by the school of 
£25/ €25. The deposit will be returned at the time 
of departure unless the college needs to deduct 
payment for reasons stated in the school regulations.

Sports Equipment
Outdoor playing fields, indoor multipurpose gym 
with tennis courts, drama and dance studio.

ENGLAND

COLLEGE ages 11 - 17
COURSE START  5 / 19 JULY
DATES      
15 Days 14 Nights

WI-FI in most areas

FREE TIME
3 full day excursions: 
London and Covent Garden, The Natural 
History Museum and Hyde Park; London-
Westminster Walking Tour and London 
Eye; Brighton and the Royal Pavilion.
1 half day excursion: 
Portsmouth and the Spinnaker Tower.
2 local excursions: 
Chichester and Chichester Cathedral, 
Town Trail.

AFTERNOON AND EVENING 
ACTIVITIES
This programme may change for 
organisational reasons

ENGLISH PLUS Included in the price
Choices regarding the following options 
must be received by our offices no later 
than 15 May. Students not indicating a 
preference will take part in the standard 
program. Courses start with a minimum 
number of 10 participants.
Dance: 3 dance lessons per week each 
lasting 3 hours.
Drama: 3 Theatre lessons per week each 
lasting 3 hours.
Football: 3 Football lessons per week 
each lasting 3 hours.
Intensive English: 6 extra English lessons 
each lasting 3 hours.

PATHWAYS TO TRANSFERABLE SKILLS 
AND ORIENTATION PROGRAM (ex 
Alternanza Scuola Lavoro) Included in 
the price
The PCTO course includes an 18-hour 
English business programme designed 
to provide students with a detailed 
picture of the business sector with case 
studies, role-playing and business skills 
development. On three afternoons a 
week, workshops run to develop skills 
such as CV writing, applying for a job 
and interview techniques lessons. There 
is also a company visit. At the end of the 
stay, PCTO hours are certified along with 
language proficiency (see page 7 for 
details).

ENGLISH + MEDIA 
Included in the package for students 
between 14 and 17 years old. 
The course combines the learning of the 
English language with an experience in 
the real world using a creative approach. 
Classes will focus on journalism, mass 
media and advertisement. 
3 lessons per week of 3 hours each.   
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Chichester University
In order to get 
a quotation 
about this centre 
please contact:

london@masterstudiesltd.com



Dover College
Dover 
Dover, only an hour’s train ride from 
London, is a pretty town on the south-
east coast of England and an important 
port connecting Britain to France. It is 
well known for its imposing medieval 
castle and the beautiful white cliffs that 
majestically overlook the English Channel.

THE COLLEGE
The college, located about a 10-minute walk 
from the city centre, offers beautiful old buildings, 
some even dating back to the 12th century, and 
beautiful views of the castle overlooking the city. 
It has a canteen with antique paintings and large 
chandeliers, comfortable classrooms and several 
common areas to relax in. There is also a self-
service launderette. 

The Language course
The course includes 20 lessons per week of 45 
minutes in standard classes of max 15 students, 
with lessons alternating between the morning 
and the afternoon.

Accommodation
The college offers triple and quadruple rooms 
with on floor shared services of one bathroom for 
every six students. Each building has a common 
room furnished with TVs and sofas. Towels are not 
provided by the college. On arrival, students must pay 

a security deposit required by the school of £ 20/€ 30. 
The deposit will be returned at the time of departure 
unless the college needs to deduct payment for 
reasons stated in the school regulation.

Sports Equipment
The college offers a multipurpose gym and outdoor 
playing fields.

ENGLAND

COLLEGE ages 9 - 15
COURSE START   5 / 19 JULY
DATES      
15 Days 14 Nights

WI-FI in most areas

FREE TIME
2 full day excursions: London with walking 
tour and river Thames cruise, Brighton 
with Royal Pavilion. 
4 half day excursions: Canterbury with 
walking tour, Folkestone with walking 
tour, Broadstairs with visit to the famous 
beach, Leeds with entrance to Castle.
2 local visits: Dover castle and the white 
cliffs of Dover. 

AFTERNOON AND EVENING 
ACTIVITIES
This programme may change for 
organisational reasons.
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Dover College
In order to get 
a quotation 
about this centre 
please contact:

london@masterstudiesltd.com



University of Brighton
Eastbourne
Eastbourne is one of the most picturesque 
resorts on the south coast of England. 
Like all seaside towns, it offers everything a 
visitor could want shops, cafes, restaurants, 
pubs and other award-winning venues.

THE COLLEGE
The campus, located at the foot of the South Downs 
National Park, is part of the University of Brighton. 
Only a few miles from the city centre and the beach 
it has a modern refectory, well-equipped classrooms 
and several common rooms for students to relax in.

The Language course
The course includes 20 lessons per week of 45 
minutes in standard classes of max 15 students, 
with lessons alternating between the morning 
and the afternoon.

This course offers the possibility of 5 additional 
hours per week of PCTO (ex ASL) (available on 
prior request by 3/30/2019) for students aged 
14 and over with a minimum language level 
of B1 (CEF). 

Accommodation
Students stay in apartments consisting of 6/8 
single rooms, each with private facilities. Every 
flat has a kitchen /common room. The use of 
the kitchen is at the discretion of the centre 
management but only by the group leaders.
Towels are not supplied by the centre. On arrival, 
students must pay a security deposit required 
by the school of £20/ €30. The deposit will be 
returned at the time of departure unless the 
college needs to deduct payment for reasons 
stated in the school regulations.

Sports Equipment
The college offers a multipurpose gym, indoor 
swimming pool, indoor and outdoor playing fields.

ENGLAND

COLLEGE ages 10 - 17
COURSE START   2 / 16 JULY
DATES      
15 Days 14 Nights

WI-FI in most areas

FREE TIME
4 full day excursions:
2 to London by train and a walking tour, 
Brighton with admission to British Airways 
i360 with a late return and a dinner of fish 
and chips, Portsmouth with a visit to HMS 
Victory; 
1 half day excursion: to Beachy Head and 
the Seven Sisters Clifftop.
4 local visits to Eastbourne.

AFTERNOON AND EVENING 
ACTIVITIES
This programme may change for 
organisational reasons.
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University of Brighton
In order to get 
a quotation 
about this centre 
please contact:

london@masterstudiesltd.com



Kingswood Hall
Egham
The college is located between Windsor, 
famous for its castle and proximity to Eton 
College, and Egham, the quaint village 
where King John signed the Magna Carta 
in 1215. The town provides easy access to 
London, from where it is only a 35-minute 
train ride away.

THE COLLEGE
Kingswood Hall is part of the Royal Holloway 
University of London and just a 10-minute walk 
from the bus stop leading to Egham or Windsor. 
A short distance from the accommodation is the 
main building that houses the classrooms, cante-
en and the large common rooms used for evening 
activities.

The Language course
The course includes 20 lessons per week of 45 
minutes in standard classes of max 16 students, 
with lessons alternating between the morning 
and the afternoon.

Accommodation
Accommodation is in apartments consisting of 
single rooms with en-suite bathrooms and a small 
kitchen (use of the kitchen not permitted). Towels 
are not supplied by the centre. On arrival, students 
must pay a security deposit required by the school 
of £30. The deposit will be returned at the time of 
departure unless the college needs to deduct pay-
ment for reasons stated in the school regulations.

Sports Equipment
Students can play football and tennis outdoors 
and squash in an indoor gym.

ENGLAND

COLLEGE ages 10 - 17
COURSE START   5 / 19  JULY
DATES      
15 Days 14 Nights

WI-FI in most areas

FREE TIME
Full day excursions:
1st SESSION: 2 walking tours in London 
including a museum visit, Brighton with 
a walking tour & The Sea Life Centre, 
Cambridge walking tour & King’s College.
2nd SESSION: 2 walking tours in London 
including a museum visit, Oxford with 
admission to a college, Brighton with a 
walking tour & The Sea Life Centre.
3rd SESSION: 2 walking tours in London 
including a museum visit, Oxford with 
admission to a college, Cambridge with a 
walking tour & King’s College.
Half day excursions:
1st SESSION: Windsor with admission to 
the castle, Runnymede Memorial Walk, 
visit to Henley Upon Thames and a River 
Cruise.
2nd SESSION: Kew Gardens, Windsor 
with admission to the castle, Runnymede 
Memorial Walk.
3rd SESSION: Kew Gardens, visit to 
Henley Upon Thames and a River Cruise, 
Runnymede Memorial Walk.

AFTERNOON AND EVENING 
ACTIVITIES
This programme may change for 
organisational reasons.
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Kingswood Hall
In order to get 
a quotation 
about this centre 
please contact:

london@masterstudiesltd.com



University of Gloucestershire
Gloucester
Gloucester is a town in the South West 
of England, with local authority status, 
located on the River Severn. The city’s 
“Movida” is concentrated near the 
port, restored in the 1980s. Some port 
warehouses now house the National 
Waterways Museum, while others have 
become apartments, shops or bars.

THE COLLEGE
The University of Gloucestershire campus is 20 
minutes from the city centre by public transport. The 
nearest stop is a 5-minute walk from the school. The 
college is very compact and all the facilities used are 
a short distance from each other. These facilities are 
equipped with a spacious and large canteen with 
outdoor terrace, modern and bright classrooms, 
common areas and a Students Union.

The Language course
The course includes 20 lessons per week of 
45 minutes in standard classes of max 15 
students (15 hours per week). It also provides 
20 hours (10 per week) of PCTP (ex-ASL) with 
a dual attendance certificate for recognition of 
the school program abroad. Lessons alternate 
between the morning and the afternoon.

Accommodation
The college offers apartments located on 4 
separate floors, which consist of between 7 
and 9 single rooms all with private bathrooms. 
A kitchen and common area are located on 
each floor. The use of the kitchen will be at the 
discretion of the management of the centre and, 
in cases where it is granted, can only be used 
by the group leaders. Towels are provided by the 
college. All apartments have a laundry room.
On arrival, students must pay a security deposit 
required by the school of £ 40/€ 50. The deposit 
will be returned at the time of departure unless 
the college needs to deduct payment for reasons 
stated in the school regulations.

Sports Equipment
Indoor and outdoor sports fields.

ENGLAND

COLLEGE ages 11 - 18
COURSE START   1 / 15 / 29 JULY
DATES      
15 DAYS 14 NIGHTS

WI-FI in most areas

FREE TIME
6 ull day excursions: Gloucester with 
admission to the cathedral, Oxford, 
Cardiff, Bath with admission to the Roman 
Baths, Stonehenge & Salisbury, Stratford 
Upon Avon & Worcester
Evening activities on campus

AFTERNOON AND EVENING 
ACTIVITIES
This programme may change for 
organisational reasons.
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University of Gloucestershire
In order to get 
a quotation 
about this centre 
please contact:

london@masterstudiesltd.com



University of Hull
Hull
Kingston-upon-Hull, more commonly 
known as Hull, is the main port of north-
east England. Located north of the Humber 
Estuary, Hull was chosen as the UK’s CITY OF 
CULTURE 2017 and, for this occasion, the 
city centre has been completely renovated. 
Its main attraction is the “Deep”, the largest 
underground aquarium in Europe.

THE COLLEGE
The college, located about a 10-minute bus ride 
from the city centre, is made up of historic buildings 
dating back to the 1920s juxtaposed with beautiful, 
newly built examples of modern architecture. It 
has a large bright canteen, classes equipped with 
multimedia equipment and several common spaces 
with sofas and TVs. There is also a launderette. 

The Language course
The course includes 20 lessons per week of 45 
minutes in standard classes of max 15 students, 
with lessons alternating between the morning and 
the afternoon. 
Trinity exams are included in the package. 
However, please tick the corresponding box on the 
registration form indicating, if possible, the level of 
examination required. 

NEW FOR 2020 - STEM
(for students between 14 and 17 years old) 
Students with a minimum B1 English level can 
choose to change the general course with specific 
lessons focused on scientific subjects. the course 
(15 weekly hours) will focus on science, technology, 
engineering, maths. 
Lessons will focus on learning of a language 
through scientific subjects, workshops and 
excursions. 

Students must choose these activity when 
enrolling and it will not include the Trinity 
exam.

Accommodation
The accommodation comprises of modern 
apartments consisting of 4 to 8 single rooms with 
private bathrooms. Kitchen use is at the discretion 
of the centre management and when granted may 
only be used by the group leaders. 

Each building has a common room furnished with 
TVs and sofas. Towels are provided by the centre. 
On arrival, students must pay a security deposit 
required by the school of £ 30/€ 40. The deposit 
will be returned at the time of departure unless 
the college needs to deduct payment for reasons 
stated in the school regulations.

Sports Equipment
The college offers a multipurpose gym and outdoor 
sports fields in Astroturf.

ENGLAND

COLLEGE ages 11 - 17
Maximum age limit must be strictly 
adhered to
COURSE START   3 / 17 / 31 JULY
DATES      
15 Days 14 Nights

WI-FI in most areas

MASTER PROGRAMME
2 CERTIFICATES (recognition BC, Trinity)

TEMPO LIBERO
3 full day excursions: Lincoln including a 
visit to the Castle, York and the National 
Railway Museum, Scarborough & the coast.
2 half day excursions: Beverley including the 
Cathedral and Country House.
Local visits which include ‘The Deep’ 
aquarium, The Museum Quarter and the 
Maritime Museum. 
Local transport included for day trips.

AFTERNOON AND EVENING 
ACTIVITIES
Including a fantastic gala dinner.
This programme may change for 
organisational reasons.

A.S.L. “ENTERPRISE ENGLISH” 
is for students aged 16 and over and with a 
minimum language level of B1 (CEF)
The course includes 3 hours of ‘Enterprise 
English’ per week and consists of a 
combination of lessons, presentations and 
role-plays based on the world of work. 
Topics include: 
• techniques on how to deal with a job 

interview abroad;
• how to write a CV and covering letter;
• personal presentation, how to best 

approach the workplace;
• communication methods in the world of 

work.
There is also a company visit. 
Those attending ‘Enterprise English’ receive 
an additional certificate of attendance that 
summarizes the topics covered during the 
course.
This document certifies the hours completed 
by the student towards the PCTO program 
(see page 7 for details).

Theatre and yoga workshops
This centre organises two theatre 
workshops and two yoga sessions delivered 
by professionals. The workshops last for 90 
minutes each, at the end of which students 
receive a certificate of attendance. 

Edimburgh Stay*
From this centre, you can arrange a 2-night 
stay in Edinburgh as part of your 15-day 
stay (12 + 2). The choice of this option, 
however, involves the loss of an all-day 
trip and a day of lessons and includes a 
supplement of € 250 or you can add the 
stay onto the 14 nights (14+2) at a cost of 
€ 330.
During the Edinburgh Stay students stay in 
3-star central hotels, in triple or quadruple 
rooms, with single rooms for escorts; Also 
included in the cost are a £6 lunch voucher; 
vouchers for £10 for each of the two 
dinners and admission to Edinburgh castle.

London Stay*
From this centre, you can arrange a 2-night 
stay in London as part of your 15-day stay 
(12 + 2). The choice of this option, however, 
involves the loss of an all-day trip and a day 
of lessons and includes a supplement of € 
250 or you can add the stay onto the 14 
nights (14+2) at a cost of € 330. During the 
London Stay students stay in 3-star central 
hotels, in triple or quadruple rooms, with 
single rooms for escorts; Also included in 
the cost are a £6 lunch voucher; vouchers 
for £10 for each of the two dinners; and a 
daily travel card for a single full day.
* The tour does not include guides or 
activity leaders.
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University of Hull
In order to get 
a quotation 
about this centre 
please contact:

london@masterstudiesltd.com



University of Hull
Hull

ENGLAND

COLLEGE ages 11 - 17

Maximum age limit must be strictly 
adhered to
7 NIGHTS - COURSE START DATES: 
3 / 17 / 31 JULY
10 NIGHTS - COURSE START DATES: 
3 / 17 / 31 JULY

WI-FI in most areas

FREE TIME 7 nights
1 full day excursion: Lincoln including a visit 
to the Castle.
3 local visits: Cottingham; Country House and 
Coast; The Museum Quarter.

FREE TIME 10 nights
2 full day excursions: Lincoln including a visit 
to the Castle and York with National Railway 
Museum.
4 local visits: 
Cottingham, Country House and Coast; The 
Museum Quarter, The Deep.

Trinity Exam is not included in these 7/10 
nights packages

This programme may change for 
organisational reasons.

7 nIGHTS

10 nIGHTS

7 - 10 nIGHTS

WIN - WIN PROGRAMMES
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University of Hull

The Language course
The course includes 15 hours of lessons for a 
7 nights stays and 21 hours of lessons for 10 
nights in standard classes of max 15 students 
and lessons alternate between the morning 
and the afternoon. Trinity exams included 
in the package. However, please tick the 
corresponding box on the registration form 
indicating, if possible, the level of examination 
required.

In order to get 
a quotation 
about this centre 
please contact:

london@masterstudiesltd.com



Bishop Grosseteste University
Lincoln
Lincoln is the main city of Lincolnshire. 
The city was founded in pre-Roman era and 
since then it has become one of the main 
tourist attractions in Northern England 
with its beautiful city centre and historical 
cathedral.

THE COLLEGE
The college, located about a 15-minute walking 
distance from the city centre, the cathedral and the 
castle. The college has bright classrooms with very 
modern equipment, an auditorium, a coffee shop 
in the canteen and a Students Union for evening 
activities.

The Language course
The course includes 20 lessons per week of 45 
minutes in standard classes of max 15 students, 
with lessons alternating between the morning and 
the afternoon. Trinity exams are included in the 
package. However, please tick the corresponding 
box on the registration form indicating, if possible, 
the level of examination required.

INSPIRATION ENGLISH
Students with a minimum English level B1 will 
be able to choose to replace the general course 
with lessons aimed at developing language skills 
in specific areas. The course, lasting 15 hours per 
week, will be focused on the following points: 
• Deepening language with an approach to culture 
and art through the use of modern teaching 
methods. Understanding the creative processes 
applicable to both writing and the design of 
independent artistic forms such as drawing, 
photography and graphic analysis of infographics;
• All discussions during the course are in English 
along with the presentation of individual and 
group projects;

• Students supervised by their teachers demonstrate 
their creativity and ideas by keeping a daily diary to 
record their work.
This choice must be indicated on the 
registration form and does not include 
provision for the Trinity examination.

Accommodation
ENSUITE: The accommodation comprises of modern 
apartments consisting of 6 single rooms with private 
bathrooms. Kitchen use is at the discretion of the 
centre management and when granted may only 
be used by the group leaders. Each building has a 
common room furnished with TVs and sofas.

STANDARD: The accommodation comprises of 
modern apartments consisting of 6 single rooms 
with base washing in each room. Share bathroom 
with a ratio of 1:3. Kitchen use is at the discretion 
of the centre management and when granted may 
only be used by the group leaders. Each building 
has a common room furnished with TVs and sofas. 

Towels are provided by the centre. On arrival, 
students must pay a security deposit required 
by the school of £ 30/€ 40. The deposit will be 
returned at the time of departure unless the college 
needs to deduct payment for reasons stated in the 
school regulations.

Sports Equipment
The college offers a multipurpose gym and outdoor 
sports fields in Astroturf.

ENGLAND

COLLEGE ages 11 - 17
Maximum age limit must be strictly 
adhered to
COURSE START   3 / 17 JULY
DATES      
15 Days 14 Nights

WI-FI in most areas

MASTER PROGRAMME
2 CERTIFICATES (recognition BC, Trinity)

FREE TIME
3 full day excursions: Cambridge with 
punting and late return, Stratford-upon-
Avon with entrance to Shakespeare’s 
birthplace; Nottingham with Chatsworth 
House. 
1 half day excursions: Newark and 
entrance to the Civil War Museum 
5 Local visits which include Lincoln city 
centre, Cathedral, entrance to Lincoln 
Castel, Collection Museum and Lincoln 
Photo Scavenger Hunt
Local transport included for day trips.

AFTERNOON AND EVENING 
ACTIVITIES
including a fantastic gala dinner.

A.S.L. “ENTERPRISE ENGLISH” 
is for students aged 16 and over and with 
a minimum language level of B1 (CEF)
The course includes 3 hours of ‘Enterprise 
English’ per week and consists of a 

combination of lessons, presentations and 
role-plays based on the world of work. Topics 
include: 
• techniques on how to deal with a job 

interview abroad;
• how to write a CV and covering letter;
• personal presentation, how to best approach 

the workplace;
• communication methods in the world of 

work.
Those attending ‘Enterprise English’ receive 
an additional certificate of attendance that 
summarizes the topics covered during the 
course.
This document certifies the hours completed 
by the student towards the PCTO program (see 
page 7 for details).

Theatre and yoga workshops
This centre organises two theatre workshops 
and two yoga sessions delivered by 
professionals. The workshops last for 90 
minutes each, at the end of which students 
receive a certificate of attendance. 

This programme may change for 
organisational reasons.
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Bishop Grosseteste University
In order to get 
a quotation 
about this centre 
please contact:

london@masterstudiesltd.com



University of Liverpool
Liverpool
Liverpool is located along the Estuary of 
the River Mersey bordering Wales and 
overlooking the Irish Sea. It is also famous 
worldwide for being the birthplace of the 
Beatles, one of the most famous bands 
in the history of music. The city, elected 
European Capital of Culture in 2008, 
offers its visitors’ museums, art galleries, 
restaurants, shops and a dock area that 
deserves visiting from the Albert Dock to 
Pier Head.

THE COLLEGE
The city campus is about a 10-minute walk from 
the city centre, with all the facilities situated 
closely together and well connected to Liverpool’s 
major attractions. The large and bright canteen is 
located inside a modern building just a few meters 
from the accommodation blocks.  The classrooms 
are up to date and well equipped with multimedia 
technology. There is also a bar, a laundrette, a bank 
and an evening room for the students.

The Language course
The course includes 20 lessons per week of 45 
minutes in standard classes of max 15 students, 
with lessons alternating between the morning 
and the afternoon.
Trinity exams are included in the package. 
However, please tick the corresponding box on 
the registration form indicating, if possible, the 
level of examination required.

INSPIRATION ENGLISH
Students with a minimum English level B1 will 
be able to choose to replace the general course 
with lessons aimed at developing language skills 
in specific areas.
The course, lasting 15 hours per week, will be 
focused on the following points: 
• Deepening language with an approach to culture 
and art through the use of modern teaching 
methods. Understanding the creative processes 
applicable to both writing and the design of 
independent artistic forms such as drawing, 
photography and graphic analysis of infographics;
• All discussions during the course are in English 
along with the presentation of individual and 
group projects; 
• Students supervised by their teachers demonstrate 
their creativity and ideas by keeping a daily diary to 
record their work.
This choice must be indicated on the 
registration form and does not include 
provision for the Trinity examination.

Accommodation
50 meters from the canteen are the accommodation 
blocks which offer large single study bedrooms all 

with private bathrooms. There is also a kitchen that 
serves as a common room. The use of the kitchen 
is at the discretion of the centre management and 
in cases where it is allowed can only be used by 
group leaders Towels are provided by the college. 
On arrival, students must pay a security deposit 
of £30 /€ 40 required by the school. The deposit 
will be returned at the time of departure unless 
the college needs to deduct payment for reasons 
stated in the school regulations.

Sports Equipment
The sports centre is a very short distance from the 
canteen, the accommodation and the classrooms. 
It offers a multipurpose gym and an indoor pool.

ENGLAND

COLLEGE ages 11 - 17
Maximum age limit must be strictly 
adhered to
COURSE START   3 / 17 JULY
DATES      
15 Days 14 Nights

WI-FI in most areas

MASTER PROGRAMME
2 CERTIFICATES (recognition BC, Trinity)

FREE TIME
3 full day excursions: Manchester and a visit 
to Old Trafford stadium, The Lake District 
including a cruise,  Chester including a 
walking tour.
1 half day excursion: Croxteth Country Hall.
5 local trips that include Liverpool Cathedral 
& the Cavern, the Liverpool World Museum, 
the Maritime Museum, The Beatles’ Story, 
The Museum of Liverpool.

AFTERNOON AND EVENING 
ACTIVITIES
This programme may change for 
organisational reasons.

A.S.L. “ENTERPRISE ENGLISH” 
is for students aged 16 and over and with a 
minimum language level of B1 (CEF)
The course includes 3 hours of ‘Enterprise 
English’ per week and consists of a 
combination of lessons, presentations and 
role-plays based on the world of work. 
Topics include: 
• techniques on how to deal with a job 

interview abroad;
• how to write a CV and covering letter;
• personal presentation, how to best 

approach the workplace;
• communication methods in the world of 

work.
Those attending ‘Enterprise English’ receive 
an additional certificate of attendance that 

summarizes the topics covered during the 
course.
This document certifies the hours 
completed by the student towards the 
PCTO program (see page 7 for details).

Theatre +street dance workshops
This centre organises two theatre 
workshops and two street dance sessions 
delivered by professionals. The workshops 
last for 90 minutes each, at the end of 
which students receive a certificate of 
attendance.  

London Stay*
From this centre, you can arrange a 
2-night stay in London as part of your 
15-day stay (12 + 2). The choice of this 
option, however, involves the loss of 
an all-day trip and a day of lessons and 
includes a supplement of € 250 or you can 
add the stay onto the 14 nights (14+2) at 
a cost of € 330.
During the London Stay students stay in 
3-star central hotels, in triple or quadruple 
rooms, with single rooms for escorts; 
Also included in the cost are a £6 lunch 
voucher; vouchers for £10 for each of the 
two dinners; and a daily travel card for a 
single full day.
* The tour does not include guides or 
activity leaders.
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University of Liverpool
In order to get 
a quotation 
about this centre 
please contact:

london@masterstudiesltd.com



Our Centres

  1 University of Westminster Marylebone
  
  2 Bankside House
 
  3 Bloomsbury Cats College
  
  4 Goldsmiths College
  
  5 Queen Mary
  
  6 University of Greenwich 
 Daniel Defoe Halls 
  
  7 University of East London 
 Docklands Campus 

  8 Harrow Campus 
 University of Westminster

  9 University of Hertfordshire 
 College Lane Campus

10 Brunel University Uxbridge
 

810
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University of Westminster 
Marylebone

London

THE COLLEGE
The University of Westminster boasts a central 
and exclusive location and is in fact, right in 
front of the famous Madame Tussauds. 
The 20-storey building offers accommodation, 
a spacious canteen, well-equipped classrooms 
and a common room with sofas and TVs where 
students can socialize and relax.

The Language course
The course includes 20 lessons per week of 45 
minutes in standard classes of max 16 students, 
with lessons alternating between the morning 
and the afternoon. 

Accommodation
The campus offers comfortable single rooms, all 
with en-suite bathrooms and a safe, arranged in 
apartments of 6 rooms and a kitchen. Use of the 
kitchen is at the discretion of the management 
of the centre and, in cases where it is granted, 
can only be used by the group leaders.
The centre does not provide towels. On arrival, 
students must pay a security deposit required 
by the school of £ 20/€ 30. The deposit will be 
returned at the time of departure unless the 
college needs to deduct payment for reasons 
stated in the school regulations.

ENGLAND

COLLEGE ages 12 - 17
COURSE START   28 JUNE
DATES                 12 JULY
15 Days 14 Nights

WI-FI in most areas

FREE TIME
The package does not include any 
recreational activities.

However, included in the price is a 
weekly travel card for Zone 1-2 for 
students and escorts to visit the city 
in full autonomy.  

Capital of the United Kingdom, London remains one of the most fascinating, 
intriguing and beloved cities in the world. A metropolis in constant motion 
where it is impossible to get bored! Its beauty attracts tourists from all over 
the place who choose it for its attractions, for shopping and also for its exciting 
lifestyle that characterizes it. This city offers everything: beautiful historic 
buildings alongside modern buildings, famous art galleries and museums, 
beautiful parks, classy shops, famous markets and trendy places to spend 
unforgettable evenings.

London, a fascinating city,
a destination for tourists  
from all over the world
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Westminster - Marylebone
In order to get 
a quotation 
about this centre 
please contact:

london@masterstudiesltd.com



ENGLAND
COLLEGE ages 13 / 17
COURSE START   12 JULY
DATES      
14 Days 13 Nights

WI-FI in most areas

Bankside House

Bloomsbury Cats College

London

London

THE COLLEGE
Bankside House is the largest residence of the 
London School of Economics, located south of the 
River Thames, close to the Tate Modern and the 
London Eye. Westminster, Covent Garden, the Tower 
of London, Tower Bridge and St Paul’s Cathedral are 
just minutes away. The campus has a launderette. 
There is also a large common room with a TV, table 
tennis table and a large, spacious canteen.

The Language course
The course includes 20 lessons per week of 45 minutes 
in standard classes of max 16 students, with lessons 
alternating between the morning and the afternoon.

Accommodation
Escorts stay in single rooms with en-suite bathrooms 
like other group leaders. In double, triple or quadruple 
rooms all with private services. Escorts are housed in 
a single room with private service in common with 
another leader. Towels are provided by the college. 
On arrival, students must pay a security deposit 
required by the school of £ 20/€ 30. The deposit 
will be returned at the time of departure unless the 
college needs to deduct payment for reasons stated 
in the school regulations.

THE COLLEGE
The school, which opened in 2011, is within a 
completely renovated Victorian mansion located in 
the heart of London, in the prestigious Bloomsbury 
area. It offers classrooms equipped with the latest 
didactic resources as well as a canteen, a café, a 
library, a multimedia room and a common room.

The Language course
The course includes 20 lessons per week of 45 minutes 
in standard classes of max 15 students, with lessons 
alternating between the morning and the afternoon.

Accommodation
The recently renovated student residence, located 
in the modern Southampton Row building, is 
within easy walking distance of the school. 
Accommodation is in single and double rooms with 
private bathrooms; there is a large common room 
available to students in the basement along with 
other communal areas. The college does not provide 
towels. On arrival, students must pay a security 
deposit required by the school of £ 20/€ 30. The 
deposit will be returned at the time of departure 
unless the college needs to deduct payment for 
reasons stated in the school regulations.

ENGLAND

COLLEGE ages 12 - 17
COURSE START   5 / 19 JULY
DATES      
14 Days 13 Nights

WI-FI in most areas

FREE TIME 
The package does not include any 
recreational activities.

However, included in the price is a 
weekly travel card for Zone 1-2 for 
students and escorts to visit the city in 
full autonomy. 

FREE TIME 
The package does not include any 
recreational activities.

However, included in the price is a 
weekly travel card for Zone 1-2 for 
students and escorts to visit the city in 
full autonomy.  

Bloomsbury Cats College

Bankside House

In order to get a quotation about this centre
Please contact   london@masterstudiesltd.com
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In order to get 
a quotation 
about this centre 
please contact:

london@masterstudiesltd.com



Goldsmiths College
London
THE COLLEGE
Goldsmiths College was founded in 1891 and 
is part of the University of London. It is located 
in south-east London, close to the historical 
areas of Greenwich and Blackheath, just 20 
minutes from the heart of the City of London, 
well connected by a convenient rail service. The 
campus has many recreation areas such as the 
Student’s Union which offers students a large 
room for screening films in the original language, 
a bar, a games room, a theatre room, a TV room, 
a musical auditorium, a disco and a bank.

The Language course
The course includes 20 lessons per week of 45 
minutes in standard classes of max 16 students, 
with lessons alternating between the morning 
and the afternoon.

Course option available on prior request by 
30/03/2020, offers to replace the general 
course with PCTO specific lessons (formerly 
ASL) with the addition of 5 weekly afternoon 
hours of visits. At the end of the course, a 
certificate is issued confirming the students’ 
participation and summarizing the details of 
their work experience.  

This document is valid in recognition of the 
hours carried out for the school/work experience 
programme (see page 7 for details).

Accommodation
The college provides single rooms with private 
bathrooms in apartments made up of 8 rooms 
and a kitchen. Use of the kitchen is at the 
discretion of the centre management, in cases 
where it is allowed can only be used by group 
leaders. The college does not provide towels. 
On arrival, students must pay a security deposit 
required by the school of £ 20/€ 30. The deposit 
will be returned at the time of departure unless 
the college needs to deduct payment for reasons 
stated in the school regulations.

Sports Equipment
Facilities include a gym, two tennis courts, a 
football court and a volleyball court.

ENGLAND

COLLEGE ages 12 - 17
The minimum age limit must be strictly 
adhered to
COURSE START      2 / 16 / 30 JULY
DATES      
15 Days 14 Nights

WI-FI in most areas

FREE TIME
2 full day excursions: 
Cambridge with admission to King’s 
College, Brighton with a visit to the 
Sea Life Centre. 
2 half day excursions to London by 
train including a visit to the National 
Gallery, Covent Garden, Politics & 
Royalty walking tour, Tate Modern, St. 
Paul’s Cathedral and a Thames river 
cruise. 
Half day excursions: Greenwich with 
admission to the Maritime Museum.
Various local visits to London by train 
some of which include the British 
Museum, Olympic Park, Camden 
Town, Regents’ Park, Kensington 
Museums, Bricklane and Spitalfields 
Markets.
Transport included.

AFTERNOON AND EVENING 
ACTIVITIES

This programme may change for 
organisational reasons.
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Goldsmiths’ College
In order to get 
a quotation 
about this centre 
please contact:

london@masterstudiesltd.com



Queen Mary
London
THE COLLEGE
The Queen Mary is part of the University of London 
and is located east of the City of London, at Mile 
End, a short walk from the tube station. The college 
has well-equipped classes, a large Students Union, 
a bookstore, a bank, a cafeteria, a laundry room 
and a large and bright canteen serving freshly 
cooked food from around the world.

The Language course
The course includes 20 lessons per week of 45 minutes 
in standard classes of max 16 students, with lessons 
alternating between the morning and the afternoon. 

Accommodation
Accomodation is provided in  single rooms with 
private bathrooms. The college does not provide 
towels. On arrival, students must pay a security 
deposit required by the school of £30. The deposit 
will be returned at the time of departure unless 
the college needs to deduct payment for reasons 
stated in the school regulations.

Sports Equipment
There is a small gym, the use of which is at the 
discretion of the centre management and if the 
activity program provisions for it.

ENGLAND

COLLEGE ages 12 - 17
COURSE START   5 / 19 / 26 JULY
DATES      
15 Days 14 Night

WI-FI in most areas

FREE TIME
The ‘Essential’ package includes:
5 afternoon outings to London  
with transport included. However, this 
package does not include entrance 
fees to attractions (weekly travel card 
provided for group leaders).
1 Thames river cruise

THE ‘GOLDEN’ PACKAGE for 
an additional € 170 includes: 
The ‘Essential’ package + 2 full day 
excursions with admission to typical 
attractions such as:
Cambridge including a visit to King’s 
College, Brighton with a visit to the 
Sea Life Centre, Madame Tussauds, 
Tower Of London, 
Dinner in a restaurant like  Hard Rock 
Cafe or Planet Hollywood.

AFTERNOON AND EVENING 
ACTIVITIES

This programme may change for 
organisational reasons.
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Queen Mary
In order to get 
a quotation 
about this centre 
please contact:

london@masterstudiesltd.com



University of Greenwich 
Daniel Defoe Halls

London

THE COLLEGE
Located in the beautiful Greenwich area of 
south-east London and well connected to the 
city centre by the DLR line, which is only a short 
walk away. The campus is part of the prestigious 
Royal Naval College and is just a few minutes 
from the Cutty Sark.

The Language course
The course includes 20 lessons per week of 45 
minutes in standard classes of max 16 students, 
with lessons alternating between the morning 
and the afternoon.

Course option available on prior request by 
30/03/2020, offers to replace the general 
course with PCTO specific lessons (formerly 
ASL) with the addition of 5 weekly afternoon 
hours of visits. At the end of the course, a 
certificate is issued confirming the students’ 
participation and summarizing the details of 
their work experience. 

This document is valid in recognition of the 
hours carried out for the school/work experience 
programme (see page 7 for details).

Accommodation
Is in the modern Daniel Defoe Halls building, 
located a 15-minute walk from college or one 
stop on the Docklands Light Railway. Students 
stay in single rooms with private bathrooms, 
grouped in apartments each equipped with a 
kitchen. Kitchen usage is at the discretion of the 
centre management, in cases where granted this 
can only be by group leaders. Each floor has a 
common room. In front of the accommodation is 
the Tube stop and the DLR line leading to London 
Bridge in about 20 minutes. The college does 
not provide towels. On arrival, students must 
pay a security deposit required by the school of 
£ 20/€ 30. The deposit will be returned at the 
time of departure unless the college needs to 
deduct payment for reasons stated in the school 
regulations.

Sports Equipment
There is a small gym, the use of which is at the 
discretion of the centre management and if the 
activity program provisions for it.

ENGLAND

COLLEGE ages 11 - 17
COURSE START    2 / 16 / 30 JULY
DATES      
15 Days 14 Nights

WI-FI in most areas

FREE TIME
2 full day excursions: 
Cambridge with admission to King’s 
College, Brighton including a visit to 
the Sea Life Centre or Canterbury with 
admission to cathedral. 
2 full day excursions to London by 
train with a visit to the National 
Gallery, Covent Garden, Politics & 
Royalty walking tour, Tate Modern, St. 
Paul’s Cathedral, a Thames river cruise. 
Half day excursions: 
Greenwich including admission to the 
Maritime Museum.
Various local visits to London by train 
some of which include the British 
Museum, Olympic Park, Camden Town, 
Regents’ Park, Kensington Museums, 
Hyde Park.

AFTERNOON AND EVENING 
ACTIVITIES
This programme may change for 
organisational reasons.
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Daniel Defoe Halls
In order to get 
a quotation 
about this centre 
please contact:

london@masterstudiesltd.com



University of East London 
Docklands Campus

London

THE COLLEGE
The University of East London located in the 
Docklands area and well connected to the city 
centre via the DLR line (with a stop at the entrance 
to the college which takes you to Tower Bridge 
in about 25 minutes.) Only a short distance from 
London City Airport, the university campus with 
its coloured buildings, is a wonderful example of 
modern architecture. The canteen and the large 
and bright classrooms are in the East building, 
just a short distance from the accommodation. 
Here the students can take advantage of two 
bars, vending machines and a small shop.

The Language course
The course includes 20 lessons per week of 45 minutes 
in standard classes of max 16 students, with lessons 
alternating between the morning and the afternoon. 

Accommodation
The college offers single rooms with private 
bathrooms, divided into apartments with a 
kitchen which for safety reasons can only be used 
as a common room. The college does not provide 
towels. On arrival, students must pay a security 
deposit required by the school of £30. The 
deposit will be returned at the time of departure 
unless the college needs to deduct payment for 
reasons stated in the school regulations.

Sports Equipment
Just a five-minute walk away there is a beautiful 
park where students can practice all kinds of 
outdoor sports.

ENGLAND

COLLEGE ages 11 - 17
COURSE START   5 / 19 / 26 JULY
DATES      
15 Days 14 Nights

WI-FI in most areas

FREE TIME
The ‘Essential’ package includes:
5 afternoon outings to London with 
transport included. However, this 
package does not include entrance 
fees to attractions (weekly travel card 
provided for group leaders).
1 Thames river cruise

The ‘Golden’ Package for an 
additional € 170 includes: 
The ‘Essential’ package + 2 full day 
excursions with admission to typical 
attractions such as: Cambridge including 
a visit to King’s College, Brighton with a 
visit to the Sea Life Centre, Canterbury 
with Canterbury Tales, Brighton 
including a visit to the Sea Life Centre, 
Madame Tussauds, the London Eye 
Dinner in a restaurant such as Hard 
Rock Cafe or Planet Hollywood.

AFTERNOON AND EVENING 
ACTIVITIES
This programme may change for 
organisational reasons.
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Docklands Campus
In order to get 
a quotation 
about this centre 
please contact:

london@masterstudiesltd.com



University of Westminster
Harrow Campus

London

THE COLLEGE
Only a ten-minute walk from the town centre, 
the Harrow Campus is part of the University 
of Westminster located in north London. The 
nearest tube station is Northwick Park on the 
Metropolitan line which connects the campus 
to Baker Street and central London in only 20 
minutes. The campus offers students all the latest 
facilities; including a spacious canteen which 
serves a wide range of hot and cold food.

The Language course
The course includes 20 lessons per week of 45 
minutes in standard classes of max 16 students, 
with lessons alternating between the morning 
and the afternoon.

Accommodation
COLLEGE: Campus accommodation is in double 
rooms with private bathrooms divided into 
apartments each with a kitchen. The college 
does not provide towels. On arrival, students 
must pay a security deposit required by the 
school of £ 40/€ 40. The deposit will be returned 
at the time of departure unless the college needs 
to deduct payment for reasons stated in the 
school regulations.

HOST FAMILY: In selected families in double or 
triple rooms with full board (lunch in the college 
canteen Monday to Friday and packed lunches at 
the weekends).

Sports Equipment
The campus has a sports centre and outdoor 
sports fields.

ENGLAND

COLLEGE/HOST FAMILY ages 12 - 17
COURSE START   30 JUNE
DATES                 14 / 28 JULY
15 Days 14 Nights

WI-FI in most areas

FREE TIME
The ‘Essential’ package includes:
Weekly travel card and some evening 
activities.
The ‘Golden’ Package for an 
additional € 170 includes:
Pacchetto base +
2 full day excursions with admission to: 
Cambridge including a visit to King’s 
College, Brighton with a visit to the 
Royal Pavilion, Madame Tussauds, the 
London Eye and a Thames river cruise.

AFTERNOON AND EVENING 
ACTIVITIES

This programme may change for 
organisational reasons.
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Harrow Campus
In order to get 
a quotation 
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please contact:

london@masterstudiesltd.com



University of Hertfordshire 
College Lane Campus

London

THE COLLEGE
The recently renovated College Lane campus, 
located in Hatfield, is about a 60-80-minute bus 
ride from central London. Surrounded by green 
spaces, the college’s modern buildings are all 
within easy reach of each other. The classrooms 
are all well equipped with audio-visual media 
support. The campus canteen is spacious and 
offers foods for all tastes or dietary requirements.

The Language course
The course includes 20 lessons per week, held 
in the morning, of 45 minutes in standard 
classes of max 18 students. Trinity exams are 
included in the package. However, please tick 
the corresponding box on the registration form 
indicating, if possible, the level of examination 
required.

Accommodation
The campus offers large single rooms with en-suite 
bathrooms grouped into 6 to 8-room apartments 
with a shared large kitchen and a small living room. 
The use of the kitchen is at the discretion of the 
centre management and in cases where granted 
can only be by the group leaders. In each residence, 
there is a large common room with table football, 
billiards, DVD players, sofas and TVs and a token-
operated launderette. The college does not provide 
towels. On arrival, students must pay a security 
deposit required by the school of £ 30/€ 40. The 
deposit will be returned at the time of departure 
unless the college needs to deduct payment for 
reasons stated in the school regulations.

Sports Equipment
The campus has football, basketball and outdoor 
volleyball.

ENGLAND

COLLEGE ages 11 - 17

Maximum age limit must be strictly 
adhered to
COURSE START   3 / 17 / 31 JULY
DATES      
15 Days 14 Nights

WI-FI in most areas

A.S.L. “ENTERPRISE ENGLISH” 
is for students aged 16 and over and with 
a minimum language level of B1 (CEF)
The course includes 3 hours of 
‘Enterprise English’ per week and 
consists of a combination of lessons, 
presentations and role-plays based on 
the world of work. Topics include: 
• techniques on how to deal with a job 

interview abroad;
• how to write a CV and covering letter;
• personal presentation, how to best 

approach the workplace;
• communication methods in the world 

of work.

Those attending ‘Enterprise English’ 
receive an additional certificate of 
attendance that summarizes the topics 
covered during the course.
This document certifies the hours 
completed by the student towards the 
PCTO program (see page 7 for details). 

MASTER PROGRAMME
2 CERTIFICATES (recognition BC, Trinity)

FREE TIME
The BASE package provides:
6 afternoon excursions to London by 
private bus during the two-week stay 
two of which are late returns and a £10 
voucher for dinner.
1 full day excursion to London including a 
walking tour. 

The ‘Golden’ Package option for 
an additional € 130 includes: BASE 
package +  
1 full day excursion to Windsor with 
admission to the castle.
1 Dinner in a restaurant such as Hard 
Rock Café, Planet Hollywood, Madame 
Tussauds, the Tower of London.
4 tours of an evening theme with a 
professional guide.

All excursions will be by private coach.

AFTERNOON AND EVENING 
ACTIVITIES
This programme may change for 
organisational reasons

Tour of an evening theme:

HARRY POTTER TOUR
All ready at platform 9 and 3/4, we are 
leaving for Hogwarts! This walking tour 
will take you to the places of London 
that have served as the backdrop to the 
famous movies so you can relive the 
incredible adventures of Harry Potter, Ron 
and Hermione! The Leaky Cauldron and 
the Ministry of Magic are just some of the 
things you visit. 

We believe in magic, don’t you?
SOUTH BANK TOUR
Discover a different London through this 
tour of the South Bank. The south bank of 
the Thames is known as one of the coolest 
areas of the English capital. Walking along 
the riverfront you will be told stories of 
pirates and ancient prisons; you will be 
excited by the art and music of the many 
street artists and you will be speechless 
in front of the incredible panorama that 
London offers you.

GHOST TOUR
Have ghost stories always fascinated you? 
Let’s go together in search of the restless 
spirits who hide patiently by day waiting 
to come out into the open at night to 
haunt the streets of London. Abandoned 
pubs, old theatres, old cemeteries, only for 
the brave!

STREET ART TOUR
Stroll through the streets of London to 
discover the works of the city’s most 
creative and well-known street artists! 
Brick Lane, Shoreditch, Fashion Street, 
Bateman’s Row and Spitalfields are just 
some of the areas that over the years have 
become a regular stop for writers and 
graffiti lovers around the world. A journey 
through colours and tags will allow you 
to discover the history and masterpieces 
of famous artists such as Banksy, El Mac, 
Stik, Space Invader and Phlegm.

Theatre + yoga workshops
This centre organises two theatre 
workshops and two yoga workshops 
delivered by professionals. The workshops 
last for 90 minutes each, at the end of 
which students receive a certificate of 
attendance. 
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College Lane CampusUniversity of Liverpool
In order to get 
a quotation 
about this centre 
please contact:

london@masterstudiesltd.com



Brunel University Uxbridge
London
THE COLLEGE
Located in the Uxbridge area of west London, 
the campus is well connected to the city 
centre by the Tube. Part of Brunel University, 
this campus surrounded by greenery, boasts 
modern classrooms, a spacious canteen and a 
launderette.

The Language course
The course includes 20 lessons per week of 45 
minutes in standard classes of max 16 students, 
with lessons alternating between the morning 
and the afternoon.

Accommodation
Is provided in single rooms with private 
bathrooms. The college provides towels. On 
arrival, students must pay a security deposit 
required by the school of £ 20/€ 30. The deposit 
will be returned at the time of departure unless 
the college needs to deduct payment for reasons 
stated in the school regulations.

Sports Equipment
The college offers a multipurpose gym, tennis 
courts and sports fields.

ENGLAND

COLLEGE ages 10 - 17
COURSE START   28 JUNE
DATES                 5 / 12 / 19 JULY
14 Days 13 Nights

WI-FI in most areas

FREE TIME
2 full day excursions: Oxford con 
Christ Church College; Brighton con 
Royal Pavilion. 
4 half day excursions: to London 
(including the Science Museum 
and the British Museum), Windsor 
including admission to the castle
1 local visit to Uxbridge shopping 
centre.

AFTERNOON AND EVENING 
ACTIVITIES

This programme may change for 
organisational reasons.
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Brunel University Uxbridge
In order to get 
a quotation 
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please contact:

london@masterstudiesltd.com



Brunel University Uxbridge
London
The Language course
The course includes 15 hours of lessons in 7 ni-
ghts, or 21 hours of lessons in 10 nights, in stan-
dard classes of max 16 students. Lessons alterna-
te between the morning and the afternoon.

ENGLAND

COLLEGE ages 10 - 17

7 NIGHTS - COURSE START DATES: 
28 JUNE - 5 / 12 / 19 JULY

10 NIGHTS - COURSE START DATES: 
28 JUNE - 5 / 12 / 19 JULY

WI-FI in most areas

FREE TIME 7 nights
1 full day excursion: Brighton with Walking 
Tour and Royal Pavillon or Windsor with 
Walking Tour and entrance to the Castle. 
2 half day excursions like London with 
Walking Tour or British Museum, London 
with Science Museum, Oxford with Walking 
Tour.

FREE TIME 10 nights
1 full day excursion: Brighton with Walking 
Tour and Royal Pavillon or Windsor with 
Walking Tour and entrance to the Castle.
3 half day excursions like London with 
Walking Tour or British Museum, London 
with Science Museum, Oxford with Walking 
Tour.

This programme may change for 
organisational reasons.

7 nIGHTS

10 nIGHTS

7 - 10 nIGHTS

WIN - WIN PROGRAMMES
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Brunel University Uxbridge
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Chetham’s School
Manchester
Manchester, located in the centre of 
the county of Greater Manchester in 
north-west England, was founded by 
the Romans. It owes its expansion to the 
many industries that in the 18th century, 
following the industrial revolution, made 
it one of the largest centres of the whole 
country. Today Manchester is a tourist hub 
of great appeal and a destination sought 
after by those who love modern cities full 
of life and shops.

THE COLLEGE
Chetham’s School of Music enjoys a strategic 
position located in the heart of Manchester, a 
short walk from the Cathedral and the city’s main 
attractions. The college, founded in 1653, houses 
the world’s oldest public library and has beautiful 
buildings dating back to the Middle Ages. In 
contrast to this part that oozes history, stands 
the newly built building that houses classrooms 
equipped with the latest equipment and a 
computer room. The College has a well-furnished 
Canteen where students can relax and socialize.

The Language course
The course includes 15 lessons per week of 60 
minutes in standard classes of max 16 students, 
with lessons alternating between the morning 
and the afternoon.

Accommodation
Single, double, triple and a few quadruple rooms 
with en-suite bathrooms shared between a 
maximum of 3 students. college provides towels. 
On arrival, students must pay a security deposit 
required by the school of £25/ €25. The deposit 
will be returned at the time of departure unless 
the college needs to deduct payment for reasons 
stated in the school regulations.

Sports Equipment
The college offers a multipurpose gym.

ENGLAND

COLLEGE ages 11 - 17
COURSE START   8 / 22 JULY
DATES      
15 Days 14 Nights

WI-FI in most areas
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FREE TIME
2 full day excursions: Blackpool including 
admission to the Pleasure Beach Theme 
Park, York including admission to the 
cathedral.
Half day excursions to Manchester: The 
Imperial War Museum, Tour of Old Trafford 
stadium, The Museum of Science and 
Industry, BBC Headquarters.

AFTERNOON AND EVENING 
ACTIVITIES
This programme may change for 
organisational reasons.

ENGLISH PLUS Included in the price
Choices regarding the following options 
must be received by our offices no later 
than 15 May. Students not indicating a 
preference will take part in the standard 
program. Courses start with a minimum 
number of 10 participants. 
Dance: 3 dance lessons per week each 
lasting 3 hours. 
Drama: 3 Theatre lessons per week each 
lasting 3 hours.
Football: 3 Football lessons per week 
each lasting 3 hours.
Intensive English: 3 extra English lessons 
each lasting 3 hours.

PATHWAYS TO TRANSFERABLE SKILLS 
AND ORIENTATION PROGRAM (ex 
Alternanza Scuola Lavoro) included in 
the price
The PCTO course includes an 18-hour English 
business programme designed to provide 
students with a detailed picture of the 
business sector with case studies, role-playing 
and business skills development. On three 
afternoons a week, workshops run to develop 
skills such as: 
• CV writing, 
• applying for a job and interview techniques 

lessons. 
There is also a company visit. 

At the end of the stay, PCTO hours are certified 
along with language proficiency (see page 7 
for details).

ENGLISH + MEDIA 
Included in the package for students between 
14 and 17 years old. 
The course combines the learning of the 
English language with an experience in the 
real world using a creative approach. 
Classes will focus on journalism, mass media 
and advertisement. 3 lessons per week of 3 
hours each.   
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Moulton College
Northampton
Northampton is a bustling city in the heart 
of England. This ancient county town 
combines a rich heritage and distinguished 
history with all the energy and vigour of 
one of the UK’s most fervently growing 
cities. It is strategically positioned and well 
connected to London and other places of 
interest such as Oxford and Cambridge.

THE COLLEGE
Located about 7km from Northampton, the campus 
is part of a recently refurbished Agricultural College, 
nestled in the green of the English countryside 
not far from the centre of the village of Moulton. 
The campus has high-quality teaching rooms and 
practical facilities complemented by a large modern 
canteen, study centre and IT suite. The college 
common room provides the students with an area 
to relax and socialise in, as well as the opportunity 
to play billiards or table tennis. 

The Language course
The course includes 20 lessons per week of 45 
minutes in standard classes of max 15 students. 
The college offers in addition to the 15 hours of 
curricular English two options to choose from 
at the time of registration (please specify on the 
registration form.) See below for details:
ENGLISH PLUS: 6 extra hours of English per week
ACTIVE ENGLISH: 6 hours of Six hours of an 
activity of your choice between Art & Design, 
Basketball, Dance, Drama, Football, Swimming 
and Tennis. 
Students must select a maximum of 2 options, 
one for the entire stay or one per week. 
Possibility of taking the CERT exam (to be 
chosen on the booking form).

Accommodation
Accommodation is provided to students is in 
apartments consisting of 6/7 single rooms with 
en-suite bathrooms and a large kitchen furnished 
with sofas and a TV.  The use of the kitchen is 
at the discretion of the centre management and, 
in cases where granted, can only be used by the 
group leaders. The college provides towels.  On 
arrival, students must pay a security deposit 
required by the school of £50/ €50. The deposit 
will be returned at the time of departure unless 
the college needs to deduct payment for reasons 
stated in the school regulations.

Sports Equipment
Facilities include an outdoor football pitch and tennis 
courts, a multipurpose gym, indoor swimming pool.

ENGLAND

COLLEGE ages 12 - 17
COURSE START   1 / 15 / 29 JULY
DATES      
15 Days 14 Nights

WI-FI in most areas

FREE TIME
2 full day excursions: London including a 
walking tour and the London Eye, Warwick 
Castle.
2 half day excursions: Birmingham 
including the Science Centre, Oxford 
walking tour with an evening visit to 
Harry Potter Studios (packed meal for 
dinner).

AFTERNOON AND EVENING 
ACTIVITIES
This programme may change for 
organisational reasons.
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Oakham School

Oakham School

Oakham  

Oakham  

Located in the heart of rural England a short 
distance from Cambridge, Leicester and other 
historic English towns, Oakham is a pretty, 
traditional English market town, bustling 
with activity and packed with heritage.

THE COLLEGE
Founded in 1584, Oakham School has an 
established reputation for academic and sporting 
excellence. The school buildings located in very 
attractive surroundings make it a suitable place 
for young students. The campus has modern 
classrooms a canteen and a laundry.

The Language course
The course includes 20 lessons per week of 45 minutes 
in standard classes of max 16 students. Lessons 
alternate between the morning and the afternoon.

Accommodation
The campus offers accommodation in ‘houses’ in 
single, double or triple rooms each equipped with a 

sink. There are shared bathrooms on every floor, one 
for every six students. All houses have a common 
room equipped with a TV. The college does not  
provide towels. On arrival, students must pay a 
security deposit required by the school of £ 20/€ 30. 
The deposit will be returned at the time of departure 
unless the college needs to deduct payment for 
reasons stated in the school regulations.

Sports Equipment
Facilities include a large multipurpose gym, tennis 
courts, playing fields and an indoor pool.

ENGLAND

COLLEGE ages 9 - 15
COURSE START    5 / 12 / 19  JULY
DATES      
15 Days 14 Nights

WI-FI in most areas

The language course
The course provides 15 hours of lessons during 
the seven-night stay and twenty-one hours of 
lessons for the ten-night stay. Lessons can be in 
the morning or afternoon.

ENGLAND

COLLEGE ages 9 - 15

7 NIGHTS - COURSE START DATES: 
5 / 12 / 19  JULY
10 NIGHTS - COURSE START DATES: 
5 / 12 / 19  JULY

WI-FI in most areas

7 nIGHTS
1 full day excursion: London including a 
walking tour, Thames River cruise with a 
late return or Cambridge with a walking 
tour and King’s College.

2 half day excursions: Rutland Water, 
Stamford, Nottingham or Peterborough 
including a walking tour and the 
Cathedral.

10 nIGHTS
1 full day excursion: London including a 
walking tour, Thames River cruise with a 
late return or Cambridge with a walking 
tour and King’s College.

3 half day excursions: Rutland Water, 
Stamford, Melton Mowbray or 
Peterborough including a walking tour 
and the Cathedral.

7 - 10 NIGHTS

FREE TIME
2 full day excursions: London including a 
Thames river cruise with a late return, Cam-
bridge including a visit to King’s College.
4 half day excursions: Peterborough 
walking tour and visit to the Cathedral, 
Rutland Water with raft building activity, 
Stamford walking tour, Nottingham 
walking tour and Robin Hood Experience.

AFTERNOON AND EVENING 
ACTIVITIES
This programme may change for 
organisational reasons.

WIN - WIN PROGRAMMES
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Oakham School

Oakham School
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Osmington Bay

Osmington
(Dorset)
The village of Osmington is located close 
to Weymouth, situated on a bay at the 
Wey River estuary, which flows into 
the English Channel. It is famous for 
hosting the 2012 Olympic Games sailing 
competitions. 

THE COLLEGE
The school located in Dorset, a county in the 
south of England and right at the heart of the 
Jurassic Coast, offers wonderful views of the 
countryside and the opportunity to do a range 
of sports activities thanks to its geographical 
location and direct access to the beach. It also 
features a spacious canteen and computer 
classrooms.

The Language course
The course includes ten 90 minute lessons each 
week for a weekly total of 15 hours in standard 
classes of up to 15 students. Classes alternate 
between the morning and the afternoon as do 
the excursions and afternoon activities.

Accommodation
The college offers accommodation in small 
buildings in rooms with 4 to 8 beds and en-suite 
bathrooms for students. Accompanying teachers 
have single or double rooms. Weekly laundry 
services are available. The college does not 
provide towels. On arrival, students must pay a 
security deposit required by the school of £30. The 
deposit will be returned at the time of departure 
unless the college needs to deduct payment for 
reasons stated in the school regulations.

Sports Equipment
The property has a covered sports centre

ENGLAND

COLLEGE ages 8 - 15
COURSE START  4 / 18 JULY
DATES      
15 Days 14 Nights

WI-FI in most areas
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ADVENTURE CAMP
In this centre, the language course 
combines with a rich program of outdoor 
activities such as archery, raft building, 
abseiling, fencing, climbing, team game 
etc.

FREE TIME
2 full day excursions: Salisbury including a 
visit to the cathedral and Bath with a visit 
to the Roman baths.
2 half day excursions: Corfe Castle and 
Weymouth plus a walking tour.

AFTERNOON AND EVENING 
ACTIVITIES
This programme may change for 
organisational reasons.
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Oundle School
Oundle
Oundle, a pretty town in central England, is 
situated along the banks of the River Nene 
in Northamptonshire. It is about 20km from 
Peterborough, from where you can reach 
London King’s Cross station in 45 minutes 
via a convenient direct train link.

THE COLLEGE
The school, located in the heart of Oundle, is one 
of the most important and prestigious boarding 
schools in England. Its oldest part dates back to 
1566. Its buildings built between the 17th and 21st 
centuries, although located in different points of the 
town, are well connected. The classrooms located 
inside the picturesque cloister all have excellent 
resources and video projectors. The campus canteen 
serves a wide range of hot and cold meals.

The Language course
The course includes 20 lessons per week of 45 minutes 
in standard classes of max 15 students. Lessons 
alternate between the morning and the afternoon.

Accommodation
Accommodation is homely with a number of twin 
rooms and small dormitories sleeping up to six, all 
with shared bathroom facilities. The college does 
not provide towels. On arrival, students must pay a 
security deposit required by the school of £ 20/€ 20. 
The deposit will be returned at the time of departure 
unless the college needs to deduct payment for 
reasons stated in the school regulations.

Sports Equipment
Facilities include numerous outdoor playing fields, 
a multipurpose gym and swimming pool.

ENGLAND

COLLEGE ages 10 - 15
COURSE START   2 / 16 JULY
DATES      
15 Days 14 Nights

WI-FI in most areas

FREE TIME
5 full day excursions: London including the 
London Eye with a late return, Cambridge 
including a College visit, Stratford Upon 
Avon and Warwick Castle, Birmingham 
and an Art Gallery and Leicester including 
Rutland Aquapark

AFTERNOON AND EVENING 
ACTIVITIES
This programme may change for 
organisational reasons.
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Hartcourt Hill
Oxford
Famous worldwide for its prestigious 
University, Oxford is rich in history, traditions 
and culture. The city has a modern shopping 
centre full of shops, cinemas, theatres, 
museums, galleries, discos and pubs that 
certainly make any stay enjoyable.

THE COLLEGE
The beautiful college, nestled in the green of the 
English countryside, is part of Brookes University 
and is located a 10-minute bus ride from Oxford 
city centre. It offers a large and spacious canteen, 
modern well-equipped classrooms, a launderette 
and a small bar.

The Language course
The course includes 20 lessons per week of 45 
minutes in standard classes of max 15 students, 
with lessons alternating between the morning 
and the afternoon.

Course option available on prior request by 
30/03/2020, offers to replace the general 
course with PCTO specific lessons (formerly ASL) 
with the addition of 5 weekly afternoon hours 
of visits. At the end of the course, a certificate 
is issued confirming the students’ participation 
and summarizing the details of their work 
experience. 

This document is valid in recognition of the 
hours carried out for the school/work experience 
programme (see page 7 for details).

Accommodation
The campus offers newly built single rooms with 
private bathrooms in apartments of different 
sizes. Each apartment has a kitchen and a 
common room.  The use of the kitchen is at the 
discretion of the centre management and in cases 
where granted can only be by the group leaders. 
The college does not provide towels.
On arrival, students must pay a security deposit 
required by the school of £ 20/€ 30. The deposit 
will be returned at the time of departure unless 
the college needs to deduct payment for reasons 
stated in the school regulations.

Sports Equipment
Facilities include outdoor football pitches, indoor 
swimming pool, a multipurpose gym.

ENGLAND

COLLEGE ages 12 - 17
The minimum age limit of 12 must 
be strictly adhered to
COURSE START  2 / 16  JULY
DATES      
15 Days 14 Nights

WI-FI un most areas
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FREE TIME
3 full day excursions: London including 
a visit to the National Gallery, Covent 
Garden, Politics & Royalty walking tour 
with a late return at 8PM, Oxford using 
public transport, Stratford-upon-Avon & 
Shakespeare’s Birthplace.
5 half day excursions: Oxford including 
admission to Christ Church College. 

Transport included.

AFTERNOON AND EVENING 
ACTIVITIES
This programme may change for 
organisational reasons.
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Hartcourt Hill
In order to get 
a quotation 
about this centre 
please contact:

london@masterstudiesltd.com



ENGLAND

COLLEGE ages 10 - 17
Maximum age limit must be strictly 
adhered to
COURSE START     3 / 17 JULY
DATES      
15 Days 14 Nights

WI-FI in most areas

Myerscough College
Preston (Lancaster)

The town of Preston, not far from Lancaster, 
is located on the River Ribble estuary in the 
county of Lancashire, north-west England. 
Only a short distance away is the beautiful 
Lake District, a popular tourist destination 
renowned all over the world.

THE COLLEGE
The School is in a beautiful Agricultural College, 
nestled in the green of the English countryside and 
located about 8 miles from Preston and 15 miles 
from Lancaster. Recently renovated the modern 
accommodation blocks, brand new canteen and 
classrooms are all conveniently located together. The 
college also has several bars and a student’s union.

The Language course
The course includes 20 lessons per week of 45 
minutes in standard classes of max 15 students, 
with lessons alternating between the morning 
and the afternoon. Trinity exams are included 
in the package. However, please tick the 
corresponding box on the registration form 
indicating, if possible, the level of examination 
required.

Accommodation
Accommodation is provided in apartments consisting 
of 6 single rooms with en-suite bathrooms and a 
kitchen equipped with a TV.  The use of the kitchen 
will be at the discretion of the management of the 
centre and, in cases where it is granted, can only 
be used by the group leaders. The college provides 
towels. On arrival, students must pay a security 
deposit required by the school of £30/€40. The 
deposit will be returned at the time of departure 
unless the college needs to deduct payment for 
reasons stated in the school regulations.

Sports Equipment
The college has two modern multipurpose gyms, 
a professional basketball court and football fields 
in AstroTurf and natural grass.

MASTER PROGRAMME
2 certificates (recognition BC, Trinity)

FREE TIME
1 full day excursion: Lake District with a 
cruise.
4 half day excursions: Blackpool & Pier, 
Preston and the Museum of Lancashire, 
Lancaster walking tour and Samlesbury Hall.

NEW FOR 2020
2 NIGHTS IN EDINBURGH: During the 
Edinburgh Stay students stay in 3-star 
central hotels, in triple or quadruple rooms, 
with single rooms for escorts; Also included 
in the cost are: a walking tour of the city, 
a £6 lunch voucher; vouchers for £10 for 
each of the two dinners and admission to 
Edinburgh castle.

AFTERNOON AND EVENING 
ACTIVITIES 

This programme may change for 
organisational reasons.

A.S.L. “ENTERPRISE ENGLISH” 
is for students aged 16 and over and with 
a minimum language level of B1 (CEF)
The course includes 3 hours of ‘Enterprise 
English’ per week and consists of a 
combination of lessons, presentations and 
role-plays based on the world of work. 
Topics include: 
• techniques on how to deal with a job 

interview abroad;
• how to write a CV and covering letter;
• personal presentation, how to best 

approach the workplace;
• communication methods in the world of 

work.
Those attending ‘Enterprise English’ 
receive an additional certificate of 
attendance that summarizes the topics 
covered during the course. This document 
certifies the hours completed by the 
student towards the PCTO program (see 
page 7 for details).

Theatre and yoga workshops
IThis centre organises two theatre 
workshops and two yoga sessions 
delivered by professionals. The workshops 
last for 90 minutes each, at the end of 
which students receive a certificate of 
attendance.
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Myerscough College
In order to get 
a quotation 
about this centre 
please contact:

london@masterstudiesltd.com



St. Lawrence College
Ramsgate
This area of Kent, known as the Isle of 
Thanet, is located in the south-east of 
England and Ramsgate can be considered 
as its pearl. The seaside town, famous for 
its sandy beaches, is home to a quaint 
marina, numerous shops and a wide 
range of restaurants and cafes located on 
the waterfront.

THE COLLEGE
St. Lawrence College located in a high point of 
the town is an imposing Edwardian building, 
which has a stunning prospectus covered in 
ivy and American vine. The beautiful ancient 
refectory serves as the college canteen, while 
classes are in large and well-equipped modern 
classrooms. There are several common rooms 
with TVs where students can socialize and relax.

The Language course
The course includes 20 lessons per week of 45 
minutes in standard classes of max 16 students. 
Lessons alternate between the morning and the 
afternoon.

Accommodation
IN COLLEGE: the rooms where the students stay 
are single, double, triple, quadruple and 5 bed 
rooms, all with en-suite bathrooms. There is also 
a large kitchen, however, the use of the kitchen 
will be at the discretion of the management of 
the centre and, in cases where it is granted, can 
only be used by the group leaders. On arrival, 
students must pay a security deposit required by 
the school of € 80. The deposit will be returned at 
the time of departure unless the college needs to 
deduct payment for reasons stated in the school 
regulations. The college does not provide towels.

HOST FAMILY: in double or triple rooms with 
full board and hot meals in the college canteen 
from Monday to Friday.

Sports Equipment
The college has football pitches, basketball and 
tennis courts, an indoor swimming pool and a 
multipurpose gym.

ENGLAND

COLLEGE ages 10 - 17

HOST FAMILY ages 10 - 17
COURSE START  12 / 26 JULY
DATES      
15 Days 14 Nights

WI-FI in most areas
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FREE TIME
2 full day excursions: London with a 
Thames river cruise and Cambridge with 
punting.
2 half day excursions: Canterbury with a 
visit to the cathedral, Margate including a 
visit to the Turner Centre.
2 visits to Ramsgate and the beach.

AFTERNOON AND EVENING 
ACTIVITIES
This programme may change for 
organisational reasons.
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St. Lawrence College
In order to get 
a quotation 
about this centre 
please contact:

london@masterstudiesltd.com



Queen Anne’s School
Reading
Reading, the capital of the county of 
Berkshire, is a major shopping and 
industrial centre. Well connected to 
London by rail (only 25 minutes away) 
and the M4 motorway, it is also home to 
a famous university of the same name. 
The towns of Oxford, Windsor, Bath and 
Winchester are all within easy reach.

THE COLLEGE
Queen Anne’s School, founded in 1698, is a 
boarding school based in Caversham, a mile from 
Reading city centre. Occupying 35 acres just north 
of the River Thames, the grounds combine green 
open spaces and traditional Victorian architecture 
with new and contemporary buildings to provide 
cutting-edge classroom and canteen facilities.

The Language course
The course includes 15 lessons per week of 60 
minutes in standard classes of max 16 students, 
with lessons alternating between the morning 
and the afternoon.

Accommodation
Is provided in standard double, triple or quadruple 
rooms with shared bathrooms. On arrival, students 
must pay a security deposit required by the school 
of £25/ €25. The deposit will be returned at the 
time of departure unless the college needs to 
deduct payment for reasons stated in the school 
regulations. The college does not provide towels.

Sports Equipment
Facilities include an indoor pool, tennis courts, 
a multipurpose gym, dance & drama studio and 
outdoor playing fields.

FREE TIME
3 full day excursions: Oxford including 
Christ College, London including the 
London Eye and walking tour, London 
including a visit to the Cutty Sark and the 
Royal Observatory.
2 half day excursions: Windsor including 
a visit to the castle and Reading including 
admission to a museum.

AFTERNOON AND EVENING 
ACTIVITIES

ENGLISH PLUS Included in the price 
Choices regarding the following options 
must be received by our offices no later 
than 15 May. Students not indicating a 
preference will take part in the standard 
program. Courses start with a minimum 
number of 10 participants. 
Dance: 3 dance lessons per week each 
lasting 3 hours. 
Drama: 3 Theatre lessons per week each 
lasting 3 hours.
Intensive English: 3 extra English lessons 
each lasting 3 hours.

PATHWAYS TO TRANSFERABLE 
SKILLS AND ORIENTATION 
PROGRAM (ex Alternanza Scuola 
Lavoro) included in the price  
The PCTO course includes an 18-hour 
English business programme designed to 
provide students with a detailed picture of 
the business sector with case studies, role-
playing and business skills development. 
On three afternoons a week, workshops 
run to develop skills such as: 
• CV writing, 
• applying for a job
•interview techniques lessons. 
There is also a company visit. At the end 
of the stay, PCTO hours are certified along 
with language proficiency (see page 7 for 
details).

This programme may change for 
organisational reasons.

ENGLAND

COLLEGE ages 8 - 17
COURSE START  12 / 26 JULY
DATES      
15 Days 14 Nights

WI-FI in most areas
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Queen Anne’s School
In order to get 
a quotation 
about this centre 
please contact:

london@masterstudiesltd.com



Gatton Park
Reigate
Reigate, which dates to the 11th century, is 
a historic market town located in south-east 
Surrey, one of the most beautiful counties 
in the south of England. Nestled at the foot 
of the North Downs, the town, which still 
retains a village feel, is home to a range of 
independent shops, clothing boutiques and 
the ‘Priory Park’ shopping centre.

THE COLLEGE
The college, nestled in greenery, is located about 
2km from Reigate and Redhill just on the outskirts 
of South London. It has a large canteen and 
classes equipped with interactive whiteboards. 

The Language course
After an initial entry test, the students divide into 
standard classes of max 16 students. The course 
includes 15 hours per week and lessons alternate 
between the morning and the afternoon.

Accommodation
Students stay in single rooms with a shared 
bathroom for every two bedrooms. The rooms 
are in same sex ‘Houses’ separated into males 
and females, each equipped with a common 
room, TV and other accessories. On arrival, 
students must pay a security deposit required by 
the school of £30. The deposit will be returned at 
the time of departure unless the college needs to 
deduct payment for reasons stated in the school 
regulations. The college does not provide towels.

Sports equipment
Facilities include a heated indoor pool and a 
multipurpose gym, the use of which is at the 
discretion of the centre management, permitted 
when included in the activity program.

ENGLAND

COLLEGE ages 8 - 15
COURSE START  5 / 19 JULY 
DATES      
15 Days 14 Nights

WI-FI in most areas
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FREE TIME
Full day excursions:
1st Session: London with the Westminster 
walking tour & the National Gallery, Oxford 
including a walking tour and a visit to a college.
2nd Session: Brighton with a walking tour and 
admission to the Sea Life centre, London with 
the Westminster walking tour & the National 
Gallery.
Half day excursions:
1st Session: Windsor Castle, Rochester Cathedral.
2nd Session: Hampton Court Palace, Guildford.

AFTERNOON AND EVENING 
ACTIVITIES
This programme may change for organisational 
reasons.
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Gatton Park
In order to get 
a quotation 
about this centre 
please contact:

london@masterstudiesltd.com



ENGLAND

COLLEGE ages 10-17
COURSE START   8 / 22 JULY
DATES      
15 Days 14 Nights

WI-FI in most areas 

Rugby School
Rugby
Rugby, located in the county of Warwickshire, 
close to the River Avon is a city where ancient 
and modern come together. Thanks to its 
intense commercial and industrial activity, 
the town is very lively and vibrant. London 
is only an hour away by train and about 
2 hours by bus. Birmingham, Coventry, 
Warwick and Oxford are also easily accessible.

THE COLLEGE
Founded in 1567, Rugby School is one of the oldest 
and most prestigious schools in the world as well 
as being renowned for being the birthplace of the 
game of rugby.  Despite its location in the middle 
of the city, the school is full of green spaces. 
The buildings used during the courses are modern 
and have classrooms with interactive whiteboards, 
computer classrooms and a replica room of the 
House of Commons. On-campus, there are also 
bars, a theatre hall, a spacious canteen, a laundry 
and an on-site infirmary from Monday to Friday.

The Language course
The course includes 15 hours per week in 
standard classes of max 16 students, with 
lessons alternating between the morning and the 
afternoon.

Accommodation 
ENSUITE: single rooms with private bathroom.

STANDARD: Accommodation is in ‘houses’ in 
single, double and triple rooms, each with a sink 
and shared bathrooms, one for every four students. 
Every ‘house’ has a common room and social areas. 
On arrival, students must pay a security deposit 
required by the school of £20/ €20. The deposit 
will be returned at the time of departure unless 
the college needs to deduct payment for reasons 
stated in the school regulations. The college does 
not provide towels.

Sports equipment 
Facilities include a heated indoor pool, a multipurpose 
gym, outdoor rugby pitches, tennis courts and 
synthetic grass courts.

Rugby School

FREE TIME
5 full day excursions: London including 
the London Eye with a late return, 
Oxford including admission to Oxford 
College, The Black Country Museum, 
Liverpool including admission to the 
Beatles’ Story and Birmingham with a 
visit to an Art Gallery.

AFTERNOON AND EVENING 
ACTIVITIES
This programme may change for 
organisational reasons.
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In order to get 
a quotation 
about this centre 
please contact:

london@masterstudiesltd.com



Uppingham is a pretty town in the county 
of Rutland, just 2 hours from London and 
not far from Nottingham and Birmingham. 
It is known as a “market town” thanks to 
its large square that since the 14th century 
has been home to the town’s market. 
The town is also famous for its boarding 
schools and the church of St Peter and 
Paul which dates to the 14th century.

THE COLLEGE
The school is a typical independent British 
boarding school founded in 1584. A guarantee 
of safety and tranquillity for young children, it is 
characterized by its combination of ancient and 
modern buildings immersed in an idyllic green 
landscape. It is also just a short walk from the 
town centre.

The Language course
The course includes 15 hours per week in standard 
classes of max 16 students. The school programme 
focuses mainly on sport and is a perfect combination 
of language study, culture, sports and leisure activities. 
The course options focus on football, tennis, dance 
and athletics (chosen during the registration process) 
and are all run by professionals. 
FOOTBALL: minimum 14 students
TENNIS: minimum 8 students
DANCE: minimum 8 students
ATLETICS: minimum 8 students

Accommodation
The accommodation is divided into “boarding 
houses” each of which has a small kitchen. 
Rooms are single, double, triple or multi-bed with 
shared bathrooms, one for every five students.

Sports equipment
It has playing fields, tennis courts, rugby and football 
pitches and a swimming pool.

Uppingham School

Uppingham School
Uppingham

FREE TIME
5 full day excursions: 
Stratford Upon Avon including admission 
to Shakespeare’s Birthplace, Cambridge 
including admission to a college,  Leicester 
including the National Space Centre, Lincoln 
with admission to the castle, London 
including admission to the Wimbledon 
Museum/National Centre for Circus Arts/
Pineapple Studios/London Football Stadium 
depending on the chosen sport.

AFTERNOON AND EVENING 
ACTIVITIES 
Organised in college in line with the 
chosen sport.

This programme may change for 
organisational reasons.

ENGLAND

COLLEGE ages 10-15
COURSE START    2 / 16 / 30 JULY
DATES      
15 Days 14 Nights

WI-FI in most areas 
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ADVENTURE

In order to get 
a quotation 
about this centre 
please contact:

london@masterstudiesltd.com



Sparsholt College
Winchester
As the former capital of England, and 
home to one of the world’s most famous 
cathedrals, Winchester is steeped in history 
and immersed in the Hampshire countrysi-
de south-west of London. Well connected 
by the fast M3, the town has a lot to offer: 
The Round Table, museums, theatres, 
cinemas and much more.

THE COLLEGE
Sparsholt College is England’s most prestigious 
Agricultural College. Set in the beautiful Hampshire 
countryside the large and attractive campus is 
about 4 km from the centre of Winchester. 
The campus has a modern, spacious refectory and 
well-equipped classrooms. The college also benefits 
from having a campus bus stop which goes directly 
to the city centre.

The Language course
The course includes 20 lessons per week of 45 
minutes in standard classes of max 16 students, 
with lessons alternating between the morning 
and the afternoon.

Accommodation
Accommodation is provided in standard single 
or double rooms with en-suite bathrooms. Each 
accommodation block has a kitchen. However, 
use of the kitchen is at the discretion of the 
management of the centre and, in cases where it 
is granted, can only be used by the group leaders.  
On arrival, students must pay a security deposit 
required by the school of £20/ €30. The deposit 
will be returned at the time of departure unless 
the college needs to deduct payment for reasons 
stated in the school regulations. The college does 
not provide towels.

Sports equipment
Facilities include a multipurpose gym and outdoor 
playing fields.

ENGLAND

COLLEGE ages 9 - 16
COURSE START   2 / 16 JULY
DATES       
15 Days 14 Nights

WI-FI in most areas 

FREE TIME 
3 full day excursions: Oxford including 
admission to the University of Oxford 
College, London including the Politics 
& Royalty walking tour, admission to 
the British Museum with a late return, 
Portsmouth including HMS Victory and 
walking tour.

1 local visit: Winchester including admis-
sion to the Great Hall.

AFTERNOON AND EVENING 
ACTIVITIES 
This programme may change for 
organisational reasons.

Sparsholt College
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Oratory School

Oratory School

Woodcote  

Woodcote  

Located in the region of South Oxfordshire, 
on the banks of the River Thames, the village 
of Woodcote is within easy reach of major 
towns such as Reading and Oxford and just 
over 1 hour from London.

THE COLLEGE
The Oratory School is a renowned Catholic boar-
ding school founded in 1859. Surrounded by green 
lawns and boasting a beautiful garden, it is just a 
10-minute walk from the village of Woodcote and a 
20-minute bus ride from Reading. It has a spacious 
canteen with stained glass windows and classro-
oms equipped with the latest teaching resources.

The Language course
The course includes 20 lessons per week of 45 
minutes in standard classes of max 16 students, 
with lessons alternating between the morning and 
the afternoon.

Accommodation
Accommodation is provided in “houses” in single, 
double and quadruple rooms equipped with a sink 
and shared bathrooms, one for every four studen-
ts. Each building has a large common room equip-
ped with a TV and also a laundry. On arrival, stu-
dents must pay a security deposit required by the 
school of £ 20/€ 30. The deposit will be returned 
at the time of departure unless the college needs 
to deduct payment for reasons stated in the school 
regulations. The college does not provide towels.

Sports equipment
Facilities include a multipurpose Gym, football pi-
tches, golf, basketball, tennis and an indoor swim-
ming pool.

ENGLAND

COLLEGE ages 9 - 15
COURSE START   5 / 19 JULY
DATES 
15 Days 14 Nights

WI-FI in most areas 

The Language course
The course includes 15 hours lessons for 7 nights 
in standard classes of max 16 students and 
lessons alternate between the morning and the 
afternoon.

ENGLAND

COLLEGE ages 9 / 15

7 NIGHTS - COURSE START DATES: 
5 / 19 JULY 

WI-FI in most areas 
7 Nights
FREE TIME
1 full day excursion: London including 
a walking tour and Thames river cruise 
or Cambridge with Walking Tour and 
entrance to Kings College.
2 Half day excursions like Windsor 
including admission to the castle, 
Winchester including a walking tour, 
Reading including a shopping centre visit 
and walking tour or Oxford con Waling 
Tour.

AFTERNOON AND EVENING 
ACTIVITIES
This programme may change for 
organisational reasons.   

FREE TIME
2 full day excursions: London including 
a walking tour and Thames river cruise, 
Oxford including a walking tourand 
admission to Christ Church College.
4 Half day excursions: Windsor including 
admission to the castle, Winchester 
including a walking tour, Reading including 
a shopping centre visit and walking tour of 
Henley on Thames and Marlow.

AFTERNOON AND EVENING 
ACTIVITIES
This programme may change for 
organisational reasons.

7 Nights
WIN - WIN PROGRAMMES

Oratory School
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ENGLAND

COLLEGE ages 8 - 17
COURSE START  20 JULY
DATES 
15 Days 14 Nights

WI-FI in most areas 

Bootham School
York
A stunning town in the north of England 
near Leeds, York has maintained its typical 
medieval appearance over the years, with 
its small streets full of handicrafts, its 
beautiful Gothic cathedral and the ancient 
imposing walls that surround it.

THE COLLEGE
The college located in the centre of York is a 
traditional English boarding school with ample 
green spaces. Inside the main building, there is 
a spacious canteen, as well as several common 
rooms where students can relax and socialise. 
There are computer rooms and a large theatre, 
which is great for evening activities. The classrooms 
are all equipped with the latest teaching resources.

The Language course
The course includes 15 lessons per week of 60 
minutes in standard classes of max 16 students, 
with lessons alternating between the morning 
and the afternoon.

Accommodation
Accommodation is provided in ‘houses’ in single, 
double, triple, quadruple rooms or mini dormitories 
with five to six beds all with shared bathrooms, one 
for every six students. Every ‘house’ has a common 
room furnished with sofas and a TV. Accompanying 
teachers and escorts stay in single rooms. On arrival, 
students must pay a security deposit required by 
the school of £25/ €25. The deposit will be returned 
at the time of departure unless the college needs 
to deduct payment for reasons stated in the school 
regulations. The college does not provide towels.

Sports equipment
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FREE TIME 
2 full day excursions:  Whitby & Bark 
Endeavour, Manchester including a visit to 
Old Trafford.
2 half day excursions: LLeeds including 
Leeds Museum and Castle Howard.
Local visits to York:  York Dungeons, Natio-
nal Railway Museum.

AFTERNOON AND EVENING 
ACTIVITIES  

ENGLISH PLUS Included in the price
Choices regarding the following options 
must be received by our offices no later 
than 15 May. Students not indicating a 
preference will take part in the standard 
program. Courses start with a minimum 
number of 10 participants. 
Dance: 3 dance lessons per week each 
lasting 3 hours. 
Drama: 3 Theatre lessons per week each 
lasting 3 hours.
Intensive English: 3 extra English lessons 
each lasting 3 hours.
Football: 3 Football lessons per week each 
lasting 3 hours.

PATHWAYS TO TRANSFERABLE SKILLS 
AND ORIENTATION PROGRAM 
(ex Alternanza Scuola Lavoro)
Included in the price
The PCTO course includes an 18-hour 
English business programme designed 
to provide students with a detailed 
picture of the business sector with case 
studies, role-playing and business skills 
development. On three afternoons a 
week, workshops run to develop skills 
such as CV writing, applying for a job 
and interview techniques lessons. There 
is also a company visit. At the end of the 
stay, PCTO hours are certified along with 
language proficiency (see page 7 for 
details).

This programme may change for 
organisational reasons.

Facilities include a multipurpose gym, indoor 
swimming pool and outdoor playing fields.

Bootham School
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THE COLLEGE
The college, founded in 1912, is considered one 
of the most famous private schools of England 
and is located in a beautiful and house 20 
minutes far from York by car. It is surrounded by 
more than 100 acres of green fields. It offers a 
modern canteen, big and bright classrooms and 
computer game rooms. 

The Language course
The course includes 20 lessons per week of 45 
minutes in standard classes of max 16 students, 
with lessons alternating between the morning 
and the afternoon.

Accommodation
Accommodation is in double and triple en-suite 
rooms for students, single en-suite for leaders. 
Each room has a phone and a TV. Common 
room and kitchen usage is at the discretion of 

the centre management and when granted may 
only be used by the group leaders. Towels are 
not provided by the campus. On arrival, students 
must pay a security deposit required by the 
school of £20/ €30.The deposit will be returned 
at the time of departure unless the college needs 
to deduct payment for reasons stated in the 
school regulations. 

Sports equipment
Facilities include a multipurpose gym, indoor 
swimming pool and outdoor playing fields.

Queen Ethelburga’s College
York

FREE TIME 
2 full day excursions: Beamish Museum 
and Shopping at Dorham; Manchester 
including a visit to Old Trafford.
4 half day excursions: York once a week 
with entrance to the cathedral and Jorvik 
Viking Centre, Leeds and Harrogate with 
Walking Tour.

AFTERNOON AND EVENING 
ACTIVITIES
This programme may change for 
organisational reasons.

ENGLAND

COLLEGE ages 8 - 15
COURSE START  28 JUNE 
DATES                15 / 12 JULY
15 Days 14 Nights

WI-FI in most areas 

Queen Ethelburga’s
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SCOTLAND

COLLEGE ages 11 - 17
COURSE START  2 / 16 / 30 JULY
DATES     
15 Days 14 Nights

WI-FI in most areas 

Heriot Watt
Edinburgh
Edinburgh, Scotland’s political and economic 
capital, is one of Europe’s most fascinating 
cities, rich in history and culture that emerges 
from its monuments and museums. 
It is also home to the Fringe, the famous 
international festival of music, literature 
and theatre that takes place every August.

THE COLLEGE
The prestigious Heriot-Watt university, valued 
for its pioneering research, has a rich heritage 
stretching back to 1821 and is only a 25-minute 
ride from Edinburgh city centre. Connecting the 
campus to the town is a bus service which stops 
directly on site. The main building houses the 
canteen and classrooms, which are all equipped 
with the latest teaching resources. There is also a 
bank, small shops and meeting areas with chairs 
and tables.

The Language course
The course includes 20 lessons per week of 45 
minutes in standard classes of max 16 students, 
with lessons alternating between the morning 
and the afternoon.

Accommodation
Accommodation is provided in single rooms with 
en-suite bathrooms, located on corridors. On arrival, 
students must pay a security deposit required by 
the school of £20/ €20. The deposit will be retur-
ned at the time of departure unless the college 
needs to deduct payment for reasons stated in the 
school regulations. The college does not provide 
towels.

Sports equipment
Facilities include a multipurpose gym.
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FREE TIME
3 full day excursions: Edinburgh including 
admission to the castle, Glasgow with a 
visit to the Kelvingrove Museum of Modern 
Art and Stirling including a visit to Loch 
Lomond. 
4 half day excursions to Edinburgh one of 
which is a visit to the Scottish Parliament 
with a late return (students receive a meal 
voucher for dinner). Other visits are to Dean 
village, the Museum of Edinburgh and the 
National Museum of Scotland.

Transport is included for all the planned 
trips.

AFTERNOON AND EVENING 
ACTIVITIES
This programme may change for 
organisational reasons.
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Oatridge College
Edinburgh

SCOTLAND

COLLEGE ages 11 - 17
maximum age limit must be strictly 
adhered to
COURSE START  3 / 17 / 31 JULY
DATES   
15 Days 14 Nights

WI-FI in most areas 

FREE TIME
3 full day excursions to Glasgow & The 
Calvin Grow Museum, Loch Lomond 
including a cruise and St. Andrews.
6 half day excursions of the type: Holyrood 
Park, Edinburgh Castle including admission, 
Rosslyn Chapel including admission, Princes 
Street & Newtown walking tour, Sterling 
and Wallace Monument, Bowling.

AFTERNOON AND EVENING 
ACTIVITIES (2 evening meals out)

THEATRE AND YOGA WORKSHOPS
This centre organises two theatre 
workshops and two yoga sessions delivered 
by professionals. The workshops last for 90 
minutes each, at the end of which students 
receive a certificate of attendance.

A.S.L. “ENTERPRISE ENGLISH”  
is for students aged 16 and over and with a 
minimum language level of B1 (CEF)
The course includes 3 hours of ‘Enterprise 
English’ per week and consists of a 
combination of lessons, presentations and 
role-plays based on the world of work. 

Topics include:
• techniques on how to deal with a job 

interview abroad;
• how to write a CV and covering letter;
• personal presentation, how to best 

approach the workplace;
• communication methods in the world of 

work.
Those attending “Enterprise English” 
receive an additional certificate of 
attendance that summarizes the topics 
covered during the course.
This document certifies the hours 
completed by the student towards the 
PCTO program (see page 7 for details).

This programme may change for 
organisational reasons.

Other options include the Highland Tour 
with hostel accommodation for one night 
instead of the excursion and cruise to Loch 
Lomond, at a cost of € 150.

This programme may change for 
organisational reasons.
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THE COLLEGE
Oatridge College is a beautiful Scottish Agricultural 
College about 24km away from Edinburgh, or 35 
minutes by private bus. It covers an area of more 
than 283 hectares in the West Lothian countryside 
and is the location for the ‘houses’ where 
the students stay. The college also has large 
well-equipped classrooms and a spacious canteen.

The Language course
The course includes 20 lessons per week of 45 
minutes in standard classes of max 16 students with 
lessons alternating between the morning and the 
afternoon. Trinity exams are included in the 
package. However, please tick the corresponding 
box on the registration form indicating, if possible, 
the level of examination required.

Accommodation
Accommodation is provided in double rooms 
with en-suite bathrooms in “houses” consisting 

Oatridge College
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In order to get 
a quotation 
about this centre 
please contact:
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of 4-6 rooms with a kitchen and common area. 
Group leaders stay in single rooms. The use of 
the kitchen will be at the discretion of the ma-
nagement of the centre and, in cases where it is 
granted, can only be used by the group leaders.
On arrival, students must pay a security deposit 
required by the school of £30/€40. The deposit 
will be returned at the time of departure unless 
the college needs to deduct payment for reasons 
stated in the school regulations. The college 
does not provide towels.

Sports equipment
Facilities include a large gym, various sports 
fields, a bowling green.



SCOTLAND

COLLEGE ages 11 - 18
COURSE START  1 / 15 / 29 JULY
DATES     
15 Days 14 Nights

WI-FI in most areas 

Queen Margaret University
Edinburgh
THE COLLEGE
The campus is very modern and it is fully furnished. 
It is just 10 minutes from Waverley Station by train 
and about 20 minutes from the city centre by bus. 
The bus stop is inside the campus. All buildings 
are next to each other: a huge and bright canteen 
is located in the main building as well as the 
classrooms; the Students Union is located exactly 
in front of them and there you can find a table 
football, sofas, TV and coffee shop. 

The Language course + PCTO
The course comprising of 15 hours of lessons 
per week, provides as an integral part of the 
course 20 hours of PCTO (ex ASL) and offers two 
certificates; the first an attendance certificate and 
the second a certificate of recognition for PCTO/
ASL (see page 7 for details). Lessons alternate 
between the morning and the afternoon.

Accommodation
The college offers single en-suite bathrooms. 
The use of the kitchen is at the discretion of 
the centre management and in cases where it 
is allowed can only be used by group leaders. 
Towels are provided by the centre. On arrival, 
students must pay a security deposit required 
by the school of £40/ €50 the deposit will be 
returned at the time of departure unless the 
college needs to deduct payment for reasons 
stated in the school regulations.

Sports equipment
Facilities include various indoor sports facilities.
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FREE TIME
2 full day excursions to Glasgow & The 
Calvin Grow Museum, Riverside Transport 
museum and city centre; Loch Lomond and 
Sterling with Walking Tour.
5 Local Visits to the Royal Mail and entrance 
to the Castle, Scottish Parliament and Arthur 
Seats, Holyrood Park and entrance to the 
Palace, Greyfriars Kirkyard and National 
Museum of Scotland, Calton Hill and Princes 
Street.
1 Dinner Out@Hard Rock Café.

AFTERNOON AND EVENING 
ACTIVITIES
This programme may change for 
organisational reasons.
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Glasgow, Scotland’s largest city and the fourth 
largest in the UK, is considered the country’s 
industrial capital. The centre has a heritage of 
Victorian and Edwardian-style buildings with 
sumptuous carved stone interiors. Don’t miss 
George Square, the beautiful Cathedral and 
the many live music venues.

THE COLLEGE
Riverside Campus, part of the City of Glasgow 
College, overlooks the River Clyde dock and is just 
a 15-minute walk from the city centre. Opened in 
August 2015, the college has a compact design 
that consists of two adjacent hi-tech buildings. 
One of which houses the large and spacious 
canteen with stained-glass windows, which offer 
great views of the city, classrooms equipped 
with the latest resources and common rooms for 
recreational activities. The other building houses 
modern student accommodation.

The Language course + PCTO
The course comprising of 15 hours of lessons per 
week, provides as an integral part of the course 20 
hours of PCTO (ex ASL) and offers two certificates; 
the first an attendance certificate and the second 
a certificate of recognition for PCTO/ASL (see 
page 7 for details). Lessons alternate between the 
morning and the afternoon.

Accommodation
The college offers apartments consisting of four 
or five single rooms or three double rooms all 
with en-suite bathrooms. All group leaders have 
single rooms. Each apartment has a kitchen. 
The use of the kitchen is at the discretion of 
the centre management and in cases where it 
is allowed can only be used by group leaders. 

The accommodation also provides a games 
room with a table tennis table, a pool table, 
playstations, and xbox’s. On arrival, students 
must pay a security deposit required by the 
school of £25/ €25. The deposit will be returned 
at the time of departure unless the college needs 
to deduct payment for reasons stated in the 
school regulations. The college provides towels. 

Sports equipment
Facilities include a multipurpose gym and outdo-
or playing fields.

City of Glasgow 
College Riverside Campus

Glasgow

SCOTLAND

COLLEGE ages 11 - 18
COURSE START  1 / 15 / 29 JULY
DATES    
15 Days 14 Nights

WI-FI in most areas 

FREE TIME
2 full day excursions: 
Edinburgh including admission to the castle 
and the National Museum of Scotland with 
a late return, St. Andrews with a walking 
tour and Stirling and the Castle.
9 half day excursions to Glasgow:  
The Buchanan Galleries, the Science Centre, 
Kelvingrove Museum & Art Galleries, 
walking tour of the People’s Palace and a 
visit to the Winter Garden, the Gallery of 
Modern Art including Argyle street and the 
St. Enoch Centre, the University of Glasgow 
& The Hunterian Museum, the Burrell 
Collection and Pollock House, the Riverside 
Transport Museum, St. Mungo’s cathedral & 
the Necropolis.
1 half day excursion to Loch Lomond 
including a cruise.
1 Dinner at the Hard Rock Cafe.

AFTERNOON AND EVENING 
ACTIVITIES
This programme may change for 
organisational reasons

SPECIAL PROGRAMME 
This centre provides a unique football 
course, delivered by the Celtic Soccer 
Academy.  
This course is aimed at those who want 
to improve their skills as football players. 
The course includes 15 hours of English 
lessons per week and 15 hours a week 
of football lessons at the Celtic FC 
Barrowfield ground. Also included are 
seminars on proper nutrition, psychology 
and game tactics, a tour of the city 
stadium and a final certificate. All coaches 
are UEFA accredited.  Students will receive 
complimentary shirts, shorts and socks.

For those who follow this programme, 
there are three full-day trips: Stirling & 
Loch Lomond, Edinburgh with Castle and 
National Museum and visit Celtic Park 
Stadium and Lennoxtown. This program 
does not include half-day excursions.

City of Glasgow College
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IRELAND

FAMILY ages  12 - 17
COURSE START  1 / 15 JULY
DATES    
15 Days 14 Nights

WI-FI in most areas 

Blackrock - Centre Family
Dublin
Capital of the Republic of Ireland, Dublin 
is a very interesting city steeped in history 
and tradition. It boasts wonderful gardens 
and traditional pubs which are the real 
meeting places for the Irish, world-famous 
for their hospitality and friendliness.  
Places worth visiting in the city include 
Trinity College, St. Patrick’s Cathedral and 
the famous Temple Bar district with its 
wide variety of pubs bars and restaurants.

THE COLLEGE
This centre, located in the Blackrock district, in 
Dublin’s famous residential area is about 8 km from 
the city centre. Surrounded by open green spaces 
and overlooking the city’s waterfront the centre is 
equipped with excellent sports equipment, several 
common rooms and a games room. Classes, lunch 
and extracurricular activities are all in the college.

The language course
The classes combine with Project Work (1 per 
week) to stimulate students’ creative skills and 
resourcefulness. At the end of the activity, all 
groups will have to present their projects to 
the class. The course includes twenty 45-minute 
lessons of general English per week in standard 
classes of max 15 students, with lessons alter-
nating between the morning and the afternoon.

Accommodation
Accommodation is provided in selected families 
located in the residential areas of Dublin. Students 
stay in double or triple rooms, while group leaders 
have single rooms. Host families provide full board 
which includes breakfast, dinner and packed lunches.

FREE TIME
2 full day excursions with staff and private 
transport to Glendalough and Wicklow 
Gaol, the Irish National Heritage Park 
including Wexford town, Powerscourt 
Garden with a visit to the House, Dublin 
Zoo, the National Stud & Japanese Gardens 
or Kilkenny.
2 half day excursions: Dublinia &The 
Viking World, GAA Stadium and museum, 
Aviva Stadium or the Chocolate Factory 
Experience.
3 times a week: Irish Sports, Drama, Arts & 
Crafts.

SOME EVENING ACTIVITIES
Leap Card travel pass (BUS/DART/ LUAS) 
included.

This programme may change for 
organisational reasons.

E-LEARNING PLATFORM
Through access to this platform, all students 
can take an English course online for three 
months from the end of their stay in Ireland. 
In addition, parents can monitor their child’s 
activities and lessons during their stay 
abroad.
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Blackrock

Sports equipment
Facilities include an indoor pool, tennis courts, 
football & rugby pitches, basketball courts and a 
large multifunctional gym.

In order to get 
a quotation 
about this centre 
please contact:

london@masterstudiesltd.com



THE COLLEGE
Located in Bellfield, a renowned residential 
area of Dublin just 4m from Dublin city centre, 
the Bellfield campus is a carefully landscaped, 
modern campus. It is set in 133-hectares of 
parkland, which contains a variety of woodland 
walks to explore and enjoy. The campus benefits 
from a rapid and frequent bus service to the city 
centre, which stops outside the accommodation 
blocks. The college boasts, well-equipped 
classrooms, several communal areas and a large, 
modern canteen reserved exclusively for the 
students of the school.

The language course
The course includes twenty 45-minute lessons of 
General English per week in standard classes of max 
15 students, with lessons alternating between the 
morning and the afternoon. The classes combine 
with Project Work (1 per week) to stimulate 
students’ creative skills and resourcefulness. At the 
end of the activity, all groups will have to present 
their projects to the class.

Accommodation
Accommodation is provided in apartments 
consisting of 6 single rooms, all with en-suite 
bathrooms.
Each apartment has a kitchen with a small 
living room that doubles as a common room for 
students. The use of the kitchen is at the discretion 
of the centre management and in cases where it is 
allowed can only be used by group leaders.
On arrival, students must pay a security deposit 
required by the school of €50. The deposit will be 
returned at the time of departure unless the college 
needs to deduct payment for reasons stated in the 
school regulations. The college provides towels.

Sports equipment
Facilities include outdoor playing fields, 
an Olympic-sized swimming pool and two 
multipurpose gyms are available to the students.

University College Dublin
Dublin

IRELAND

COLLEGE ages 13 - 17
COURSE START  1 / 15 / 29 JULY
DATES     
15 Days 14 Nights

WI-FI in most areas

FREE TIME
The basic package provides:
3 full day excursions by private coach: 
The Giant’s Causeway and Belfast, Galway 
City including the Cathedral, Howth or Bray 
by local transport.
5 half day excursions not including 
admission fees. Dublin with a Walking 
tour, Bray including a visit to the beach, 
the Georgian Village, Dun Laoghaire and 
marina, a tour of medieval Dublin, the 
National Gallery or Collins Barracks. 

Leap Card travel pass (BUS/DART/ LUAS) 
included.

AFTERNOON AND EVENING 
ACTIVITIES
This programme may change for 
organisational reasons.

EXTRA PACKAGE (OPTIONAL) € 40
Includes: basic package + 
Guinness Storehouse
Epic Ireland
1 Evening meal out in a pub in Temple Bar 
or similar.

“THE WORLD OF WORK” 
(for students aged 16 and over)
The course includes 3 hours of “The world 
of work” per week with a combination of 
lectures, presentations and case studies. 
These hours are certified along with 
language proficiency at the end of the stay. 

Topics include:
• techniques for dealing with a job 

interview abroad;
• how to write a CV and a covering letter;
• how best to present yourself in the 

workplace;
• communication methods in the world 

of work.
Those attending the “World of Work” 
will receive an additional certificate that 
certifies participation and summarizes the 
details of the programme. This document 
is valid as recognition of the hours carried 
out for the learning and Working program 
(Alternanza Scuola Lavoro) ASL hours are 
certified along with language proficiency 
at the end of the stay (see page7 for 
details).

Alternatively, students under the age 
of 16 can take part in a the optional 
‘CONVERSATION CLUB’ course. 

EXTRA CLASS  
(these activities will only be carried out 
once during the stay)
Influencer 101 - Vlogging
ATC Photography Club “All about angles”
ATC Gamezone.

E-LEARNING PLATFORM
Through access to this platform, all 
students can take an English course online 
for three months from the end of their 
stay in Ireland. In addition, parents can 
monitor their child’s activities and lessons 
during their stay abroad.
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National College of Ireland
Dublin
THE COLLEGE
Built in 2002, the National College of Ireland is located 
in the heart of Dublin’s financial centre, just 5 minutes 
from the city’s most popular attractions, including the 
famous Temple Bar area. It has a comfortable and 
relaxing Students’ Union and recreational area where 
students can go to have fun and use the pool tables, 
video games, TV and vending machines. 

The language course
The course includes twenty 45-minute lessons of 
General English per week in standard classes of max 
15 students, with lessons alternating between the 
morning and the afternoon. The classes combine 
with Project Work (1 per week) to stimulate 
students’ creative skills and resourcefulness. At the 
end of the activity, all groups will have to present 
their projects to the class.

Accommodation
Accommodation is provided in the college in 
apartments with single rooms, all with en-suite 
bathrooms. Each apartment has a kitchen with 
a small living room that doubles as a common 
room for students. On arrival, students must pay a 
security deposit required by the school of €50. The 
deposit will be returned at the time of departure 
unless the college needs to deduct payment for 
reasons stated in the school regulations. The 
college provides towels.

FREE TIME
The basic package provides:
3 full day excursions by private coach: 
Giant’s Causeway and Belfast, Galway 
City including the Cathedral, Howth or 
Bray by local transport.
5 half day excursions not including 
admission fees: Dublin Walking tour, a 
tour of medieval Dublin, the National 
Gallery, The National Museum of Ireland 
- Archaeology, Phoenix Park & Visitor 
Centre, a visit to Temple Bar, Trinity and 
Docklands. 
LUAS included. 

AFTERNOON AND EVENING 
ACTIVITIES
This programme may change for 
organisational reasons.

EXTRA PACKAGE (OPTIONAL) € 40
Includes: basic package + 
Guinness Storehouse
Epic Ireland
1 Evening meal out in a pub in Temple Bar 
or similar.

“THE WORLD OF WORK” 
(for students aged 16 and over)
The course includes 3 hours of “The world 
of work” per week with a combination of 
lectures, presentations and case studies. 
These hours are certified along with 
language proficiency at the end of the 

stay. Topics include:
• techniques for dealing with a job 

interview abroad;
• how to write a CV and a covering letter;
• how best to present yourself in the 

workplace;
• communication methods in the world of 

work;
Those attending the “World of Work” 
will receive an additional certificate that 
certifies participation and summarizes the 
details of the programme. This document 
is valid as recognition of the hours carried 
out for the learning and Working program 
(Alternanza Scuola Lavoro) ASL hours are 
certified along with language proficiency 
at the end of the stay (see page7 for 
details).

Alternatively, students under the age 
of 16 can take part in a the optional 
CONVERSATION CLUB course. 

EXTRA CLASS 
(these activities will only be carried out 
once during the stay)
Influencer 101 - Vlogging
ATC Photography Club “All about angles”
ATC Gamezone

E-LEARNING PLATFORM
Through access to this platform, all 
students can take an English course online 
for three months from the end of their 
stay in Ireland. In addition, parents can 
monitor their child’s activities and lessons 
during their stay abroad.

IRELAND

COLLEGE ages 13 - 17
COURSE START  1 / 15 JULY
DATES   
15 Days 14 Nights

WI-FI in most areas 
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Sports equipment
Students are accompanied to the local sports 
facilities once a week.

National College of Ireland
In order to get 
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THE COLLEGE
Trinity Hall is part of Ireland’s most prestigious 
college, Trinity College, where great writers and 
poets such as Samuel Beckett, Jonathan Swift and 
Oscar Wilde received their education. The recently 
renovated, modern buildings contain fully equipped 
social areas, where students can socialise and relax. 
Grafton Street, one of Dublin’s principal shopping 
streets, is just 10 minutes by LUAS.

The language course
The course includes twenty 45-minute lessons of 
General English per week in standard classes of max 
15 students, with lessons alternating between the 
morning and the afternoon. The classes combine 
with Project Work (1 per week) to stimulate students’ 
creative skills and resourcefulness. At the end of the 
activity, all groups will have to present their projects 
to the class.

Accommodation
Accommodation is provided in apartments consisting 
of 6 single rooms, all with en-suite bathrooms. Each 
apartment has a kitchen with a small living room 
that doubles as a common room for students. The 
use of the kitchen is at the discretion of the centre 
management and in cases where it is allowed can 
only be used by group leaders. On arrival, students 
must pay a security deposit required by the school 
of €50. The deposit will be returned at the time 
of departure unless the college needs to deduct 
payment for reasons stated in the school regulations. 
The college provides towels.

Sports equipment
Facilities include a large multipurpose gym.

Trinity Hall
Dublin

IRELAND

COLLEGE ages 13 - 17
COURSE START  1 / 15 JULY
DATES    
15 Days 14 Nights

WI-FI in most areas 

FREE TIME
The basic package provides:
2 full day excursions by local transport: 
walking tour of Howth fishing village 
including a visit to the lighthouse and 
Bray with the Greystones Cliffs Walk.
1 Walking tour of Dublin 
Leap Card travel pass (BUS/DART/ LUAS) 
included.

EXTRA PACKAGE (OPTIONAL) € 40
Includes: basic package + 
Guinness Storehouse
Epic Ireland
1 Evening meal out in a pub in Temple Bar 
or similar.

AFTERNOON AND EVENING 
ACTIVITIES
This programme may change for 
organisational reasons.

“THE WORLD OF WORK” 
(for students aged 16 and over)
The course includes 3 hours of “The world 
of work” per week with a combination of 
lectures, presentations and case studies. 
These hours are certified along with 
language proficiency at the end of the 
stay. Topics include:
• techniques for dealing with a job 

interview abroad;

• how to write a CV and a covering letter;
• how best to present yourself in the 

workplace;
• communication methods in the world of 

work;
Those attending the “World of Work” 
will receive an additional certificate that 
certifies participation and summarizes the 
details of the programme. This document 
is valid as recognition of the hours carried 
out for the learning and Working program 
(Alternanza Scuola Lavoro) ASL hours are 
certified along with language proficiency 
at the end of the stay (see page7 for 
details).
Alternatively, students under the age 
of 16 can take part in a the optional 
‘CONVERSATION CLUB’ course. 

EXTRA CLASS 
(these activities will only be carried out 
once during the stay)
Influencer 101 - Vlogging
ATC Photography Club “All about angles”
ATC Gamezone.

E-LEARNING PLATFORM
Through access to this platform, all 
students can take an English course online 
for three months from the end of their 
stay in Ireland. In addition, parents can 
monitor their child’s activities and lessons 
during their stay abroad.
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IRELAND

COLLEGE ages 11 - 17
COURSE START  1 / 15 JULY
DATES    
15 Days 14 Nights

WI-FI in most areas 

Maynooth Campus
Maynooth
Maynooth, a small university town 
surrounded by breath-taking landscapes, 
is 20 km west of Dublin and is well-
connected by motorways, railways and 
coach services. Home to major companies 
such as Hewlett Packard and Intel, it also 
offers shops, restaurants and quaint pubs.

THE COLLEGE
The historic buildings on this campus date back 
to 1795 and even today you can admire a striking 
mosaic-glass chapel dating back to the same 
period. The college, located a 5-minute walk 
from the town centre, is compact and boasts 
well-equipped classrooms, a large, spacious, 
canteen with a modern design, as well as the 
student’s union.

The language course
The course includes twenty 45-minute lessons of 
General English per week in standard classes of max 
15 students, with lessons alternating between the 
morning and the afternoon. The classes combine 
with Project Work (1 per week) to stimulate 
students’ creative skills and resourcefulness. 
At the end of the activity, all groups will have to 
present their projects to the class.
2 sessions of Teacher Training included free 
of charge for accompanying teachers. 

Accommodation
Students stay in the new part of the campus in 
two, three and four, floor apartments comprising 
of 5 to 6 single and some double rooms all 
with en-suite bathrooms. Each apartment has a 
kitchen with a small living room that doubles as a 
common room for students. The use of the kitchen 
is at the discretion of the centre management and 
in cases where it is allowed can only be used by 
group leaders. On arrival, students must pay a 
security deposit required by the school of €50. The 
deposit will be returned at the time of departure 
unless the college needs to deduct payment for 
reasons stated in the school regulations. 
The college provides towels.

Sports equipment
Facilities include a large multipurpose gym and 
football pitches.

FREE TIME
2 full day excursions by coach: 
Galway and the Cliffs of Moher with dinner 
out and a late return, The Giant’s Causeway 
and Belfast.
2 half day excursions including admission 
to the following types of attraction:  
The Chocolate Factory Experience, Dublinia, 
St. Patrick’s Cathedral or the Wax Museum. 
2 visits by shuttle bus to Dublin City 
Centre, one of which includes dinner out.

AFTERNOON AND EVENING 
ACTIVITIES
This programme may change for 
organisational reasons.

“THE WORLD OF WORK” 
(for students aged 16 and over)
The course includes 3 hours of “The world 
of work” per week with a combination of 
lectures, presentations and case studies. 
These hours are certified along with 
language proficiency at the end of the 
stay. Topics include:
• techniques for dealing with a job 

interview abroad;
• how to write a CV and a covering letter;
• how best to present yourself in the 

workplace;
• communication methods in the world of 

work;
Those attending the “World of Work” 
will receive an additional certificate that 

certifies participation and summarizes the 
details of the programme. This document 
is valid as recognition of the hours carried 
out for the learning and Working program 
(Alternanza Scuola Lavoro) ASL hours are 
certified along with language proficiency 
at the end of the stay (see page7 for 
details).
Alternatively, students under the age 
of 16 can take part in a the optional 
‘CONVERSATION CLUB’ course. 

EXTRA CLASS (these activities will only 
be carried out once during the stay)
Influencer 101 - Vlogging
ATC Photography Club “All about angles”
ATC Gamezone

E-LEARNING PLATFORM
Through access to this platform, all 
students can take an English course online 
for three months from the end of their 
stay in Ireland. In addition, parents can 
monitor their child’s activities and lessons 
during their stay abroad.
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Kilkenny, located on the banks of the River 
Nore, has more than 20,000 inhabitants 
and is about an hour and a half from 
Dublin. It is known as the medieval capital 
of Ireland and is one of the most visited 
cities in the country thanks to its impressive 
Castle. Famous for producing its namesake 
beer, Kilkenny is also known for its glass 
factories, ceramics, precious metals and 
textiles.

THE COLLEGE
A compact campus surrounded by greenery, the 
college is a 10-minute walk from the city centre 
and boasts the record of being Ireland’s largest 
boarding school. The canteen and classrooms are 
just a short distance from the accommodation 
blocks.

The language course
The course includes twenty 45-minute lessons 
of General English per week in standard classes 
of max 15 students, with lessons alternating 
between the morning and the afternoon. The 
classes combine with Project Work (1 per 
week) to stimulate students’ creative skills and 
resourcefulness. At the end of the activity, all 
groups will have to present their projects to the 
class.

Accommodation
IN COLLEGE: in four to six bed dorm rooms with 
shared bathrooms, one for every four students. 

On arrival, students must pay a security deposit 
required by the school of €50. The deposit will 
be returned at the time of departure unless the 
college needs to deduct payment for reasons 
stated in the school regulations. The college does 
not provide towels.

HOST FAMILY: Students stay in double or triple 
rooms, full board including a hot meal in the 
college canteen from Monday to Friday.

Sports equipment
Facilities include large playing fields, basketball 
courts, a large multipurpose gym, 16 tennis courts.

Kilkenny College
Kilkenny

IRELAND

COLLEGE/FAMILY ages 11 - 15
COURSE START  1 / 15 JULY
DATES      
15 Days 14 Nights

WI-FI in most areas 

FREE TIME
2 full day excursions by coach to one of 
the following: Dublin including admission, 
Glendalough and Wicklow Gaol, The 
National Heritage Park and Wexford Town, 
Waterford City tour including a visit to the 
glass factory, Powerscourt Gardens & House 
or the National Stud & Japanese Gardens.
2 half day excursions of the following 
type: Kilkenny Castle, Dunmore Caves, 
Smithwick’s Brewery or Nore Valley.
4 times a week the following activities will 
be carried out together with Irish students: 
Cookery lessons, gardening, drama, arts & 
crafts and Irish sports.  

AFTERNOON AND EVENING 
ACTIVITIES
Evening activities twice a week for students 
in host families.

This programme may change for 
organisational reasons.

E-LEARNING PLATFORM
Through access to this platform, all students 
can take an English course online for three 
months from the end of their stay in Ireland. 
In addition, parents can monitor their child’s 
activities and lessons during their stay 
abroad.
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IRELAND

COLLEGE ages 11 - 17
COURSE START  1 / 15 JULY
DATES        
15 Days 14 Nights

WI-FI in most areas 

University of Limerick
Limerick
Situated on the Shannon River, Limerick 
is the third-largest city in the Republic 
of Ireland. It is rich in historical and 
archaeological sites and surrounded by a 
beautiful, quintessentially Irish landscape, 
with stunning scenery. Limerick is only 
two and a half hours from Dublin and in 
a great location to explore the west coast 
of the island.

THE COLLEGE
The University of Limerick, situated in a spectacular 
park that skirts the Shannon River, is just a 
10-minute bus stop from the city centre. The campus 
has a post office, bank, bookstore and restaurants. 
Students eat in the main restaurant on campus, 
conveniently located close to the classrooms.

The language course
The course includes twenty 45-minute lessons of 
General English per week in standard classes of max 
15 students, with lessons alternating between the 
morning and the afternoon. The classes combine 
with Project Work (1 per week) to stimulate 
students’ creative skills and resourcefulness. 
At the end of the activity, all groups will have to 
present their projects to the class.

Accommodation
Accommodation is provided in modern apartments 
consisting of 4- 6 single rooms, all with en-suite 
bathrooms. Each apartment has a kitchen with a 
small living room that doubles as a common room 
for students. The use of the kitchen is at the discretion 
of the centre management and in cases where it 
is allowed can only be used by group leaders. On 
arrival, students must pay a security deposit required 
by the school of €50. The deposit will be returned 
at the time of departure unless the college needs 
to deduct payment for reasons stated in the school 
regulations. The college provides towels.

Sports equipment
Facilities include a large multipurpose gym, sports 
fields and tennis courts.

FREE TIME
Options:
14 NIGHTS IN LIMERICK
3 full day excursions by private coach: 
Dublin, Galway and the Cliffs of Moher, 
Cork and Blarney Castle.
3 half day excursions by private coach: 
Limerick walking tour, Bunratty Castle, 
Thomond Park, Craggaunowen, St. John’s 
Castle.

OR

12 NIGHTS IN LIMERICK + 2 NIGHTS 
IN DUBLIN
1 full day excursion by private coach: The 
Cliffs of Moher and Galway;
3 half day excursions by private coach: 
Limerick walking tour, Bunratty Castle, 
Thomond Park, Craggaunowen, St. John’s 
Castle.

DUBLIN STAY: A 2-night stay that may 
take place at the beginning or end of 
the study holiday, depending on the 
availability of the host school. Students 
will stay in a standard single room at an 
ATC establishment. The stay in Dublin 
includes admission to attractions like 
Trinity College with the Book of Kells and 
a Dublin Bay Cruise.

AFTERNOON AND EVENING 
ACTIVITIES
This programme may change for 
organisational reasons.

“THE WORLD OF WORK” 
(for students aged 16 and over)
The course includes 3 hours of “The world 

of work” per week with a combination of 
lectures, presentations and case studies. 
These hours are certified along with 
language proficiency at the end of the 
stay. Topics include:
• techniques for dealing with a job 

interview abroad;
• how to write a CV and a covering letter;
• how best to present yourself in the 

workplace;
• communication methods in the world of 

work;
Those attending the “World of Work” 
will receive an additional certificate that 
certifies participation and summarizes the 
details of the programme. This document 
is valid as recognition of the hours carried 
out for the learning and Working program 
(Alternanza Scuola Lavoro) ASL hours are 
certified along with language proficiency 
at the end of the stay (see page7 for 
details).
Alternatively, students under the age 
of 16 can take part in a the optional 
CONVERSATION CLUB course. 

EXTRA CLASS (tali attività verranno 
svolte una volta durante il soggiorno)
Influencer 101 - Vlogging
ATC Photography Club “All about angles”
ATC Gamezone

E-LEARNING PLATFORM
Through access to this platform, all 
students can take an English course online 
for three months from the end of their 
stay in Ireland. In addition, parents can 
monitor their child’s activities and lessons 
during their stay abroad.

University of Limerick
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Cyprus, an island located in the eastern 
Mediterranean, straddles East and West. 
Its cultural link with Europe outlines its 
multifaceted character. A destination 
for every season, it offers a variety of 
activities throughout the year, with a 
combination of modern European culture 
and the charm of its ancient past.

THE COLLEGE
The “English in Cyprus Summer Camp” school,  
located in Episkopi Village just 20 minutes away 
from Limassol, provides a safe environment for 
students. It boasts a strategic position between 
the crystal-clear sea of the Mediterranean 
and the mountains. The school has large air-
conditioned classrooms and a wide range of IT 
resources.

The Language course
The course includes 20 lessons per week of 45 
minutes in standard classes of max 16 students, 
with lessons alternating between the morning 
and the afternoon.

Accommodation
The students stay at the Episkopiana Hotel, 
located a two-minute walk from the school, 
in triple rooms with private bathrooms. 
Accompanying teachers and escorts stay in 
single rooms. There is also a Disco and Party 
room available.
The stay offers full board in the hotel self-service 
restaurant and packed meals for excursions. 
On arrival, students must pay a security deposit 
required by the school of €60. The deposit will 
be returned at the time of departure unless the 
college needs to deduct payment for reasons 
stated in the school regulations. The centre 
provides towels, but it is advisable to bring a 
beach towel.

Sports equipment
Facilities include a large gym, playing fields and 
open-air swimming pool.

Episkopi Village English
Cyprus

CYPRUS

COLLEGE ages 10 - 17
COURSE START  5/19 JULY - 2 AUGUST
DATES        
15 Days 14 Nights

WI-FI in most areas 

FREE TIME
2 full day excursions tto one of the 
following: Larnaca & Ayia Napa, Troodos, 
the Caledonia Falls & Trooditisa, Paphos 
including a boat trip.
4 half day excursions
A shuttle bus from the Hotel to the beach. 

AFTERNOON AND EVENING 
ACTIVITIES 
This programme may change for organisa-
tional reasons.
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IELS

EC /St. Martin’s College

Malta

Malta  

A wonderful island located in the 
Mediterranean between Sicily and North 
Africa; Malta is one of the smallest states in 
the world. Throughout its history successive 
waves of conquerors have taken possession 
of this small but strategically important 
territory contributing to the island’s vast 
historical and cultural heritage. Today Malta 
is well known as a tourist resort boasting 
three UNESCO World Heritage sites.

THE COLLEGE
The school located, in Sliema on the northeast 
coast of the island, is one of the biggest Language 
Schools in Malta. Recently renovated it has many 
bright, fully airconditioned and well-equipped 

classrooms. There is a vending area with drinks 
and snack machines and a large lounge area for 
relaxing and socializing with other students.

The language course
The course includes twenty 45-minute lessons of 
General English per week in standard classes of 
max 15 students, with lessons alternating between 
the morning and the afternoon.

Accommodation
In student residences in the Sliema area (Blue 
Bay or similar), a short walk from the school in 
apartments consisting of single, double or triple 
rooms with en-suite bathrooms. Accompanying 
teachers and escorts have single rooms with shared 
bathroom facilities. On arrival, students must pay a 
security deposit required by the school of €50. The 
deposit will be returned at the time of departure 
unless the college needs to deduct payment for 
reasons stated in the school regulations.

BOARD BASIS:
Full board (packed lunch at lunchtime 4 times per 
week, hot meals 3 times per week).

MALTA

STUDENT RESIDENCE ages 13-17
COURSE START  11 / 25 JULY
DATES        
15 Days 14 Nights

WI-FI in most areas 

MALTA

COLLEGE ages 12 - 17
COURSE START  5 / 19 JULY
DATES                2 AUGUST 
15 Days 14 Nights

WI-FI in most areas 

THE SCHOOL
Malta’s EC English School is in Swatar just 20 
minutes away from the hotel by shuttle bus. 
The hotel serves breakfast and dinner while the 
school provides a hot lunch in the wonderful 
schoolyard. 

The language course
The course includes twenty 45-minute lessons 
per week in standard classes of max 15 students, 
with lessons alternating between the morning 
and the afternoon.

Accommodation
Students stay in the 4-star Aura Hotel in the 
centre of Qawra, right on the sea front and with 
direct access to a beautiful sandy beach. 

The hotel provides quadruple rooms for 
students and double rooms for group leaders 
all with en-suite bathrooms. The rooms all have 
TV and air conditioning. There are also common 
areas where students can socialise and relax. 
On arrival, students must pay a security deposit 
of €50 required by the school. The deposit will 
be returned at the time of departure unless the 
college needs to deduct payment for reasons 
stated in the school regulations. The centre 
provides towels, but it is advisable to bring a 
beach towel.

Sports equipment
Facilities include 2 swimming pools in the hotel, 
tennis courts, football pitch and a large covered gym.

FREE TIME
1 full day excursion to the beach including 
activities, games and an evening BBQ.
2 half day excursions to Medina and Valletta.
2 half day excursions to Medina and Valletta.
1 half day excursion to the beach.

AFTERNOON AND EVENING 
ACTIVITIES
This programme may change for organisatio-
nal reasons

EXTRA EXCURSIONS:
Full day in Gozo and Comino € 35
Full day in Comino including a cruise € 20
Half day at the National Aquarium € 18
Half day Bowling € 18
Laser Tag € 18

FREE TIME
5/6 half day local visits
2 FD

AFTERNOON AND EVENING ACTIVITIES
This programme may change for organisational reasons
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Leonardo Da Vinci

Campus Carnot
Cannes

Just 15 minutes from Cannes and 30 minutes 
from Nice, Antibes is in the heart of the 
beautiful French Riviera. A rich and attractive 
city, especially for young people, Antibes 
offers a spectacular walk along the coast of 
the Cap and famous museums, including the 
Picasso Museum and the Peynet Museum.

THE COLLEGE
The “Leonardo da Vinci” campus is only 5 km from 
the city centre and the beach. Opened in 2007, it is 
compact and has modern classrooms, a canteen, a 
cafeteria and a TV room. During the weekends the 
college provides packed lunches.  A scheduled free 
shuttle bus service to the city centre is available.

The Language course
The course includes 20 lessons per week of 45 
minutes in standard classes of max 16 students, 
with lessons alternating between the morning and 
the afternoon.

Accommodation
Spacious triple rooms are provided, equipped with a 
shower and a washbasin. Shared bathroom facilities. 
On arrival, students must pay a security deposit 
required by the school. The deposit will be returned 
at the time of departure unless the college needs 
to deduct payment for reasons stated in the school 
regulations. The centre does not provide towels.

Sports equipment
Facilities include a swimming pool and areas 
equipped with sports equipment.

FRANCE

COLLEGE ages 12 - 17
COURSE START  5 / 19 JULY
DATES        
14 Days 13 Nights

WI-FI in most areas 

FRANCE

COLLEGE ages 12 - 17
COURSE START  5 / 19 JULY
DATES        
15 Days 14 Nights

WI-FI in most areas 

The European film capital, in the heart of the 
French Riviera, certainly does not need any 
presentation. Cannes is one of the chicest 
cities on the Mediterranean coast and to 
the visitor seems like the land of fairy tales, 
with all its beautiful and refined boutiques. 
A great place to spend your holidays and 
also visit the beautiful, neighbouring towns 
of Nice and Monte Carlo.

THE COLLEGE
The college located just two kilometres from the 
Croisette and its beaches; is, without doubt, one 
of the most beautiful campuses on the French 
Riviera thanks to its compact layout of classrooms, 
accommodation and self-service canteen all 
located on the same site.

The language course
The course includes twenty 45-minute lessons of 
General English per week in standard classes of 
max 16 students, with lessons alternating between 
the morning and the afternoon.

Accommodation
Accommodation is provided in double rooms and 
for every two bedrooms there is a shared bathroom. 
On arrival, students must pay a security deposit 
required by the school. The deposit will be returned 
at the time of departure unless the college needs 
to deduct payment for reasons stated in the school 
regulations. The college does not provide towels.

Sports equipment
Facilities include a swimming pool.

FREE TIME ANTIBES
1 full day excursion: Nice, Aquasplash or 
Monaco.
2 half day excursions: Cannes, Ile de Lerins 
or Accrobranche.

AFTERNOON ACTIVITIES
There is one afternoon of sport and one 
afternoon of sailing per week.

EVENING ACTIVITIES
Includes 1 evening BBQ 
This programme may change for 
organisational reasons.

FREE TIME 
1 full day excursion: Nizza, Monaco 
o Aquasplash.
2 half day: Antibes, Accrobranche or Ile de Lerins.

AFTERNOON ACTIVITIES 
There is one afternoon of sport and one 
afternoon of sailing per week.

EVENING ACTIVITIES
Includes 1 evening BBQ
This programme may change for 
organisational reasons.

Antibes Juan-les-Pins

Leonardo Da Vinci

Campus Carnot
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Park Residence

DID Deutsch-Institut

Berlin

Frankfurt

Berlin is not only the political capital of 
Germany but also one of Europe’s most 
fascinating avant-garde cities.  From its 
fashion to its architecture and its charged 
political history, Berlin can satisfy all tastes 
365 days a year.

THE COLLEGE
The A&O residence is in Berlin’s Mitte district, right 
in the old town of the German capital. The city’s 
main attractions are within easy walking distance, 
as is the Hauptbahnhof metro stop, just a 5-minute 
walk away. The modern building offers well-
equipped classrooms, a spacious canteen, a large 
garden and a café with panoramic views of the city. 

N.B. The building is not occupied, or used 
exclusively, used by the school.

The language course
The course includes twenty 45-minute lessons 
per week in standard classes of max 15 students. 
Lessons alternate between the morning and the 
afternoon.

Accommodation
Accommodation is provided in the A&O Berlin 
Mitte Hotel in quadruple rooms with en-suite 
bathrooms for students and single rooms with 
bathrooms for group leaders. On arrival, students 
must pay a security deposit of € 50 required by 
the school. The deposit will be returned at the 
time of departure unless the college needs to 
deduct payment for reasons stated in the school 
regulations. The college provides towels.

GERMANY

COLLEGE ages 14 - 17
COURSE START  7 / 21 JULY
DATES
14 Days 13 Nights

WI-FI in most areas 

GERMANY

COLLEGE ages 14 - 17
COURSE START  5 / 19 JULY 
DATES
14 Days 13 Nights

WI-FI in most areas 

Frankfurt is a city in central Germany, 
built on the Main river. It is an important 
business hub and home to the European 
Central Bank. It is also the birthplace of 
the famous writer Johann Wolfgang von 
Goethe, whose house has been converted 
into a museum. Like much of the city, this 
house was damaged during the bombing 
of World War II and rebuilt only later. In 
the ‘Alstadt’ or old town, you can find the 
‘Römerberg’, the square which is home to 
the annual Christmas market.

THE COLLEGE/CAMPUS
The school is in the heart of Sachsenhausen, 
one of the most beautiful districts in the city of 
Frankfurt, and has 7 spacious classrooms, all 
equipped with every comfort. There is a study 
centre and a multimedia laboratory.

The language course
The language course includes 20 lessons a week 
in a maximum class size of 15 students.

 Accommodation
The accommodation is in the heart of the city, 
provided by the A&O chain of hostels. 
The rooms offered are triple and quadruple 
and are all equipped with private facilities. 
Noteworthy is its lounge-terrace located on the 
roof of the building, from where you can enjoy a 
beautiful view of Frankfurt.
The centre provides towels. To the right of the 
residence and only a short walk away, is the 
Galluswarte railway station, from which routes 
to both the various areas of the city and its 
surrounding areas depart.

FREE TIME
1 full day excursion  
4 local visits/activities per week 
Travel card included.

AFTERNOON AND EVENING 
ACTIVITIES
This programme may change for 
organisational reasons.

FREE TIME
1 Full day excursion per week.
Full daily activity program.
Local bus pass included.

AFTERNOON AND EVENING 
ACTIVITIES
This programme may change for 
organisational reasons.

Park Residence

Frankfurt DID
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Univ. Francisco De Vitoria

Unamuno Summer Camp

Madrid

Malaga

Madrid, the capital of Spain, is a 
cosmopolitan city that combines modern 
infrastructure with a renowned cultural and 
artistic heritage. What characterises Madrid 
is its deep and contagious passion for life. 
An open and dynamic society, epitomised 
by its cheerful and friendly citizens, makes 
the city one of the great capitals of the 
western world.  

THE COLLEGE
The Universidad Francisco de Vitoria is one of the 
most prestigious universities in Spain. The campus 
is modern and characterized by its trees and green, 
open spaces. Located in Pozuelo, 15 minutes 

from the city, the centre offers excellent facilities 
such as a TV room, study rooms, a canteen and a 
computer lab, where students can use computers 
with Internet access.

The language course
The course, in either English or Spanish, includes 
twenty 45-minute lessons per week in standard 
classes of max 16 students. Lessons alternate 
between the morning and the afternoon.

Accommodation
Accommodation is provided in single rooms 
with en-suite bathrooms.  On arrival, students 
must pay a security deposit of  € 50 required by 
the school. The deposit will be returned at the 
time of departure unless the college needs to 
deduct payment for reasons stated in the school 
regulations. 
The college does not provide towels.

Sports equipment
Facilities include football pitches, tennis and 
basketball courts, sports fields  and a  gym.

SPAIN

COLLEGE ages 10 - 18
COURSE START  5/19 JULY
DATES      
14 Days 13 Nights

WI-FI in most areas 

SPAIN

COLLEGE ages 12 - 17
COURSE START  5 / 19 JULY
DATES                2 AUGUST 
14 Days 13 Nights

WI-FI in most areas 

Throughout its history Malaga’s strategic 
location has contributed to its economic 
position, making it one of the most important 
ports in the Mediterranean area.  Located on 
the bustling Costa del Sol and surrounded 
by white beaches with crystal clear water, 
it offers the perfect location to the tourist 
visiting Andalusia who wants to see the cities 
of Seville, Granada, Cordoba and Cadiz.

THE COLLEGE
The Colegio Unamuno, located just 5 minutes 
away from the beach, offers excellent facilities 
such as a theatre, common rooms and a canteen. 
The classrooms are modern and well-equipped 
with the latest learning resources.

The language course
The course, in either English or Spanish, includes 
twenty 45-minute lessons per week in standard 
classes of max 15 students. Lessons alternate 
between the morning and the afternoon.

Accommodation
Accommodation is provided in air-conditioned 
triple rooms with en-suite bathrooms. Single 
rooms are provided for accompanying teachers and 
escorts. On arrival, students must pay a security 
deposit of € 50 required by the school. The deposit 
will be returned at the time of departure unless 
the college needs to deduct payment for reasons 
stated in the school regulations. The college does 
not provide towels.

Sports equipment
Facilities include basketball courts, a 7- a- side 
AstroTurf football pitch, a swimming pool, a 
multipurpose gym and a beach volleyball court.

FREE TIME MADRID
1 full day excursion during the two-week stay
2 half day excursions 
Local Visits

AFTERNOON AND EVENING 
ACTIVITIES
This programme may change for 
organisational reasons.

FREE TIME MALAGA
1 full day excursion during the two-week stay.
2 half day excursions.
Local Visits.

AFTERNOON AND EVENING 
ACTIVITIES
This programme may change for 
organisational reasons.
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Visa-free travel program for visitors 
Electronic System for Travel Authorization ESTA
Advisory notice for travel to the U.S.A. and CANADA 

ESTA is an electronic authorization that citizens of Visa Waiver Program member countries must 

obtain before boarding an air or sea carrier bound for the United States. The ESTA authorisation has 

been mandatory since 12 January 2009 and lasts for two years, or until the passport expires.

The U.S. Customs and Border Protection (CBP) advises you that - as of September 8, 2010 - travellers 

from visa waiver program (VWP) countries will have to pay the amount of 14 euros when applying 

for the Electronic System for Travel Authorization (ESTA). This payment must be made by credit card at 

the time of the request and through the https://esta.cbp.dhs.gov/website. Currently, the ESTA system 

only accepts the following credit cards: Mastercard, Visa, American Express, and Discover. 

The system will only be able to finalize requests once all information related to online payment has 

been received. Please note that ESTA permissions approved before 8 September 2010 will remain in 

place until the date of their expiry and that any modifications remain free of charge. On the contrary, 

when a passport is renewed, travellers will need to re-register their ESTA subject to payment of 14 

USD 14. For further information please consult the following websites:

www.cbp.gov/ESTA e http://italy.usembassy.gov/visa/esta/

Citizens from countries other than the United States who do not need a visa to enter Canada will 

need to obtain an Electronic Travel Authorisation (ETA) before travelling to Canada by air.

Travellers entering Canada by land or sea do not need an ETA. 

To obtain the Electronic Travel Authorization (ETA) form, you must register on the website: http://

www. cic.gc.ca/english/visit/eta-start-it.asp and fill out the online form at a cost of 7 CAD.

This payment must be made by credit card at the time of the request. THIS PROCEDURE IS 

OBLIGATORY. The authorization must be taken with you to the airport, along with your passport. 

For more information, please visit the website http://www.cic.gc.ca/english/visit/eta-facts-it.asp

Get in contact with your embassy for further information about your entrance in China.

Programma viaggio senza visto
per visitatori

USA

Canada
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CATS Academy
Boston
Boston is known as the capital of 
academic preparation, with more than 
250,000 students studying at the famous 
MIT and Harvard University. It is the largest 
city in Massachusetts, as well as its most 
important economic and cultural centre.

THE COLLEGE
The new CATS campus, located in the leafy suburb 
of Braintree, is 10 miles from the city centre and 
the beach. The campus facilities include a laundry 
room, common rooms, a computer room, modern 
classrooms equipped with interactive whiteboards 
and two art workshops, which are all available for 
students to use.

The language course
The course includes twenty 45-minute lessons per 
week in standard classes of max 16 students. Lessons 
alternate between the morning and the afternoon.

Accommodation
Students stay in modern, brand new air-
conditioned buildings, in single rooms with 
en-suite bathrooms. On arrival, students must 
pay a security deposit of $ 150 required by 
the school. The deposit will be returned at the 
time of departure unless the college needs to 
deduct payment for reasons stated in the school 
regulations. The college provides towels.

Sports equipment
Facilities include a large multipurpose gym and 
basketball courts.

USA

COLLEGE ages 10 - 17
COURSE START  12 / 26 JULY
DATES        
16 Days 14 Nights

WI-FI in most areas 

42 | vacanzestudio 2020

FREE TIME
2 full day excursions: Newport (Rhode 
Island) and Canobie Lake Theme park.
6 half day excursions: Boston Freedom 
Trail and Quincy Market, Harvard 
University and Cambridge walking tour, 
Boston Science Museum, Salem including 
the Witch Hunt Museum, MIT, Copley 
Square tour & shopping in Newbury 
Street.

AFTERNOON AND EVENING 
ACTIVITIES
This programme may change for 
organisational reasons.

CATS Academy
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Loyola University Chicago
Chicago
Chicago is the largest city in Illinois and the 
third-largest city in the United States after 
New York and Los Angeles. 
It is multi-ethnic and known for being an 
important financial and industrial centre. 
A must-see is the impressive skyscrapers 
with their typical architectural style, the 
city’s many exhibitions and its world-
renowned blues venues.

THE COLLEGE
Loyola University Chicago’s Lake Shore Campus, 
located on the shores of Lake Michigan, offers 
stunning views that make it one of the most 
picturesque colleges in the Midwest. A short train 
ride from the city, its campus is immersed in green 
open spaces and is both safe and secure.

The language course
The course involves 16 hours of morning lessons 
+ 2 90-minute cultural workshops per week in 
classes of max 10 students.

Accommodation
Accommodation is provided in double rooms 
with shared bathrooms for students and 
accompanying staff.
On arrival, students must pay a security deposit 
of $ 100 required by the school. The deposit will 
be returned at the time of departure unless the 
college needs to deduct payment for reasons 
stated in the school regulations. 

USA

COLLEGE ages 13 - 17
COURSE START  5 / 12/ 19 JULY
DATES     
16 Days 14 Nights

WI-FI in most areas 

FREE TIME
FIRST SESSION 
2 full day excursions:   
4th July Party, Brookfield Zoo and visit to a 
shopping outlet.
10 Visits/afternoon activities: 
City Tour, River tour, Maggie Daley Park 
including mini golf, Museum of Contem-
porary Art, Biking & Millennium Park, 
Northbridge Mall, Six Flags, Chicago Fed 
Museum of Money, Museum of Contem-
porary Photography, afternoon on the 
beach.

SECOND SESSION 
2 full day excursions: Milwaukee, Raging 
Waters.
10 Visits/afternoon activities: Riverwalk 
& Gallery, Chicago Sports Museum, River 
Kayak, American Science & Surplus Store, 
Whirly ball or bowling, Murals Street Art 
Tour, 2 afternoons on the beach, Chicago 
Architecture Centre, Museum of African 
American History.

AFTERNOON AND EVENING 
ACTIVITIES
This programme may change for organisa-
tional reasons.

Loyola University
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TLA The Language Academy
Fort Lauderdale
Fort Lauderdale, the “Venice of America”, 
is right in the heart of Florida’s gold coast, 
just an hour from Miami and Palm Beach. 
The spectacular city, built on hundreds 
of miles of canals, offers students an 
elegant and safe environment in easy 
reach of all Florida’s major attractions of; 
Orlando, Disney World, Key West, the 
Gulf of Mexico.

THE COLLEGE
TLA is a year-round teaching centre of excellence, 
accredited by the U.S. Department of Education 
and named in 2017 as one of the top 5 English 
schools in the United States.
The school building is in the heart of the dynamic 
financial centre in the city centre and three 
blocks from the central station. Only a short walk 
away is the famous Las Olas Boulevard, Fort 
Lauderdale’s premier destination for shopping, 
dining, events, entertainment and galleries. The 
school has 25 bright, well equipped and fully 
air-conditioned classrooms. It also has an event 
centre with a large screen, table tennis tables 
and board games, and a modern and stylish 
café. The famous palm-fringed beach is just a 
10-minute bus ride away.

The language course
The course, based on the World of Work 
curriculum, includes 15 hours per week in 
international classes of up to 15 students. 
The teachers are all native speakers and in 
possession of ESL teaching qualifications.
Lessons are all in the mornings. Teachers can 
take advantage of an Executive English or 
General English Development course. ASL hours 
are certified along with language proficiency at 
the end of the stay (see page 7 for details).

Accommodation
HOTEL: Accommodation is provided in the 
4-star Embassy Suites hotel, in triple suites for 
students, each with two double beds and a 
queen sleeper sofa bed. Division of the rooms 
may involve students sharing with those from 
other groups. Accompanying staff stay in double 
suite rooms, all with en-suite bathrooms. Towels 
are provided by the hotel.

FAMILY: (minimum age 15 years of age):
Accommodation is provided in double rooms in 
private homes with native speakers hosts. A bus 
pass is included for students in host families, 
who do not participate in evening activities.

BOARD BASIS:
Full board (breakfast, lunch and dinner) from 
Monday to Friday, breakfast and dinner at 
the weekend. Dinner on the day of arrival and 
breakfast on the day of departure.
A private shuttle bus service is available from 
the hotel to the school.
On arrival, students must pay a security deposit 
of $ 100 required by the school. The deposit will 
be returned at the time of departure unless the 
college needs to deduct payment for reasons 
stated in the school regulations. 

USA

HOTEL ages 12 - 18

FAMILY ages 15 - 18
COURSE START  5 / 19 JULY 
DATES                2 AUGUST
15 Days 13 Nights

WI-FI in most areas 

FREE TIME 
2 full day excursions with a professional 
tour guide: Nasa including the Kennedy 
Space Centre, Tour of Miami downtown 
and dinner at the Hard Rock Café.
7 half day excursions: Sawgrass Mills 
Mall with dinner at a shopping outlet, 2 
Fort Lauderdale Beach, The Everglades 
National Park, Boca Raton Red Reef Park, 
Miami South Beach, Miami Wynwood & 
Design District.

AFTERNOON ACTIVITIES 
+ 3 evenings out 
Jungle Queen Riverboat, Brickell City 
Centre and Miami Beach Lincoln Road 
organised on-site for hotel stays. 
For stays in host families there are also 
three additional afternoon activities: 
Fort Lauderdale Canal Cruise, bowling and 
an afternoon at the cinema. 

This programme may change for 
organisational reasons

The Language Academy
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TLA @ California State 
University  - Channel Islands
Los Angeles is one of America’s most 
important metropolises and home to the 
world’s most famous film industry. It boasts 
elegant neighbourhoods and princely 
villas. It is California’s liveliest city and the 
entertainment capital of America. With 
non-stop activities the city offers countless 
opportunities for recreation, concerts, 
performances, ballets, famous boutiques, 
cinemas as well as beautiful beaches.

THE COLLEGE
The Channel Island campus, built ten years ago, 
is the newest of the California State University 
campuses.  Nestled at the foot of the Santa 
Monica Mountains and surrounded by lemon 
groves and strawberry fields, it is only half an 
hour from Malibu and an hour from Los Angeles. 
Other nearby attractions include Camarillo with its 
famous shopping mall, the beautiful Oxnard beach 
and the popular Channel Islands marine reserve. 
 The spectacular building housing the student 
library is flanked by the student centre, used for 
evening activities and a beautiful canteen. The 
campus also has a mini supermarket, a bank and 
three restaurants.

The language course
The course, based on the World of Work 
curriculum, includes 15 hours per week in 
international classes of up to 15 students. The 
teachers are all native speakers and in possession 
of ESL teaching qualifications.
Lessons alternate between the morning and the 
afternoon. ASL hours are certified along with 
language proficiency at the end of the stay (see 
page 7 for details).

Accommodation
Accommodation is offered in double rooms with 
shared bathrooms, one bathroom for every two 
students. Accompanying staff stay in single rooms 
with a shared bathroom. 
On arrival, students must pay a security deposit 
of $ 100 required by the school. The deposit will 
be returned at the time of departure unless the 
college needs to deduct payment for reasons 
stated in the school regulations. The college 
provides towels.

BOARD BASIS
Full board (breakfast, lunch and dinner) from 
Monday to Friday, half board at the weekend 
(breakfast and dinner). Dinner on the day of 
arrival and breakfast on the day of departure. 

Sports equipment
Facilities include a playing field, covered 
basketball courts, and a swimming pool, available 
for student use at set times.

USA

COLLEGE ages 13 - 18
COURSE START  5 / 25 JULY
DATES       
15 Days 13 Nights

WI-FI in most areas 

FREE TIME
6 full day excursions:  
Downtown Los Angeles & Griffith 
Observatory, Getty Museum and the 
Grove, Six Flags Hurricane Harbour, Venice 
beach and Santa Monica, Santa Barbara, 
Beverly Hills and Hollywood walk of fame 
with dinner at the Hard Rock Café.
2 half day excursions: 
Malibu Zuma beach, Camarillo shopping 
outlet.

AFTERNOON AND EVENING 
ACTIVITIES
This programme may change for 
organisational reasons
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Miami
Miami, known as the “City of Light”, is the 
capital of Miami-Dade County and is on the 
southeast coast of the state of Florida. 
Its urban area is located between the Miami 
River, Biscayne Bay, the Everglades National 
Park and the Atlantic Ocean. 
The metropolitan area consists of the two 
cities of Miami and Miami Beach, which are 
about 10 kilometres apart.

THE COLLEGE
St. Thomas is a private Catholic university in Miami 
Gardens, a residential area north of the city centre, 
about twenty minutes from the famous beaches 
of Sunny Isles. On-campus, there is a library, a 
church, a multimedia room and a room for evening 
activities, all surrounded by 61 hectares of parks 
and woodland dotted with ponds and sports fields. 

The language course
The course, based on the World of Work curriculum, 
includes 15 hours per week in international classes 
of up to 15 students. The teachers are all native 
speakers and in possession of ESL teaching 
qualifications.
Lessons are all in the mornings. ASL hours are 
certified along with language proficiency at the 
end of the stay (see page 7 for details).

Accommodation
Accommodation is provided in en-suite style 
apartments made up of double rooms with shared 
bathrooms, one bathroom to every two students, 
and one shower to every four students, in newly 
built, fully air-conditioned halls of residence.
On arrival, students must pay a security deposit 
of $ 100 required by the school. The deposit 
will be returned at the time of departure unless 
the college needs to deduct payment for reasons 
stated in the school regulations. The college 
provides the towels.

BOARD BASIS
Full board (breakfast, lunch and dinner) from 
Monday to Friday, half board at the weekend 
(breakfast and dinner). Dinner on the day of arrival 
and breakfast on the day of departure.

Sport equipment
Facilities include a baseball field, football 
pitches, handball courts, a modern gym, covered 
basketball courts, tennis courts and a swimming 
pool, available for student use at set times.

USA

COLLEGE anni 13 - 18
COURSE START  5 / 19 JULY
DATES       
15 Days 13 Nights

WI-FI in most areas 

FREE TIME 
2 full day excursions: 
Sawgrass Mills Mall and Nasa Cape 
Canaveral, Kennedy Space Centre.
1 half day excursion with a late return:  
Miami Downtown tour, Bayside and 
dinner at the Hard Rock Café. 
7 half day trips:  
Fort Lauderdale Canals Cruise & Las 
Olas walk, Miami South Beach, Miami 
Wynwood and Design District, Fort 
Lauderdale Beach, Key Biscaine, Miami 
Lincoln Road, Everglades Gator Park.
2 evenings out: 
Baseball game at the stadium and Brickell 
City Centre.

AFTERNOON AND EVENING 
ACTIVITIES
This programme may change for 
organisational reasons
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Barnard College 
of Columbia University

New York

New York is the only city in the world that 
gives you unique sensations and feelings. 
Walking through the skyscrapers is 
breathtaking and it will make you feel 
so small! There are a lot of things: the 
Statue of Liberty, the Empire State 
Building, Central Park, Time Square, 
the Guggenheim Museum, restaurants, 
theaters, shops…New York is definitely 
an unforgettable experience!

THE COLLEGE
Barnard College, part of Columbia University, is a 
Liberal Arts college founded in 1889. It is located 
on the Upper West Side on Broadway, between 
116th and 120th Street, and is close to several 
subway stations, from where you can reach Times 
Square in 15 minutes.  A large, secure, campus, 
which constitutes a green oasis in the noise and 
bustle of Broadway. The campus walls also serve 
to protect many historic buildings such as the 
“Law Memorial Library”.

The language course
The course includes 15 hours of lessons per 
week from Monday to Friday in standard classes 
of max 16 students. Lessons alternate between 
the morning and the afternoon. 

Accommodation
Students stay at Plimpton Hall, one of Columbia 
University’s residences, located on the corner of 
121st Street, a 5-minute walk from the campus’s 
main buildings. The rooms, grouped into air-
conditioned suites, consist of one double room 
and two single rooms with a shared bathroom 
and kitchen. Male and female students stay on 
different floors. There are also several common 
areas perfect for socialising and relaxing. 

USA

COLLEGE ages 14 - 19
Minimum age limit must be strictly 
adhered to
COURSE START  28 JUNE 
DATES                12 / 26 JULY
14 Days 13 Nights

WI-FI in most areas 

FREE TIME
1 full day excursion:  
The Statue of Liberty and Ellis Island.
10 half day excursions of the following 
type: One World Observatory, 5th avenue, 
the Rockefeller Centre, NY Public Library, 
Bronx Zoo, Financial District, Little Italy 
& Chinatown + Memorial, MOMA, the 
Cloisters, NY Botanical Garden, Coney 
Island.

Weekly Metro Card included

In the evening the following visits are 
scheduled: Times Square, Grand Central 
Station, Brooklyn Bridge, Central Park, 
Chelsea Market Highline, Soho and the 
Greenwich Village, Roosevelt Island 
Tramway, Staten Island Ferry.

This programme may change for 
organisational reasons

The centre provides towels.

Board basis
Students have breakfast and lunch in the college 
cafeteria from Monday to Friday. Dinner is normally 
off-campus, apart from a couple of exceptions 
when it is in college. At the weekend there is 
brunch and dinner in the city.

Barnard College
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Fordham University 
Rose Hill Campus

New York

FREE TIME
Some of the evening activities, one of 
which is a baseball game at the Yankee 
stadium.

GOLDEN PACKAGE MANDATORY € 290 
The package includes:
A weekly Metro Card 
1 dinner at the Hard Rock Cafe
1 dinner at Bubba Gump Shrimp
1 dinner at Planet Hollywood
6 admissions to the following:  The 9/11 
Memorial & Museum or Intrepid Sea, the 
Air & Space Museum, the Empire State 
Building, the Natural History Museum, 
Metropolitan Museum, the Statue of 
Liberty and Ellis Island including a visit to 
the museum or a Hudson River cruise, the 
Guggenheim Museum or Top of The Rock.

PCTO € 50 
The PCTO course (Ex ASL) is suitable 
for participants with a minimum English 
language level of B1 CEF.  
Please request during registration.
This centre offers the possibility of 
attending a PCTO (Ex ASL) programme, 
as an alternative to the general course, 
developed in line with MIUR guidelines 
to allow students to obtain technical 
language skills in preparation for their 
future professional needs or for access to 

international academic study routes. The 
course includes 15 hours of lessons per 
week (30 hours total), taught by qualified 
mother-tongue teachers in international 
classes, aimed at obtaining professional-
specific language skills through the 
simulation of business situations 
such as CV writing,  marketing and 
advertising, preparing and giving effective 
presentations and the process of business 
creation. Also included is an expert-led 
business tour that will analyse the host 
company’s organizational structure and 
operating systems. At the end of the stay, 
a certificate will be issued confirming 
the number of hours of training that 
contribute to the total number of 
hours required by MIUR for the PCTO 
programme (see page 7 for details).

This programme may change for 
organisational reasons.

USA

COLLEGE ages 12 - 18
COURSE START  5/19 JULY
DATES                2 AUGUST
15 Days 13 Nights

WI-FI in most areas 

The language course
The course includes twenty 45-minute lessons 
of General English per week in standard classes 
of max 15 students. Lessons are in the morning.

Accommodation
Accommodation is provided in student 
residences in double and triple rooms with 
en-suite bathrooms and air conditioning. 
Accompanying staff stay in single rooms with 
en-suite bathrooms. Every floor has a common 
room with a television and a DVD player. 
On arrival, students must pay a security deposit 
of $ 100 / € 80 required by the school. The 
deposit will be returned at the time of departure 
unless the college needs to deduct payment for 
reasons stated in the school regulations.

Sports equipment
Sports facilities include a gym and outdoor 
playing fields.

THE COLLEGE
Fordham’s Rose Hill Campus spans 83 acres of 
beautiful greenery, a short drive from New York 
Botanic Gardens and less than 5 miles from the 
Yankee’s Stadium, as well as about a 40-minute 
public transport ride from downtown Manhattan 
(the stop is about a 5-minute walk from the 
Campus). The complex also has a library, theatre 
and restaurant.   

Rose Hill Campus
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University of San Diego
San Diego
San Diego is a large city in southern 
California, very close to the border with 
Mexico, known worldwide for its beautiful 
beaches. It has a very mild climate despite 
it’s proximity to the desert, thanks to cold 
currents that come from the North. The city 
is also famous for the different attractions it 
offers such as Balboa Park, the ‘Old Town’, 
considered the birthplace of California and 
Coronado.

THE COLLEGE
The facilities of the University of San Diego are 
located right in the heart of the city, in a beautiful 
residential neighbourhood. 
The large, modern classrooms host the language 
courses, while the communal areas are available 
for the afternoon activities organized by the 
school staff. In the afternoon, there are additional 
language workshops and interactive lessons. 

The language course
The course involves 16 hours of morning lessons 
+ 2 90-minute cultural workshops per week in 
classes of max 10 students.

Accommodation
COLLEGE: in double rooms with en-suite 
bathrooms organised in apartments of four 
rooms with two showers and a shared lounge. 
Accompanying staff stay in double rooms. 

USA

COLLEGE/FAMILY ages 13 - 17
COURSE START  5/12 JULY
DATES       
16 Days 14 Nights

WI-FI in most areas 

FREE TIME
FIRST SESSION 
FROM  05/07 TO 19/07 
2 full day excursions:  
Los Angeles, Aquatica.
7 Visits /afternoon activities to San Diego 
or the surrounding area: a ferry ride to 
Coronado including a bicycle ride, Cabrillo 
National Monument & Ocean Beach, La 
Jolla Cove, Mission Bay Aquatics, Pacific 
Beach, San Elijo Lagoon del Mar and UTC 
shopping.
Afternoons of activities on campus on 
Thursdays.

SECOND SESSION  
FROM  12 TO 26 JULY
1 full day excursion: Aquatica.
6 Visits / afternoon activities to San 
Diego or the surrounding area: Hotel del 
Coronado and the beach, La Jolla Cove, 
Pacific Beach, San Elijo, Lagoon del Mar, 
UTC shopping, the Old Town, Balboa Park 
and San Diego Zoo.

Departure on the 24th for Los Angeles.
Itinerary: Santa Monica, Beverly Hills, 
Huntington Beach, Hollywood, Disneyland.
The weekend includes a 2-night stay in 
the Del Sol Inn, Anaheim California in 
quadruple rooms with single beds, full 
board for the whole weekend. Double 
rooms for accompanying staff.

AFTERNOON AND EVENING 
ACTIVITIES
This programme may change for 
organisational reasons

On arrival, students must pay a security deposit 
of $ 100 required by the school. The deposit 
will be returned at the time of departure unless 
the college needs to deduct payment for reasons 
stated in the school regulations. 

FAMILY: students stay in selected host families in 
double rooms.

Sports equipment
Facilities include a swimming pool, basketball 
courts.

University of San Diego
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York University
Toronto

Accommodation
Accommodation is provided in apartments 
comprising of two single rooms a bathroom 
and a small kitchen. The use of the kitchen is at 
the discretion of the centre management and in 
cases where it is allowed can only be used by 
group leaders. There is also a common room and 
laundry. On arrival, students must pay a security 
deposit of $ 100 required by the school. The 
deposit will be returned at the time of departure 
unless the college needs to deduct payment for 
reasons stated in the school regulations. The 
centre does not provide towels.

Sports equipment
Facilities include a swimming pool, basketball 
courts.

CANADA

COLLEGE ages 10 - 17
Minimum age limit must be strictly 
adhered to
COURSE START  5/12/19 JULY
DATES 
16 Days 14 Nights

WI-FI in most areas 

FREE TIME
2 full day excursions:  
Niagara Falls including a boat trip on 
the Maid of the Mist and Canada’s 
Wonderland.
6 half day excursions: 
the CN Tower, the Distillery District Tour, 
the Royal Ontario Museum, Ripley’s 
Aquarium of Canada, Chinatown with 
Kensington Market and Casa Loma.

AFTERNOON AND EVENING 
ACTIVITIES
This programme may change for 
organisational reasons
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York University

Toronto, the capital of Ontario, is one 
of the most multicultural cities in the 
world and, to date, the most populated 
in Canada. It is the country’s industrial 
and financial centre and offers wonderful 
views of Lake Ontario. The symbol of 
Toronto is the CN TOWER, which is one of 
the tallest structures in the world, visible 
from every point of the city.

THE COLLEGE
York University, founded in 1959, is Canada’s 
third-largest university. It has a shopping mall, 
a TV room for students and new and modern 
classrooms, equipped with interactive white-
boards. The peculiarity of the school is the 
presence of the subway stop inside the campus 
that connects it directly to downtown Toronto in 
just 30 minutes.

The language course
The course includes 20 lessons per week of 45 
minutes in standard classes of max 15 students, 
with lessons alternating between the morning 
and the afternoon.

In order to get 
a quotation 
about this centre 
please contact:
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LAL
Cape Town

SOUTH AFRICA

COLLEGE ages 13 - 17
COURSE START  12 / 26 JULY
DATES
Departures will be the day before the 
published dates
16 Days 14 Nights

WI-FI in most areas 

FREE TIME
2 full day excursions:  
Cape of Good Hope & Boulders Beach; 
Cheetah Sanctuary & Lion Park.
10 visits and /or activities of the following 
type: city tour, V&A Waterfront and Two 
Oceans Aquarium, Table Mountain, Seal 
Island & World of Birds, Kirstenbosch 
Botanical Gardens, Robben Island, Canal 
Walk, Township Tour, Cool Runnings, 
Ostrich Farm & Blouberg beach.

AFTERNOON AND EVENING 
ACTIVITIES
8 evening activities including three 
dinners out, barbecues etc.
This programme may change for 
organisational reasons

From the flat-topped Table Mountain, 
with its spectacular views, down to the 
blue waters of Table Bay, Cape Town is 
simply stunning. Proudly multicultural, 
its flourishing arts, dining, and nightlife 
scenes are proof of this modern metropolis’ 
creativity and innovative spirit. Only a short 
distance away are the Cape of Good Hope, 
Winelands and the Garden route.

THE COLLEGE
The language school, recognized by Education 
South Africa and Saytc, is in the heart of the 
trendy Sea Point area, a short drive from the 
promenade, Table Mountain and the city centre. 
The famous beaches of Clifton and Camps Bay are 
just 15 minutes away. The building has spacious 
classrooms, a large student room with large-screen 
TVs and an area with pool tables, bars, barbecues 
and a garden.  

The language course
The course includes twenty 45-minute lessons 
per week in standard classes of max 15 students, 
with lessons alternating between the morning 
and the afternoon.

Accommodation
The student residence is in the same building 
as the school and offers quadruple rooms with 
shared bathrooms for students and double rooms 
with en-suite bathrooms for accompanying staff. 
There is also a student lounge and a self-service 
launderette.
On arrival, students must pay a security deposit 
required by the school of €80. The deposit will be 
returned at the time of departure unless the college 
needs to deduct payment for reasons stated in the 
school regulations. The college provides towels.

Sports equipment
Facilities include a swimming pool.
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Beijing Centre
Beijing
Beijing, the capital of China, is not only 
the country’s third-largest city but also 
the third largest in the world with a 
population of 24 million. Beijing’s old town 
offers very distinctive dwellings alongside 
more modern buildings and skyscrapers, 
testifying to the city’s rapid expansion. 
You can visit several sites of historical 
and cultural interest such as the famous 
Tiananmen Square, the Forbidden City, the 
Temple of the White Cloud, home to the 
Chinese Taoist Church, the National Centre 
for the Performing Arts and much more.

THE COLLEGE
The 40,000-square-foot campus is in Beijing’s Xie 
Dao fdi Chao Yang district and boasts stunning 
garden areas, as well as advanced educational 
resources.

The language course
The course is run in collaboration with the 
Ming-Cheng International Language School and 
includes a total of 36 hours delivered by native 
English speakers arriving directly from KKCL’s 
London headquarters. The programme is highly 
innovative because it uses the philosophy of 
holistic teaching and aims to create a multicultural 
environment that, harmoniously, combines 
Eastern and Western culture. Students develop 
their social and learning skills through a wide 
range of experimental activities such as role-play 
and simulation of real-life situations.

Accommodation
Students stay in modern multiple rooms with 
shared bathrooms, one for every two students. 
Accompanying staff stay in single en-suite rooms. 
The school cafeteria serves meals during the 
week. 
During excursions, students also have hot meals 
provided. The centre does not provide towels.
On arrival, students must pay a security deposit 
required by the school of € 30 the deposit will 
be returned at the time of departure unless the 
college needs to deduct payment for reasons 
stated in the school regulations. The college does 
not provide towels.

Sports equipment
Facilities include open air basketball courts, 
football pitches, badminton courts and a covered 
sports area.

CHINA

COLLEGE ages 12 - 17
COURSE START  15 / 28 JULY
DATES     
Departures will be the day before the 
published dates
14 Days 12 Nights

WI-FI in most areas 

FREE TIME
5 full day excursions to places of historical 
and cultural importance by private 
coach with a professional tour guide. 
The attractions include the Temple of 
Heaven, the Natural History Museum, 
the Forbidden City, the Beijing Zoo, the 
Giant Panda Museum, the Science and 
Technology Museum, the Temple of 
Confucius and the Great Wall.

AFTERNOON AND EVENING 
ACTIVITIES
On campus evening activities include 
games, disco, karaoke etc. 
This programme may change for 
organisational reasons.
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Singapore, one of the world’s most 
prosperous, tax-friendly countries and one 
which boasts the world’s busiest port, is 
home to over 5 million inhabitants. 
It combines a futuristic skyline and modern 
subways with Chinese, Malay and Indian 
influences that make the city an ideal 
holiday destination. The country’s first 
official language is English, so it is also 
ideal for students looking for something 
new and inspiring.

THE COLLEGE
The school is 20 minutes away from central 
Singapore by public transport. It contains all the 
facilities required by the students on one site: 
accommodation, classrooms, canteen, sports 
equipment, a launderette and communal areas for 
recreational and evening activities.  

The language course
The course provides 15 hours per week in standard 
classes held in the morning.  All teachers are 
qualified to teach English as a Foreign language 
and offer interactive and fun lessons for students, 

designed not only to improve their English level 
but also to stimulate their interpersonal skills. 
Students will have the opportunity to get closer 
to Asian culture by trying new foods, trying 
their hand at batik painting and even Chinese 
calligraphy during their stay.  

Accommodation
Students stay in quadruple rooms with private 
bathrooms, a refrigerator and a microwave. 
The centre does not provide towels. 
On arrival, students must pay a security deposit 
required by the school of £100. The deposit will 
be returned at the time of departure unless the 
college needs to deduct payment for reasons 
stated in the school regulations. 

SINGAPORE

COLLEGE ages 12 - 17
COURSE START  19 JULY 
DATES                 2 AUGUST
Departures will be the day before the 
published dates
14 Days 13 Nights

WI-FI in most areas 

FREE TIME
2 full day excursions: 
Universal Studios; Adventure Cove Water 
Park.
Half day visits: 
National University of Singapore, City Tour 
(Merlion Park/Gardens by the Bay/Marina 
Bay Sands), Singapore Science Centre; 
Singapore Zoo, Arab Street/China Town, 
Skyline Luge, Shopping at Orchard Road.

AFTERNOON AND EVENING 
ACTIVITIES
This programme may change for 
organisational reasons

Bluesky Education
Singapore

Bluesky Education
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Boston - New York on the Road 
California Dream | Eastern Dream 

Florida Discovery & Fun | Safari Tour

ON TOUR AROUND THE WORLD
In some centres, you can combine a language course 

with a real-world tour to discover the most celebrated and coveted 
destinations around the globe
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Boston - 
New York 
on the Road

* This programme requires a minimum number 
of 40 participants to run the tour. *All hotels 
may vary depending on availability. 

THE COLLEGE
The new CATS campus, located in the leafy suburb of Braintree, is 10 miles from the city centre and 
the beach. The campus facilities include a laundry room, common rooms, a computer room, modern 
classrooms equipped with interactive whiteboards and two art workshops, which are all available 
for students to use.

The language course
The course includes twenty 45-minute lessons per week in standard classes of max 16 students. 
Lessons alternate between the morning and the afternoon.

FIRST WEEK (7 NIGHTS) includes:
Intensive language course
15 hours of morning lessons and 7 and a half 
hours of ‘World of Work’ workshops in the 
afternoon, in classes of maximum 16 students. 

Accommodation
Students stay in modern, brand new air-
conditioned buildings, in single rooms with 
en-suite bathrooms. On arrival, students must 
pay a security deposit of $ 150 required by 
the school. The deposit will be returned at the 
time of departure unless the college needs to 
deduct payment for reasons stated in the school 
regulations. The college provides towels.

FREE TIME
1 full day excursion: 
Newport (Rhode Island).
2 half day excursions:  
Boston Freedom Trail and Quincy Market or 
Salem including the Witch Hunt Museum, 
Harvard University and Cambridge walking 
tour or MIT, Copley Square tour & shopping in 
Newbury Street.

AFTERNOON AND EVENING 
ACTIVITIES
This programme may change for organisational 
reasons

Sports equipment
Facilities include a large multipurpose gym and 
basketball courts.

SECOND WEEK (4 NIGHTS), tour:
Day 1: Departure from college Saturday morning 
direction Cape Code and Martha’s Vineyard, first 
overnight stay in the a hotel in Cape Code area. 
Day 2: Departure from Cape Code after Breakfast, 
arrival in New York city, hotel accommodation and 
walking tour. 
Day 3: New York City Tour.
Day 4: New York City Tour.
Day 5: Transfer from the hotel to the airport.
The tours in New York include:  Times Square, 
Central Park, Hudson Yards, Brooklyn Bridge, 
9/11 Memorial, Financial District, Soho Tour, 
Greenwich, Little Italy and China Town, Top of the 
Rock entrance and Circle Line Cruise. 

The tour does not include lunch or dinner.
Bookings will be confirmed once the minimum 
number of students will be reached.
Includes:
5 days of a private bus-travel plus a tour 
guide, as shown above. Tips for guides 
and drivers.
Overnight accommodation in 3*** hotel 
that are 20/30 minutes far from the city 
centre in quadruple rooms for students 
and double for leaders. Breakfast is 
included. 

STATI UNITI

COLLEGE+HOTEL ages 10 - 17
COURSE START  11 JULY
DATES
13 Days 11 Nights

WI-FI in most areas 
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Los Angeles California State 
University Channel Islands + Tour: 
Las Vegas, Grand Canyon, Yosemite 
Park, San Francisco, Los Angeles

California Dream

* This programme requires a minimum number 
of 40 participants to run the tour. *All hotels 
may vary depending on availability. 

THE COLLEGE
The Channel Island campus, built ten years ago, is the newest of the California State University campuses.  
Nestled at the foot of the Santa Monica Mountains and surrounded by lemon groves and strawberry 
fields, it is only half an hour from Malibu and an hour from Los Angeles. Other nearby attractions include 
Camarillo with its famous shopping mall, the beautiful Oxnard beach and the popular Channel Islands 
marine reserve. 
 The spectacular building housing the student library is flanked by the student centre, used for evening 
activities and a beautiful canteen. The campus also has a mini supermarket, a bank and three restaurants.

FIRST WEEK (6 NIGHTS):
Intensive language course
The course includes 20-morning classes and 
5-afternoon classes (Curriculum World Of Work) 
for a total of 30 45-minute lessons. Classes are 
taught by native speakers, with classes of up to 
max 15 students. Afternoon classes are in closed 
groups and take place from 2 p.m. to 3:30 p.m.

Accommodation 
Students stay in double rooms with shared 
bathrooms, one bathroom for every two students. 
Accompanying staff stay in single rooms with 
shared bathrooms. The centre provides towels.
Full board for 5 days.

FREE TIME
Included in the stay are 2-afternoon excursions 
with a late return to: Camarillo outlet Mall and 
Santa Monica. For each of the trips, the students 
will be given $ 15 cash to allow them to buy 
dinner. The trips take place at the end of the 
afternoon courses.

USA

COLLEGE+HOTEL ages 13 - 18
COURSE START  19 JULY
DATES
15 Days 13 Nights

WI-FI in most areas 

SECOND WEEK (7 NIGHTS):
Day 1: Transfer from college to Las Vegas. 
Dinner and overnight in an Excalibur-type hotel.
Day 2: Breakfast in the hotel. Full day excursion 
to the Grand Canyon National Park including 
admission. Return to Las Vegas for a tour of the 
city by night.
Dinner and overnight stay in the hotel.
Day 3: Breakfast in the hotel. Transfer to Fresno. 
Dinner and overnight stay in a BW type hotel.
Day 4: Breakfast in the hotel. Visit to Yosemite 
National Park including admission. Transfer to 
San Francisco. Dinner and overnight stay in a BW 
type hotel Plus – Oakland.
Day 5: Breakfast in the hotel. City tour of San 
Francisco with guide (North shore, Golden Gate 
Bridge, Alamo Square, Union Square, Chinatown, 
Pier 39 and Fisherman’s Wharf etc). Dinner and 
overnight stay in hotel.
Day 6: Breakfast in the hotel. Transfer to Santa 
Maria with lunch, including a stop at Monterey. 
Dinner and overnight stay in a Santa Maria Inn 
type hotel.
Day 7: Breakfast in the hotel. Transfer to Los 
Angeles. 1 night in Los Angeles in hotel Ramada 
Downtown and dinner at the restaurant.
Day 8: Breakfast in the hotel. Leave for the 
airport.

INCLUDES:
8 days of a private bus-travel plus a tour 
guide. Tips for guides and drivers.
Overnight accommodation in quadruple 
rooms for students and double rooms for 
accompanying staff.

California Dream
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New York Fordham Rose Hill + Tour: 
Niagara Falls, Washington, 
Philadelphia

Eastern Dream

*This programme requires a minimum number 
of 40 participants to run the tour. *All hotels 
may vary depending on availability. 

THE COLLEGE
Fordham’s Rose Hill Campus spans 83 acres of beautiful greenery, a short drive from New York 
Botanic Gardens and less than 5 miles from the Yankee’s Stadium, as well as about a 40-minute public 
transport ride from downtown Manhattan (the stop is about a 5-minute walk from the Campus). The 
complex also has a library, theatre and restaurant.

FIRST WEEK (6 NIGHTS) includes:
Intensive language course
30 hours of lessons in classes of up to max 15 
students. Morning classes are with international 
groups, while afternoon lessons are in closed 
groups.

Accommodation
Accommodation is on campus in simple and 
basic double rooms, all with en-suite bathrooms. 
Accompanying staff stay in single rooms with 
en-suite bathrooms. The college offers full board 
with $ 10 vouchers for dinner.

FREE TIME
A weekly Metro card is provided for evening 
excursions that take place every day. Trips with 
an activity leader include: MoMA, The American 
Museum of Natural History & Staten Island Ferry.

USA

COLLEGE+HOTEL ages 12 - 18
COURSE START  12 / 19 JULY
DATES
13 Days 11 Nights

WI-FI in most areas 

SECOND WEEK (5 NIGHTS) tour:
Day 1: Departure from college Saturday 
morning direction Niagara Falls, US side, first 
overnight stay in the Holiday Inn Niagara Falls-
Scenic Downtown (or similar).
Day 2: Tour of the waterfalls + Maid of the Mist 
and return to hotel.
Day 3: Departure for Washington and overnight 
stay in the Holiday Inn Rosslyn @ Key Bridge (or 
similar) - Washington.
Day 4: Tour of Washington including guide and 
return to the hotel.
Day 5: Departure for Philadelphia with tour of 
Philadelphia + Amish Country and overnight 
stay in the Holiday Inn Express Philadelphia (or 
similar).
Day 6: Departure from Philadelphia for New 
York airport including a shopping break in a New 
Jersey outlet.
The tour does not include lunch or dinner.

INCLUDES:
6 days of a private bus-travel plus a tour 
guide, as shown above. Tips for guides 
and drivers.
Overnight accommodation in quadruple 
rooms for students and double rooms for 
accompanying staff.

Eastern Dream
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Fort Lauderdale + Tour: 
Nasa, Disneyworld, Universal Studios, 
Island Of Adventure, Key West

Florida Discovery 
& Fun

*This programme requires a minimum number 
of 40 participants to run the tour. *All hotels 
may vary depending on availability. 

THE COLLEGE
TLA is a year-round teaching centre of excellence, accredited by the U.S. Department of Education and 
named in 2017 as one of the top 5 English schools in the United States.
The school building is in the heart of the dynamic financial centre in the city centre and three blocks 
from the central station. Only a short walk away is the famous Las Olas Boulevard, Fort Lauderdale’s 
premier destination for shopping, dining, events, entertainment and galleries. The school has 25 
bright, well equipped and fully air-conditioned classrooms. It also has an event centre with a large 
screen, table tennis tables and board games, and a modern and stylish café. The famous palm-fringed 
beach is a just 10-minute bus ride away.

STATI UNITI

COLLEGE+HOTEL ages 12 - 18
COURSE START  19 JULY
DATES
15 Days 13 Nights

WI-FI in most areas 

FIRST WEEK (6 NIGHTS), includes:
Intensive language course
The course includes 20-morning classes and 
2-afternoon classes for a total of 21 hours. 
International classes are taught by native speakers, 
with classes of up to max 15 students.

Accommodation
HOTEL: Accommodation is in the 4-star Embassy 
Suites hotel, in triple suites for students, each with 
two double beds and a queen sleeper sofa bed. 
Division of the rooms may involve students sharing 
with those from other groups. Accompanying 
staff stay in double suite rooms, all with en-suite 
bathrooms. Towels are provided by the hotel. 
Full board. Arrive on Sunday. 
Airport welcome and transfer to the centre.

Monday: 9:00 - 12:30 test, orientation, 15:00 - 
17:00 Fort Lauderdale canals mini cruise.
Tuesday: Lessons 9:00 - 12:30 - Lunch – Afternoon 
lessons (in closed groups): 14:00- 17:00.
Wednesday: Lessons 9:00 -12:30 - Lunch - 
Afternoon Sawgrass Mills Mall.
Thursday: Lessons 9:00 - 12:30 - Lunch - 
Afternoon lessons (in closed groups): 14:00- 17:00.
Friday: Lessons 9:00 - 12:30 - Lunch – Half day 
visit to Miami South Beach 14:00 - 15:30.

SECOND WEEK (7 NIGHTS), includes:
Day 1: 9:00 am Departure for NASA CAPE 
CANAVERAL Visit to KENNEDY SPACE CENTER 
- Cultural trip in English. 17:30 – Transfer to 
Orlando. Overnight stay in Orlando – Hotel 
accommodation in triple rooms.
Day 2: Breakfast in hotel. Theme Park: DISNEY 
WORLD AND EPCOT CENTRE. Overnight stay in 
Orlando - Hotel accommodation in triple rooms.
Day 3: Breakfast in hotel. Theme Park: 
UNIVERSAL STUDIOS. Overnight stay Orlando - 
Hotel accommodation in triple rooms.
Day 4: Breakfast in hotel. Theme Park: ISLANDS 
OF ADVENTURE. Overnight stay Orlando - Hotel 
accommodation in triple rooms.
Day 5: Breakfast in hotel. Check out and 
transfer to Fort Lauderdale- Accommodation in 
the Embassy Suites Hotel.
Day 6: Breakfast in college. Full day Key West 
- Accommodation in the Embassy Suites Hotel.
Day 7: Breakfast in college. Full day Miami tour 
+ Dinner at the Hard Rock café. Accommodation 
in the Embassy Suites Hotel.
Day 8: Breakfast in college and check out, 
Transfer- Departure for Italy.
Voucher for $ 20 for each of the six evening 
meals.

INCLUDES:
8 days of a private bus-travel plus a 
tour guide, as shown above. Theme park 
admission fees, tips for guides and drivers.
Overnight accommodation in triple 
rooms for students and double rooms for 
accompanying staff.
$ 20 Vouchers for six evening meals.

Florida Discovery & Fun
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Cape Town + TOUR
Safari Tour

THE COLLEGE
The language school, recognized by Education South Africa and Saytc, is in the heart of the trendy Sea Point 
area, a short drive from the promenade, Table Mountain and the city centre. The famous beaches of Clifton 
and Camps Bay are just 15 minutes away. The building has spacious classrooms, a large student room with 
large-screen TVs and an area with pool tables, bars, barbecues and a garden.

FIRST WEEK (8 NIGHTS) includes:
Intensive language course
The course includes 15 hours of lessons in 
standard classes of max 15 students.

Accommodation
The student residence is in the same building 
as the school and offers quadruple rooms with 
shared bathrooms for students and double rooms 
with en-suite bathrooms for accompanying staff. 
There is also a student lounge and a self-service 
launderette.
On arrival, students must pay a security deposit 
required by the school of €100. The deposit will 
be returned at the time of departure unless the 
college needs to deduct payment for reasons 
stated in the school regulations. The college 
provides towels.

FREE TIME
1 full day excursion: Cape of Good Hope & 
Boulders Beach.
5 visits and /or activities of the following type:  
city tour, Two Oceans Aquarium with dinner out 
and a ride on the panoramic wheel, city tour, 
Robben Island, Township Tour with dinner out, 
Seal Island & World of Birds with dinner out.

AFTERNOON AND EVENING ACTIVITIES
This programme may change for organisational 
reasons

SECOND WEEK (4 NIGHTS), tour:
Day 1:  Departure from college direction 
Sedgefield; morning: itinerary classes; afternoon 
activities like obstacle course on trees with 
zipline and chocolate tasting. Overnight in 
a Sedgefield Guest House in a dormitory of 
maximum 12 people. Students are divided per 
floors by gender. Ratio of bathrooms 1:5. Leaders 
are accommodated in single rooms.
Day 2: Morning: itinerary classes; afternoon 
visit to Cango caves; Cango wildlife and ranch 
with a jump into crocodile cage. Overnight in a 
Sedgefield.
Day 3:  Departure from Sedgefield direction 
to Jeffreys Bay; morning: itinerary classes; 
afternoon walking tour in Tsitsikamma National 
Park; visit to Elephant Sanctuary and Bunge 
Jumping. Overnight in a Jeffreys Bay in hostel in 
a dormitory of maximum 12 people. Students are 
divided per floors by gender. Ratio of bathrooms 
1:5. Leaders are accommodated in single rooms.
Day 4:  Morning: itinerary classes; afternoon 
Safari Addo National Park that includes Indian 
Ocean. The Addo National Park hosts the biggest 
African Elephant population. During the Safari 
various stops are included to take pictures and 
a visit to Knysna Heads where the Ocean meets 
the lagoon. Overnight in Jeffrey Bay.
Day 5:  Morning: itinerary classes; afternoon: 
canoe trip on the river to a beautiful and 
picturesque waterfall. Afternoon return to Cape 
Town.

Back to the residence for the last two 
nights before going back to Italy.

INCLUDES:
5 days of a private bus-travel plus a 
tour guide, as shown above. Half board 
(breakfast and dinner) included. Tips for 
guides and drivers.
Overnight as shown above.
15 hours lessons on the road (for a total 
of 30 hours in two weeks) 

SOUTH AFRICA

COLLEGE+RESORT ages 13 - 17
COURSE START  12 / 26 JULY
DATES
16 Days 14 Nights

WI-FI in most areas 
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Online registration

Enter the group code for your stay (if you do not have one, 
please contact the relevant office)

Fill in all the required fields carefully

Print and Sign the summary of data that will be sent to the email 
address nominated during the registration process. 
This summary will include: 
• Customer PIN to access the reserved area of your account 
• Summary of the selected services

Send the summary of data correctly completed and signed by the 
participant’s parent / legal guardian together with a copy of the deposit 
transfer details to:  
booking@masterstudiesltd.com
Registration will only be considered valid upon receipt of a copy of the 
deposit transfer details. You can check the status of your registration in 
the reserved area at any time.

WE ALSO REMIND YOU THAT:

• During the online registration, you will be asked to enter the details of the identity document  
which is to be used for the trip. Therefore, please ensure that it is valid at the time of departure and for the duration 
of the stay. Documents with an expiry date prior to the return date of the trip will not be accepted.

• All participants must complete and sign any medical questionnaires and other documents sent 
out to them as soon as possible. All completed documents must then be forwarded to the relevant Euro Ma-
ster Studies offices or the group leader before departure as this is a requirement in the various countries in which 
we operate.

Enrol the student in just 
a few simple steps:

SIGN-UP ONLINE

Log onto www.masterstudiesltd.com 
and click on the button   

You will receive a deposit code, this MUST be entered in the 
description of the payment/bank transfer field
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EXAMPLE 
Online Booking

www.masterstudiesltd.com

Terms and Conditions:
pag. 94-98

booking@masterstudiesltd.com

group code
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1) REGISTRATION FEE
All programs are subject to a 
registration fee, to be added to the 
published fees and equal to:
• € 170,00 for European destinations.
• € 200,00 for all destinations in 

the USA, Canada, South Africa, 
Singapore and China.

• The registration fee is not linked to 
the participation fee, therefore is 
NOT refundable.

2) REGISTRATION CONDITIONS
Registrations are to be made online 
and must be accompanied by the 
payment of a deposit equal to:
• € 700,00 for all European 

programmes.
• € 900,00 for the USA, Canada, 

South Africa, Singapore and China.
If you wish to subscribe to the 
optional cancellation policies (€ 69) 
and / or guarantee against currency 
fluctuations (€ 90), the relevant fees 
must be paid at the time of registration 
together with the advance single 
payment or the first instalment of the 
advance payment.
Applicants who register for their trip 
on the dates indicated by Special 
Offers can choose to divide the 
advance payment into two tranches:
• € 300 + € 400 for Europe namely 

€ 300 (plus any fees for optional 
policies) + € 400 within 37 days 
from the first tranche.

• € 300 + € 600 for the USA, 
CANADA, SOUTH AFRICA, 
SINGAPORE and CHINA namely 
€300 (plus any fees for optional 
policies) + € 600 within 37 days 
from the first tranche. 

For payments after advance 
payments, it will not be possible 
to insure the participant against 
cancellation costs and / or 
currency fluctuations.
Applicants who register from February 
16 onwards will be required to pay a 
one-off payment including the fees 
relating to the optional policies / 
guarantees.
For enrolments made in the 30 days 

prior to the departure date, the full 
amount of the trip must be paid. 
Online registration must be made 
through the following link http://
www.masterstudiesltd.com/
Follow instructions on page 92.

3) SPECIAL OFFERS 

a) Registration by 23-12-2019. 
All those who register by 23-12-
2019 can take advantage of the 
discounted amount highlighted in red 
shown in the table at the bottom of 
the page of their chosen centre, as 
well as a full refund,  paid by Master 
Studies Worldwide Ltd in the case of 
cancellation of the trip, without any 
conditions, received NO LATER THAN  
15/02/2020.
For cancellations received from 
16/02/2020 onwards, the conditions 
set out in article 23 of this regulation 
will be applied or the Unipol 
conditions stipulated at the time of 
purchasing an optional policy against 
cancellation costs. Special offers will 
be applied to all registration requests 
accompanied by a copy of the bank 
transfer of payment; the date of which 
validates the offer.

b) Registration by 18-01-2020.  
All those who register by 18-01-2020 
can take advantage of the discounted 
amount highlighted in green shown in 
the table at the bottom of the page 
of their chosen centre, as well as 
the full refund, paid by the Master 
Studies Worldwide Ltd in the case 
of cancellation of the trip, without 
any conditions, received NO LATER 
THAN 15/02/2020. For cancellations 
received from 16/02/2020 onwards, 
the conditions set out in article 23 of 
this regulation will be applied or the 
Unipol conditions stipulated at the 
time of purchasing an optional policy 
against cancellation costs. Special 
offers will be applied to all registration 
requests accompanied by a copy of 

the bank transfer of payment; the 
date of which validates the offer.

c) Registration by 15-02-2020.
All those who register by 15-02-2020 
can take advantage of the discounted 
figure highlighted in blue shown in 
the table at the bottom of the page of 
their chosen centre. Special offers will 
be applied to all registration requests 
accompanied by a copy of the bank 
transfer of payment; the date of which 
validates the offer.

4) PAYMENT METHODS
Once the online application is made, 
the applicant will receive a full 
summary of their application to the 
email address provided during the 
application process. It will indicate 
a code to be used for the payment 
of the deposit. The generated code 
MUST BE entered as the reason for 
the bank transfer in order to validate 
the application. The coordinates for 
the bank transfer are as follows:
Master Studies Worldwide Ltd. 
UNICREDIT S.p.A. FILIALE 00400 
BARI PUTIGNANI, 
VIA PUTIGNANI 98, 70122 BARI (BA) 
IBAN:
 IT79J0200804030000105773986
BIC UNCRITM1H00.

The transfer order date confirms 
and validates any promotions.

5) TRAVEL CONTRACT
The travel contract will be deemed 
concluded upon receipt of the 
signed online registration application 
together with a copy of the deposit 
payment details and in accordance 
with the guidelines laid down in point 
2 (Registration Method).

6) PAYMENT OF BALANCE
The balance for the study holiday 
must be paid by bank transfer no later 
than 40 days before the departure 
date and in any case upon receipt 
of the statement of account. The 
statement of account will be sent by 

email together with the client code 
that MUST be included in the field 
‘reason for the bank transfer’. All 
those who fail to comply with the 
balance transfer within the indicated 
time frame will lose the right to 
participate in the trip and will incur 
the application of penalties as set out 
in art. 21 of these regulations.

6 a) DEFERRED PAYMENT
During the registration process, the 
option of deferred payment can be 
requested for up to 60 days before 
departure by ticking the appropriate 
box on the registration form. 
Payments can be spread over 6, 10 
or 12 instalments. Financing may 
be requested up to 60 days prior to 
departure. For terms and conditions, 
please read the Standard European 
Consumer Credit Information 
available at the Bari point of sale 
office.  Deferred payment is only 
granted subject to the approval of the 
financial department. 
Please see art. 6 for details

7) PRICES INCLUDE
Transfers to and from airports abroad 
(unless otherwise stated).
Economy class return trip (excluding 
airport taxes) for Great Britain, Ireland, 
Malta, France, Spain, Germany, Cyprus, 
The United States, Canada, South 
Africa, Singapore and China (unless 
otherwise stated) from Rome or Milan 
as stated in the centre details.
Accommodation in student residences 
or host families including full board 
(unless otherwise stated).
Sports and recreational activities 
(unless otherwise stated). 15 hours 
per week of language lessons with 
qualified language teachers (unless 
otherwise stated).
Excursions and recreational-cultural 
activities as per the program of the 
chosen centre.
Assistance by an Italian accompanying 
member of staff for the entire stay.
Use of textbooks or other teaching 
materials.

•  Access to a 24-hour operation centre for all types of assistance;
•  Reimbursement of medical expenses up to the amount of € 8,000;
•  Reimbursement for the loss of baggage up to the amount of € 1,000;
•  Damage to third parties;
•  Compensation, in the event of death following an accident, up to the amount of €100,000;
•  Compensation, in case of permanent disability due to accident, up to the amount of € 100,000;

The amount of the basic obligatory contribution is € 160 for all destinations.

The amount of the optional contribution for the increase in reimbursements for healthcare expenses in the 
USA, Canada, South Africa, Singapore and China is: € 65 up to the amount of € 100,000.

MASTER STUDIES WORLDWIDE Ltd guarantees the reimbursement of the cost of the trip 
(registration fee excluded) in the case of those applicants that fail the academic year, 
upon presentation of the relevant supporting documentation.

By paying the fee for the 
opening and internal 
management of the 
conditions listed below 
and for the stipulation of 
the insurance policy, the 
following guarantees are 
provided:

Regulations: holiday insurance
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Certificate of attendance for the 
language course at the end of the stay.
Master Studies Worldwide Ltd rucksack.
VAT.

8) PRICES DO NOT INCLUDE
For Europe:
Enrolment fees € 170,00.
Obligatory accident/medical/baggage 
insurance policy fee, including 
processing charges € 160,00.
Optional Trip cancellation policy fee € 
69,00.
Optional currency fluctuation policy 
fee € 90,00 (only for destinations in 
the United Kingdom).
For the USA, Canada, South Africa, 
Singapore and China:
Registration fee € 200,00.
Obligatory accident/medical/baggage 
insurance policy fee, including 
processing charges € 160,00.
Optional Trip cancellation policy fee € 
69,00.
Optional currency fluctuation policy 
fee € 90,00 (only the USA, Canada, 
South Africa, Singapore and China).
Optional increased medical insurance 
to cap heath care costs € 65,00.
The following costs are not included:
Supplements for the afternoon/
evening programme of activities (see 
chosen centre).
Supplements for optional activities/
courses (in centres where applicable).
Meals during transfers.
Inflight meals 
Transfers to and from Italian airports.
Costs relative to public transport.
Flight supplements for departures 
from airports different than those of 
Rome with Malta, Spain, Cyprus, the 
USA, Canada, South Africa, Singapore 
and China as destinations. Flight 
supplements for departures from 
airports different than those of Milan 
for all other destinations.
AIRPORT TAXES.
Airport taxes are not included but 
determined by the airline at the 
time of booking and included in the 
final statement. The fees charged 
correspond to the exact cost applied 
by the individual airlines. Personal 
expenses and costs related to entry 
visas or similar (ESTA, ETA etc.). 
Anything not expressly mentioned.

9) VARIATIONS
Before departure, Master Studies 
Worldwide Ltd reserves the right to 
make changes to the stay for technical 
and organizational reasons, giving 
written notice of the type of change 
and any price change. Master Studies 
Worldwide Ltd also reserves the 
right to cancel the trip, at any time 
before departure, if the minimum 
number of participants is not reached, 

with no other obligation than the 
reimbursement of the fees paid. As 
an alternative to reimbursement, the 
participant will be able to evaluate 
replacement travel solutions, based 
on availability at the time of the 
change, accepting the program and 
the price as per the catalogue of the 
new chosen centre. Master Studies 
Worldwide Ltd also reserves the right 
to replace the chosen college with 
another structure of equal price and 
quality, should the chosen college 
prove to be unsuitable for safety or 
technical-organizational reasons. If, 
on the other hand, the failure to carry 
out the stay was caused by reasons of 
force majeure, such as wars, strikes, 
epidemics, cessation of Government, 
terrorist acts, etc., only expenditure 
actually incurred will be deducted 
(air ticket, registration fee, costs 
for issuing insurance policies, any 
compensation requested by foreign 
correspondents, etc.).
The organizer who cancels will 
return to the consumer the sum 
paid only if the organizer cancels for 
reasons other than: force majeure, 
unforeseeable circumstances, failure 
to reach the minimum number of 
participants, failure to accept any 
alternative package of equal or higher 
value by the participant, failure to pay 
the balance within 40 days before 
departure.

10) PENALTY FOR A CHANGE OF STAY
The participant who, for personal 
reasons, should request a change 
of location or move to another 
group other than the one previously 
booked, will be subject to a penalty of  
€ 100.00. In addition, any difference 
in price between the two structures 
and any flight penalties in the case of 
tickets that have already been issued.

11) TRANSFERS FROM AND TO 
AIRPORTS ABROAD
Participants travelling in groups must 
make the transfer to and from airports 
abroad with the same group. The 
costs of transfer to and from foreign 
airports for the outward and early 
return of the participant for personal 
and / or technical reasons are borne 
by the participant.

12) TRIPS
Participants engaging in group travel 
must make the return trip with the 
same group. An unused one-way or 
return journey will not be refunded. 
Travel expenses with an advance or 
postponed return with respect to the 
group for personal reasons are the 
responsibility of the person concerned. 
All passengers are requested to 

comply with the airline’s directives 
regarding the weight and size of their 
baggage. Any excess weight must be 
paid at the airport by the participant 
and is not refundable. The weight and 
dimensions allowed by the companies 
will be stated on the travel program. 

13) FLIGHT SUPPLEMENTS FROM 
OTHER AIRPORTS
For departures from airports other 
than Milan to England, Scotland, 
Ireland, France and Germany or Rome 
to the USA / Canada, South Africa, 
Singapore, China, Malta, Spain and 
Cyprus, flight supplements to be 
added to the participation fee are 
shown on page 98. Airport taxes are 
determined by the airline at the time 
of booking and included in the final 
statement of balance.

14) RESPONSIBILITY
The responsibility of the organizing 
company towards travellers and 
their belongings cannot under any 
circumstances exceed the limits set 
by the laws in force. The organizing 
company cannot be held responsible 
for any expenses or charges deriving 
from unavoidable, unforeseeable 
circumstances (strikes, bad weather, 
quarantine, wars) or from fortuitous 
and / or force majeure (epidemics 
and terrorist acts, etc.), as well as by 
thoughtless acts of vandalism carried 
out by the participant.

15) DATES OF STAY
The dates indicated in our programs 
may be subject to change due to 
flight changes. The precise departure 
date will be communicated to each 
participant in a detailed travel 
itinerary approximately 10 days before 
departure. The dates of the stays can 
be postponed for one or more days 
so participants are therefore invited 
not to make any commitments that 
cannot be postponed for the period 
immediately preceding and following 
the departure and return dates.

16) PRICES
Fees and surcharges are established 
based on the cost of foreign services 
such as transport, fuel, airport fees 
and exchange rates applied to the 
packages in question and calculated 
on the average of the exchange 
rates: GBP 0.90; USD 1.13; CAD 1.47; 
SGD 1.50. By sending the account 
statement by e-mail, any increase in 
price will be determined based on 
currency exchange rate fluctuations. 
In the event of an increase in the cost 
of the trip greater than 8% of the price 
in its original amount, the participant 
will have the right to withdraw from 

the contract without any charge. The 
participant can protect themselves 
from the aforementioned changes, 
more than likely in the current political 
and economic context, by requesting 
(at the time of registration) the 
optional insurance guarantee against 
currency fluctuation. (€ 90.00).

17) DURATION OF THE STAYS
Stays are generally 14 nights / 15 
days and 21 nights / 22 days (except 
if stated otherwise). The trip (round 
trip) is an integral part of the stay. The 
days of stay not allocated exclusively 
for personal needs e.g. departures 
or arrivals if different from the group 
are not refundable. If the trip is on 
a weekday, any missed lessons will 
be recovered depending on the 
availability of the schools. If one of the 
lesson days coincides with a national 
holiday in the host country, the 
recovery of the lesson hours cannot 
be recovered.

18) REQUEST FOR EXTENSION OF 
THE STAY
The group may also be requested 
to extend the stay by an additional 
day which carries an individual 
supplement of € 80.00 in Europe and 
€ 100 in the USA, Canada, South 
Africa, Singapore and China.

19) DOCUMENTS FOR BORDER 
CROSSINGS
For all EU countries, either a valid 
identity card or passport is required 
for border crossing. ATTENTION: 
any documents that are excessively 
worn, laminated or with extensions 
may not be accepted. For group 
departures minors under the age of 
14 must also include in addition to 
their identity document details of the 
person accompanying them in the 
form of written authority obtained 
from the local Police authorities. 
This form is mandatory for border 
crossing. Original documents must be 
presented at the border photocopies 
are not accepted. For individual 
departures, children under the 
age of 14 will be required to submit 
at the border, together with a valid 
travel document, a declaration 
form (available from the local Police 
authority)entrusting custody of the 
unaccompanied minor to the airline 
(at the expense of the participant). 
Documents should be taken to the 
airport in original format and not 
photocopies. For non-EU countries, 
an optically readable passport with a 
digital photo is required. For travel to 
the USA, you must register at https://
esta.cbp.dhs.gov/ as part of the 
Visa-Free Travel program.

Regulations: holiday insurance
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Regulations: holiday insurance
Please be aware that registration is 
mandatory, and confirmation must 
be printed and attached to your 
passport. For more information, see 
page 72 of the catalogue. For more 
information about U.S. visa policies, 
visit Http:// italy.usembassy.gov or 
http://milan. usconsulate.gov under 
Visa/Visas.  Passengers travelling 
to Canada must take the Electronic 
Travel Authorization (ETA) form with 
their passport. To register simply visit 
the following website: http://www.
cic.gc.ca/english/visit/eta-start-
it.asp and fill out the online form. The 
service carries a cost of about $ 7 each.
Please note: Passengers travelling 
to Beijing must take their visa to the 
airport, along with their passport. 
For more information on visas, please 
refer to the Chinese Visa Office: 
https://bio.visaforchina.org/ROM2_
EN/. Costs range from € 130 to € 180 
plus additional expenses imposed by 
intermediary agencies. The tourist visa 
to Singapore is not required for stays 
of less than ninety days.
N.B. Passports must be valid for 
no less than six months from the 
date of arrival in the country.
THIS PROCEDURE IS OBLIGATORY.
For passengers residing in Italy, but 
not born in Italy, their Identification 
documents must be approved 
by the relevant embassy. The 
participant must go in good time 
(we recommended immediately after 
confirmation of registration) to the 
Consulate/Embassy of competence to 
verify the procedure for travel abroad 
to their chosen destination.
Master Studies Worldwide Ltd 
does not take any responsibility 
for any problems caused by 
incorrect documentation at the 
time of departure or denied 
visas.

20) COMPLAINTS
Any complaint regarding the stay must 
be notified by the customer without 
delay, so that the organizer, the local 
representative and the accompanying 
member of staff will be able to remedy 
it promptly. The customer may also 
reiterate their complaint no later than 
10 business days from the date of 
return.

21) WAIVERS
Waivers must be sent and received 
by e-mail to the e-mail address of the 
dedicated office responsible for processing 
the client’s waiver. For Southern Italy, 
for Northern Italy, and central Italy, 
london@masterstudiesltd.com. 
It is also advisable to follow up the 
email with a confirmation call to the 
respective office dealing with the 

request. Any participant revoking 
the contract before departure will 
incur the following penalties: for 
waivers received up to 30 days before 
departure, 50% of the participation 
fee. For waivers received after that 
period, 100% of the participation 
fee. The participation fee is the 
price published in the catalogue, 
excluding taxes and surcharges. 
The registration fee, as well as any 
other optional insurance policies, 
are NON-refundable, along with 
costs associated with flights and the 
services provided by foreign suppliers.
For those having taken out the 
optional Unipol cancellation policy 
insurance of € 69, at the time of 
registration and who have already 
paid any penalties due to the tour 
operator, will be able to claim against 
the insurance policy in line with the 
conditions outlined in the policy itself. 

22) REIMBURSEMENTS
Under no circumstances can a refund 
be given for those who fail to show 
up on the day of departure, without 
prior notice. Furthermore, no refund 
can be given to those who are unable 
to make the trip due to a lack of or 
incorrect travel documents.
Master Studies Worldwide Ltd 
cannot give refunds for participants 
repatriated as a result of a breach of 
the terms and conditions laid down 
in the Master Studies Worldwide 
Ltd Regulations. This also includes 
violation of the law of the host country 
and infringement of the host school’s 
regulations.
Refunds cannot be given to students 
who as a result of unacceptable 
behaviour towards the school, host 
family, teachers or classmates, are 
removed from the school programme 
and repatriated. The same conditions 
apply to any student caught stealing; 
who will be prosecuted under the 
laws of the host country and will be 
immediately repatriated at their own 
expense. 
Master Studies Worldwide Ltd 
reminds you that smoking, and the 
use or possession of drugs and 
alcohol is strictly forbidden in 
all colleges, host families and 
university residences. 
Any student found using or 
in the possession of drugs or 
alcohol will face disciplinary 
procedures, suspension of the 
stay and immediate repatriation. 
Any additional costs incurred as 
a result of this are borne by the 
participant. 
All requests to cancel Trinity and TIE 
exams received after 20/05/2020 are 
non-refundable.

Any refunds will be made from 
September onwards.

23) EARLY RE-ENTRY
Any participant who, for 
compassionate reasons, illness, or 
personal motives requires an early 
return, is not entitled to a refund 
for the remainder of the stay. Any 
additional costs incurred as a result of 
this are borne by the participant.

24) CHANGES TO HOST FAMILY
The selection of host families is 
entrusted to our team of local staff 
and requires students to demonstrate 
a flexible approach toward new 
habits, foods and schedules, which 
are sometimes very different from 
those in Italy.
The idea of homestay involves staying 
in host accommodation, in families 
that do not always correspond to the 
classic Italian family model. Your hosts 
can be single-parent families, i.e. one 
adult and one child or an elderly 
or childless couple, or even singles 
who want to animate their home by 
hosting students, regardless of their 
religion, sexual orientation, political 
beliefs or working background.
All host families are subject to police 
checks and certified to host foreign 
students. The number of host families 
per centre is limited. 
Students can be accommodated in 
double/triple/quad rooms depending 
on the availability of the hosting 
school, the client’s preferences 
regarding pairings will be taken into 
consideration only as far as is possible. 
It is also not possible to guarantee the 
number of Italian students per host 
family.
Master Studies Worldwide Ltd, in the 
event of a request from the participant 
to change host family, will firstly and 
where possible, request the opinion 
of the accompanying member of staff 
to justify the reason for the request. 
After consulting the Local Host Family 
organiser of the hosting school 
and checking the availability of any 
replacement families the participant 
will be offered an alternative solution. 
Further exchange requests related to 
subjective incompatibilities will result 
in an early return with all expenses 
borne by the participant and without 
the possibility of any refund for the 
outstanding period of the stay. In the 
case of unavailability of replacement 
families, the participant will move into 
the college/residence with the rest of 
the group. If the participant requests a 
change of accommodation from family 
to college/residence, then they will 
have to pay the difference between 
the cost of the host family and that of 

the college/residence, to the amount 
of € 150.00 per week as recognition 
to the host family as a penalty. 

25) CONDUCT OF PARTICIPANTS
If the participant displays conduct 
contrary to the measures of fairness 
and civility, or fails to conform to 
local customs, then Master Studies 
Worldwide Ltd has the right to 
terminate the contract and repatriate 
the participant at the latter’s expense. 
Participants will be held accountable 
for any damage the organizer suffers 
as a result of their failure to comply 
to the regulations. The participant is 
required to pay the security deposit 
required by the college/hotel/
residence of their preselected centre. 
As listed for each centre in the 
catalogue.

26) EDITORIAL OFFICE AND 
DISSEMINATION OF PROGRAMMES
In accordance with current legislation, 
Master Studies Worldwide Ltd 
programmes are designed to 
provide the public with correct and 
comprehensive information, which 
contains the length of stay, location, 
college description, price, terms and 
conditions waivers and the amount 
of any eventual penalties. The 
information provided may contain 
errors. No right of recourse can be 
applied to the information resulting 
from this catalogue/publication.
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THE FOLLOWING GUARANTEES 
ARE OPTIONAL

CANCELATION POLICY SECTION

Art. 01
Foreword/risk description
The Company in this section, within 
the following contractual terms and 
conditions, insures participants and/or 
users of the contracting party’s tourist 
services during the period of validity of 
this policy.
Notification of the names of the Insured 
parties– as envisaged in Article 22 
‘Notification of the list of insured parties’ 
- must be carried out by the Contractor 
at the time of booking or at the latest 
within 24 hours of the confirmation of 
the tourist services purchased by the 
insured party.
Art. 02 
Purpose and effective date of the 
policy. The policy covers the penalties 
payable from the insured party to 
the Tour Operator, within the limits 
indicated, if the insured party is unable 
to participate on the trip for any of the 
following unpredictable reasons at the 
time of conclusion of the contract:
A. Sudden illness, accident or death 
of the insured party, members of their 
family or of the partner/joint proprietor 
of the insured party’s company, or of 
the travelling companion if they are also 
insured. 
B. Material damage resulting from fire 
or natural disasters affecting the assets 
of the insured party and requiring their 
presence in loco. 
C. The object of a court summons or 
convocation by a Justice of the Peace, 
occurring after the effective date of the 
policy.
D. inability to reach the place of 
departure following natural disasters. 
E. inability to take holidays due to new 
hiring or dismissal. The policy runs from 
the date of registration of the trip and 
lasts until the moment when the insured 
party starts using the first tourist service 
provided by the Contracting party.
Art. 03
Limit of liability  
The Company reimburses the 

cancellation fees charged to the 
Policyholder by the Contracting party 
within the maximum percentage 
forecast by participation in the trip in 
the limit of € 15,000 for the insured party 
and with the maximum limit for a single 
event of € 30,000.
Art. 04
Provisions and limitations  
The operation of the policy is subject 
to the following provisions and limits of 
compensation:
1. If the journey is cancelled at a time 
after one of the contractually foreseen 
events occurs, the Company will 
refund the existing penalties on the 
date on which this event occurred (Art. 
1914C.C.).The major penalty charge will 
be borne by the insured party. 
2. If the insured party is temporarily 
registered for a trip with his family 
and/or other persons in the event of 
cancellation, the guarantee shall be 
effective, in addition to the insured 
person directly involved in the event 
and his family members, even for one 
of the travelling companions provided 
that they are also insured.
3. This includes pre-existing, chronic 
diseases whose recurrence or 
recurrence occurs after the date of 
registration for the journey. 
4. Cancellations resulting from the 
inability to take holidays due to further 
recruitment or dismissal shall be 
included.
Art. 05
Exclusions
Exclusions to Supplementing and partial 
modification of the ‘exclusions common 
to all policies’ of the General Conditions 
of Insurance. The insurance is not 
valid if at the moment of subscription 
conditions or events that could cause 
the trip to be cancelled already exist 
and if the conditions of accession or 
of conduct in the event of an accident 
have not been respected. Registration 
fees are not insurable and will therefore 
not be refunded. Cancellations resulting 
from the following events occurring in 
the place of destination and leading 
to the cancellation of the journey are 
excluded: war, terrorism, socio-political 
factors, meteorological events, natural 

events, epidemics or the danger of such 
events. Cancellations resulting from: 
• subsequent work commitments, 

study or financial reasons; 
• wilful misconduct and serious 

misconduct of the insured party; 
• pathologies relating to pregnancy 

prior to the date of the policy are 
excluded. 

The insurance does not cover 
cancellations resulting from chronic, 
neuropsychiatric, mental or nervous 
health disorders.
ART. 06
Excess/percentage excess
The refund of the penalty is made on 
the basis of the policy terms and will be 
made after deduction of the 15% excess 
fee, calculated on the refundable penalty. 
This excess cannot be less than the sum 
of € 100 for the insured party. No excess 
shall be applied in the case of waiver due 
to death or hospitalisation in the same 
institution, lasting more than 5 days.
ART. 07 
In the event of an accident
In the event of an accident, the insured 
party must scrupulously comply with 
the following obligations, under the 
penalty of forfeiting their right to 
reimbursement:
1) Cancel the reservation with the 
Tourist Operator immediately in order to 
stop the extent of applicable penalties. 
The cancellation must be notified 
however before the start of the booked 
services, even on public holidays, by fax 
or e-mail. In any event, the Company 
shall reimburse the cancellation fee 
on the date on which the event giving 
rise to the waiver occurred; If there is 
a higher penalty fee due as a result 
of delayed notification of waiver, the 
insured party will be liable. 
2) Report the cancellation to the 
Company within 5 days of the 
occurrence of the event that caused 
the cancellation and, in any case, no 
later than 24 hours prior to the date 
of departure. The insured party must 
inform Unipol Assicurazioni S.p.A. 
directly by 
• calling the toll-free number 

800406858 active from Monday to 
Friday from 8:30 am to 7:00 pm and 

Saturday from 8:30 am to 13:30 pm; or 
• by fax number 051.7096551. The 

reporting date will be the date 
indicated on the fax. 

At the time of the notification of 
cancellation it will be necessary to make 
known to the Company: 
• name, surname, national insurance 

number, full home address and 
contact details in order to be able 
to effect any medical examinations 
and communicate any respective 
communications to the insured party. 

• travel and cover references such as: 
details of the insurance card or the 
name of the Tour Operator, expected 
date of departure of the trip to 
be waived and, where possible, a 
booking account or registration card; 

• a description of the circumstances 
which force the policyholder to 
cancel; 

• medical certification or, in the case of 
a guarantee not resulting from illness 
or accident, other proof of inability to 
take part in the journey.

Also, later (if not immediately available) 
must be provided in writing to: 
Unipol Assicurazioni S.p.A. 
Ufficio sinistri Turismo 
Via della Unione Europea, 3/B 
20097 San Donato Milanese (MI) 
• statement of  account or registration 

form (if not previously provided); 
• the invoice for the penalty charged; 
• payment receipt issued by Tour 

Operator; 
• original medical certification; IBAN 

number.  
Any reciprocal requests and/or 
communications relating to the 
management status of the casualty will 
follow either in writing or by fax. In any 
case, the requested documentation 
should be sent, exclusively in original, to: 

Unipol Assicurazioni S.p.A. 
Ufficio Sinistri Turismo 
Via della Unione Europea, 3/B 
20097 San Donato Milanese (MI).

INSURANCE GUARANTEES

Compulsory Assistance   Compulsory
Reimbursement of medical expenses Compulsory
Baggage cover    Compulsory
Cancellation cover   Optional
Interrupted trip cover    Optional

“Unipol Protected Travel” 
in collaboration with 
“Pronto Assistance Servizi PAS” 
operations centre

Terms and Conditions of Insurance
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Accidents
In the event of death     € 100,000.00
In case of permanent disability (excess 2%)   € 100,000.00
Compulsory Insurance guarantees
24 Hour Call centre assistance 
Baggage and personal effects up to       € 1,000.00
Reimbursement of medical expenses in Italy up to     € 1,000.00
Reimbursement of medical expenses abroad up to     € 8,000.00
Optional Insurance guarantees
Reimbursement of medical expenses abroad up to € 100,000.00
For third party claims    
Assistance PRONTO ASSISTANCE SERVIZI                +39 011.6523211
Medical Costs PRONTO ASSISTANCE SERVIZI   800.883883 
Cancellation or interruption of trip     800.406858 
Baggage       800.883883
Accidents                 +39 080.5242056  
 
Agency: 
info@cicirielloassicurazioni.it



METHODS OF PAYMENT
Payments must be made in accordance with the following guidelines:
Euro Account:
Account Name: Master Studies Worldwide Ltd
National Westminster Bank
IBAN: IGB24NWBK60721442240131
BIC: NWBKGB2L;

GBP account:
Account Name: Master Studies Worldwide Ltd
Bank Name: National Westminster Bank
IBAN: GB85NWBK60000148822736
BIC: NWBKGB2L; 

IMPORTANT
Please send a copy of the payment (bank transfer) to the Master Studies Worldwide Ltd 
offices, indicating the participant’s name, reference number (in the case of a payment of 
balance), the chosen centre and the date of departure. 

DEFERRED PAYMENT
During the registration process, the option of deferred payment can be requested 
for up to 60 days before departure by ticking the appropriate box on the registration 
form. Payments can be spread over 6, 10 or 12 instalments. Promotional advertising 
message. For terms and conditions, please read the Standard European Consumer Credit 
Information available at the points of sale. Master Studies Worldwide Ltd operates as 
a non-exclusive credit intermediary. Deferred payment is only granted subject to the 
approval of the financial department.

TRAVEL ITINERARY 
Before departure, Master Studies Worldwide Ltd provides a detailed travel itinerary 
covering all the client’s essential travel details including arrival and departure times, 
clothing requirements and the contact addresses of the selected accommodation either 
in college or a host family.

FLIGHTS
Master Studies Worldwide Ltd only uses safe and reputable airline companies for all its 
flights. However, please note that baggage allowance differs from company to company. 
Therefore, it is imperative that you check your travel schedule carefully before departure, 
to ensure that you do not exceed the stated allowance. Most EU states and other countries 
require airlines to provide details about their passengers during the booking process. So, 
to facilitate this process, please send a photocopy of the passenger document (duplex) 
care of our offices at the time of registration or no later than 30 days before departure. 

TRAVEL DOCUMENTS REQUIRED BY ITALIAN CITIZENS FOR BORDER CROSSING.
For all EU countries, either a valid identity card or passport is required for border 
crossing. Children under the age of 14 must also include in addition to their identity 
document details of the person accompanying them in the form of written authority 
obtained from the local Police authorities. This form is mandatory for border crossing. 
Original documents must be taken to the airport as photocopies are not accepted. For 
non-EU countries, passports are obligatory. For those travelling to the United States, 
You will need to obtain a visa or an Electronic System for Travel Authorisation (ESTA) by 
registering at; https://esta.cbp.dhs.gov/ and for those travelling to Canada passengers 
must obtain electronic travel authorisation(eTA) by registering at http://www.cic.gc.ca/
english/visit/eta-start-it.asp.
PLEASE NOTE
Registration on the above sites is a paid service and is mandatory. Confirmation must 
be printed and attached to your passport. Recently, there have been several changes 
to passport regulations, so before booking your trip please ensure that you have read 
the latest requirements by visiting the following website www.poliziadistato.it or by 
contacting your local Police authority.

TRANSPORT
The cost of public transport is borne by the participants unless otherwise stated.

INFORMATIVA PRIVACY
For GDPR Policy please refer to our website www.masterstudiesltd.com 

It is a mandatory requirement that you are aware that: under art. 16 of the Law 3 
August 1998 n.269. Italian law punishes any offences related to prostitution and child 
pornography with the penalty of imprisonment, even if they are committed abroad.

CIVIL RESPONSIBILITY FOR THIRD PARTIES
Conforms to the requirements of the ‘Code of Tourism’, D.L. 23.05.2011 nr. 79, 
within the limits of the CCV “International Convention on Travel Contracts”.
Accidents
In the event of death                     € 100,000.00
In case of permanent disability (excess 2%)                  € 100,000.00
MANDATORY GUARANTEES
24 Hour Operations centre assistance 
Baggage, personal effects up to                       € 1,000.00
Refund of medical expenses in Italy up to                       € 1,000.00
Refund of medical expenses abroad up to                       € 8,000.00
OPTIONAL GUARANTEES
Refund of medical expenses abroad up to                   € 100,000.00
Cancellation                       800.406858
To report a claim:
- Assistance PRONTO ASSISTANCE SERVICES             +39 011.6523211
- Medical costs                       800.883883
PRONTO ASSISTANCE SERVICES 
- Cancellation and interrupted travel                 +39 011.6523211 - 800.406858 
- Baggage                        800.883883
- Accidents               +39 080.5242056
General Agency inquiries: 
info@cicirielloassicurazioni.it

General information 
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Visit our new website 
www.masterstudiesltd.com



00199 ROME 
Via Tripoli, 110 - Scala B
Tel. +39 06.86210756

roma@masterstudiesltd.com

70122 BARI 
Via Abate Gimma, 93 - Scala A

Tel. +39 080.5754711
bari@masterstudiesltd.com

20146 MILAN 
Via G. Washington, 1
Tel. +39 02.48104105 

milano@masterstudiesltd.com

LONDON
Warnford Court, 29 

Throgmorton St, London EC2N 2AT, 
United Kingdom

Tel. +44 (0)207 9479537
london@masterstudiesltd.com

SHENZHEN
 Liwan Building A-1508, Qianhai Road 
NO. 0101, Nanshan District, Shenzhen, 

China
Tel. +86 18280085069 

booking@masterstudiesltd.comwww.masterstudiesltd.com
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